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ABSTRACT

The report covers the research and development (R & D)

activities of the Applied Chemistry Division for the period

January 1993 to December 1995. This period is marked by important

contributions pertaining to the R & D programmes on chemistry

aspects related to Nuclear Power Stations. The thrust areas of

the Division's R & D programmes are: chemical decontamination of

nuclear reactor systems, metal-water interactions relevant to the

nuclear power stations and other industrial units of the

Department, biofouling and its control in cooling water

circuits and cooling water treatment. Other major research

programmes are in the areas of radiation chemistry, solid state

reactions and thermodynamic studies aimed at reactor

applications. Design, procurement and erection work pertaining to

dynamic decontaminatin loop and biofouling test loop were

continued as part of the VIII Plan Project work. A BRNS

symposium on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of Nuclear and

Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units (CURTWAC-95) was

organised during February 1995.

The expertise available in the Division in the areas of water

chemistry was provided to the Departmental facilities through

COSWAC. Besides, analytical services were rendered to various

units of BARC/DAE and other institutions. These activities are

reported in the form of summaries. The list of publications from

the Division is given at the end of the report.



FOREWORD

It is my great pleasure to place before you the second

progress report of the Applied Chemistry Division covering the

activities for the period January 1993 to December 1995. This

period is marked by important contributions relating to the R & D

programmes on chemistry aspects related to the Indian Nuclear

Energy programme. Besides, basic research work was also carried

out in the fields of radiation chemistry, complex chemistry,

solid state reactions and high temperature thermodynamics.

In reactor related programmes, chemical decontamination of

PHWRs and BWRs continued to be the thrust areas of investigation.

The full system chemical decontamination of the primary heat

transport system of MAPS units 1 and 2 were carried out

successfully. The DFs achieved were 8-23 on CS surfaces and 3-5

on monel surfaces. The results of the two successful campaigns

established beyond doubt the success of the dilute chemical

decontamination technology developed in house in the Division,

with necessary engineering support provided by the Reactor

Engineering and Process Systems & Engineering Divisions.

Preliminary studies related to RAPS unit 2 decontamination were

completed and a full system decontamination of the unit was

carried outj by the Station in February 1996 employing the same

methodology as was done earlier at MAPS. However, the results

have not been encouraging. DFs were low which could be attributed

to different nature of oxide deposits and the radioactivity

incorporated therein as compared to the MAPS reactors. Work on

development of new decontamination formulation containing

different chelants and reductnts has been initiated.

Work related to decontamination of TAPS-BWR surfaces included

comparative assessment of LOMI and CEA processes, electro

decontamination of IX heat exchanger vent valve and

chemomechanical decontamination of surge tank in the clean-up



system. Large scale preparation of LOMI formulation by

electrochemicl process has been attempted.

In the area of biofouling, investigations were carried out on

evaluation of water quality, rearing of barnacle larvae,

microbiological studies in fresh waters and sea water, biofilm

development and its dependence on plant nutrients, chlorination

and biofouling studies at MAPS etc. Biocorrosion and

electrochemical corrosion studies in cooling water were also

carried out.

In the field of radiation chemistry, pulse radiolysis studies

on corrosion inhibitors, chelants and related compounds were

continued. Redox properties of corrosion inhibitors were

correlated with corrosion inhibition efficiency of these

compounds. Using pulse radiolysis technique, pKa values of a

number of aminopolycarboxylic acids were determined. In addition

to these, radiolysis of NH3-water system and studies on

radiolytic generation of hydrogen in aqueous solutions were

carried out.

Solid state reactions in a number of systems were

exhaustively investigated to understand the basic mechanisms and

to evolve alternative routes for the synthesis of useful

materials and as also to optimize the experimental conditions for

preparation of pure compounds. An important achievement has been

conversion of non-superconducting S^CuC^ to superconducting

Sr2Cu02F2+5 by a non-hazardous route. Other studies included Li-

intercalation in europium oxyfluorides; fluorination of RE2O3,

^rn+l(--un<-)2n+l' superconducting oxides and graphite, and

dilatometric studies of lithium borate compounds. Physicochemical

techniques such as powder XRD, TG/DTA, XPS, EPMA, EPR, and 19F

solid state NMR were extensively employed in these

investigations.



Thermodynamic studies centered on a variety of systems of

relevance to nuclear technology. The areas pursued include

determination of accurate values of energy of formation and heat

capacity of Cs2CdI4 by the transpiration technique, standard

molar enthalpies of formation of several compounds in the Ca-Te-

0, Hf-Te-0 and Zr-Te-0 systems and mapping the phase diagrams of

Mn-Te-0 and Ag-Te-0 systems using techniques such as TG/DTA,

DSC, Knudsen cell-Mass Spectrometry and Calorimetry. A new method

for temperature and mass calibration of thermobalance was

developed. In the field of software development a search program

to get X-ray crystallographic information from standard Cambridge

databases was upgraded.

Engineering modifications were carried out during the

erection of the HT-HP loop and it is expected to be commissioned

shortly. This will be useful for material compatibility studies

under different water chemistry conditions.

Financial support for these activities is mainly through the

plan projects. As part of the VIII Plan, works on dynamic

decontamination loop and biofouling test loop are continuing and

are expected to be completed by the end of plan period. A IX Plan

Project entitled "Upgradation of Facilities for conducting

R & D in Applied Chemistry Problems of Direct Relevance to

Nuclear Technology" involving an outlay of rupees 600 lakhs been

submitted.

A BRNS symposium on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of

Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units

(CURTWAC-95)" was organised during February 13-16, 1995. This was

highly successfull and several important issues related to water

chemistry were discussed.

On the human resources development front, the staff members

of the Division continued to take active part in the selection

and teaching programmes of the BARC Training School.



The expertise available in the Division in the areas of water

chemistry related to the primary and secondary side of nuclear

power reactors and the cooling water aspects of these and other

industrial plants continued to be rendered to the Department

through COSWAC, (Committee on Steam and Water Chemistry), a body

specifically constituted for this purpose. Besides, analytical

services involving a total of 1328 samples (analysed by various

techniques such as TG, DTA, DSC, XRD etc.) were rendered to

various units of BARC/DAE and other institutions such as the

universities.

The list of publications from the Division (given at the end

of this report) shows that several papers were published in

reputed international journals having high impact factors and

presented at various conferences/symposia and brought out as

reports. A few staff members also submitted their work for

doctoral degrees.

I am highly thankful to the editors for their commendable job

of collating the contributions from the individual scientists to

bring out this report in a presentable form. No less has been the

role of the individual scientists who have not only given

write- ups on their contributions but also provided the necessary

information in the format as required by the editors for which I

am very grateful.

I hope, this report will give an insight into the

multifaceted activities of the Applied Chemistry Division.

P.N. Modrthy

Head, Applied Chemistry Division



Editors• Page

There is a general feeling that the progress report of a

Division is a mere compilation of data and involves very little

effort. This is not correct and the task is quite involved.

Collecting the contributions from everyone constitutes the first

step. The second step is one of editing and in some cases getting

some of the matter rewritten. Then comes the final stage of

arranging the report which goes through several permutations and

combinations to meet the exacting standards set by the boss !

The job calls for multifaceted skills such as editorial

knowledge, and the ability to interact with others. The editors

should have tact, diplomacy and of course infinite patience.

Because of the goodwill shown by all our colleagues and the

encouraging attitude of the Head of the Division our work got
r

considerably simplified. We are thankful to Shri B. Yuvaraju for

his involvement in initial stages of preparation of this report.

Words are inadequate to express our debt of gratitude to one and

all. We can only say, ""THANK YOU FOR ALL THE HELP1 .

3. M. 3
(D.B. Raik) (V. Ramshesh) (B.N. WanTf"7
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1.1.1 Dilute chemical decontamination of the PHT Systems

of Indian PHWRs

(S.V. Narasimhan, S. Velmurugan, S. Rangarajan,

A.L. Rufus, M.P. Srinivasan, T.V.K. Mohan, A.G. Kumbhar,

K.K. Satpathy, Y.V. Harinath, V.K. Gupta,

V.S. Satyaseelan, Padma S. Kumar, P. Madasamy,

V.T. Apar, P.K. Mathur, A.S.Gokhale, C.K. Vinaykumar,

P. Dwibedy and P.N. Moorthy)

The primary heat transport systems of MAPS-1 and-MAPS-2

reactors, with fuel in place, were decontaminated using

indigenously developed dilute chemical decontamination proccess

in December 93 and April 95 respectively. The total quantity of

iron solubilised was computed to be 173 kg and 203 kg, while the

amount of j ̂°Co removed was 231 and 120 Ci respectively. DFs

achieved at different locations are given in Table 1.1.1. The

estimated man-rems saved for the station on account of shutdown

maintenance jobs following these campaigns were 400 and 700

respectively. The coolant D2O did not show any decrease in its

percentage isotopic purity in both the campaigns.

The required quantities of EDTA, ascorbic acid and citric

acid were injected into the D2O coolant as a slurry and

circulated at about 85°C using a combination of PHT pumps. The

magnetite dissolved releasing iron into the coolant. In

addition, radioactivity (>90% 60Co) also got released from

internal surfaces into the coolant. A portion of the coolant (at

the rate of 1000 lpm) was cooled and passed over pre-deuterated

cation beds to remove all the iron and radioactivity existing in

cationic form while regenerating the EDTA. During the process,



the D2 generated , due to corrosion, got accumulated in the PHT

cover gas which was periodically purged with N2• The process was

terminated by valving in mixed bed to remove all the organics and

radionuclides present as anionic species.

The carbon steel corrosion rate during the process was

estimated to be < 0.5 jxm/hr. while those of stainless steel,

zircaloy-2 and monel were below detectable limit.

Chemical parameters namely pH, specific conductivity,

concentrations of EDTA, ascorbic acid, citric acid, iron, copper

and nickel were monitored continuously to assess the chemistry

during the process. The concentration of crud was observed to be

< 2 ppm in both the campaigns. The dose rate on preselected

locations were monitored continuously to assess the chemical

process on different surfaces of the PHT system.

The total quantity of solid ion exchange waste generated was

4500 and 5300 litres respectively in MAPS-1 and 2. The hardware

fabricated for the purpose of decontamination consisted of 500

litres capacity ion exchange columns made out of carbon steel

which was epoxy coated from inside. The columns were shielded by

10 cm thick lead. They were connected between two stainless

steel headers which were joined in parallel to the existing IX

purification set up in the bleed circuit of the PHT system of

MAPS.



Table 1.1.1

DFs achieved as a result of dilute chemical decontamination

MAPS-1 MAPS-2

a) Carbon steel surfaces

1. Reactor header

2. Feeder pipe

3. Circulating pumps

(discharge elbow)

4. FM vault (centre)

5. Boiler No.5. CS connector

30

30

11.4

8

1 3 .
1 3 .

6 .

5 .

1 0 -

3
3

3

3

17

b) Monel surfaces:

1. Bleed cooler

2. Shut down HX

3. Boiler cabinet

3.4

5

2 .4

5.9

1.9

2.9

The possible corrosion damage to the pipes at the chemical

injection point and to the bleed condenser tube was evaluated by

ultrasonic testing and was found to be below specified limit. In

Unit #1 campaign, fresh fuel bundles were loaded during

decontamination. No corrosion damage or crud deposition could be

seen due to the decontamination process.

Subsequent to the decontamination, the purity of the D2O

coolant was restored by mixed bed polishing and LiOH addition to

the technical specifications specified for normal operation. No

harmful effect was reported in either of the units during regular

operation following the decontamination campaign.

The major jobs undertaken after decontamination were:

MAPS-1 : Hopkinson valve repair, ISI of coolant channel, Bleed

cooler tube inspection.



MAPS-2 : ISI of coolant channel, Garter spring relocation,

removal of defective hair pin unit from Boiler No. 5.

The two decontamination campaigns at MAPS with indigenous

formulation have proved successful.

1.1.2 Studies on removal of metal ions and coxnplexants by

cation exchange resin in EAC formulation and other

complexant media

(S. Velmurugan, A.L. Rufus, Padma S. Kumar,

V.S. Sathyaseelan, S.V. Narasimhan and P.K. Mathur)

In a decontamination process, complexants are employed to

achieve better dissolution efficiency and to sequester the metal

ions released during the dissolution process. In a regenerative

type of decontamination process, the metal complexes thus formed

should transfer the metal ions to the cation exchange resin to

regenerate the complexants and the H+ ions lost during the oxide

dissolution reaction. An extensive study of the ion exchange

behaviour of EDTA and the metal ions in the various complexing

media was undertaken in order to predict their behaviour during

decontamination and to select the best complexant as a

decontaminant.

(a) Isotopic effect in EDTA pick-up on cation IX

The mono and diprotonated forms of EDTA are picked-up on

cation exchange resin. It was observed that the amount of EDTA

picked-up on cation IX in heavy water medium was several times

higher than that in light water medium. Experiments carried out

to observe the variation in adsorption of EDTA on cation IX as a

function of pH showed that in the entire pH region studied ( pH

1-3 ) the adsorption was higher in D2O medium than in H2O medium.

Solubility studies indicated that the species distribution of

EDTA in solution have changed, thereby favouring the formation of



higher concentrations of mono and dipositively charged species.

Further studies revealed that this alone cannot explain the

increased pick-up. The selectivity coefficients of the positively

charged species also had higher values in D2O than in H2O medium.

Studies carried out in both heavy and light water medium

showed that the EDTA adsorbed was completely eluted out by

progressive loading of the IX column with iron.

(b) Behaviour of metal ions in EAC formulation

In a reducing type of DCD formulation such as EAC, Fe2+ is

released during the oxide dissolution reaction. Experiments

carried out simulating the linear velocity conditions (80 m/hr.)

prevailing in PHT system purification circuit showed that removal

of Fe2+ from EAC formulation is kinetically fast and the observed

capacity was close to the theoretical capacity (2 meq/ml) of the

resin. Breakthrough was observed only after 85% of the IX column

was loaded with Fe2+. Studies carried out by varying the iron

concentration in solution indicated that the capacity ' of the

resin did not change significantly with the change in inlet iron

concentration;. This indicated that EAC formulation could be

efficiently regenerated by strong acid cation IX when Fe2+ is the

dominant ion in the solution. It has also been observed that

even if Fe3+ is generated during oxide dissolution by EAC

formulation, the ascorbic acid present will reduce Fe(III)-EDTA

to Fe(II)-EDTA at temperatures in the range 80-90°C.

In EAC formulation, even though ascorbic acid and citric acid

are present, it was found that EDTA decides the ion exchange

behaviour of metal ions. EDTA forms stronger complexes with the

metal ions encountered in decontamination as compared to ascorbic

acid and citric acid. Hence, metal ions such as Fe3+, Ni 2 +, Cu2+,

Cr3 + , and Co3+ prefer to complex with EDTA in EAC formulation.

Studies carried out in a 5 litre glass loop showed that the

observed ion exchange capacities for these metal ions on strong



acid cation exchange resin were very low and even the small

amount adsorbed in the IX column were found to be eluted out by

the Fe2+ which forms the major fraction of ions released during

oxide disssolution. It was inferred that only ions which form

complexes with stability constant values less than 1016 can

transfer the metal ions to the resin.

During PHT system decontamination, 60Co activity is released

mostly as Co2+. Ion exchange behaviour of Co2+ in EAC

formulation indicated that Co2 + is removed by cation IX

efficiently with an observed capacity value of 0.8 meq/ml.

However, when the cation IX column was simulataneously loaded

with Fe2+, 60% of the cobalt picked up was eluted out just before

the column was completely exhausted. This laboratory observation

was in good agreement with the plant observations made during

MAPS-1 & 2 decontaminations. Thus, in order to retain the

activity in the IX, it is essential that the IX column is valved

out just before the column is 90% exhausted.

(c) Ion exchange removal of metal ions from NTA and PDCA

Nitrilo triacetic acid (NTA) and Pydridine 2,6 dicarboxylic

acid (PDCA) are good complexing agents which can be used in

decontaminant formulations. Ion exchange capacity for the various

metal ions were estimated in these complexing media and the

values are compared with those obtained in EDTA medium (Table

1.2.1). The observed capacity values are higher in NTA medium for

Co2 + , Ni2 + , Fe3+ and Cu2+. This indicated that NTA is a better

complexant in a system where metal ions other than Fe2+ are

expected. Further, increase in NTA concentration in solution

decreased the ion exchange capacity for Cu2+ ion, whereas

increase in concentration of Cu2+ for a given concentration of

NTA proportionately increased the capacity values. However,

change in pH of the complexing medium ( pH 1-3 ) did not have any

significant effect on the capacity value. These observations

could be explained by considering the equilibria involved in the



complex formation reaction in solution and ion exchange reaction

in resin phase. Attempts to estimate the Cu+ capacity value

revealed that Cu+ is unstable in NTA and disproportionates

readily to Cu° and Cu2+.

Table. 1.1.2

Observed (Apparent) ion exchange capacity values in

EDTA, NTA and PDCA ( meq/ml)

Complexant Fe2+ Fe3+ Ni 2 + Cu2+ Cr3+ Co2+

EDTA 1.37 mM 1.8 0 0.05 0.02 0 0.80

NTA 10 . mM 1.6 0.33 1.13 0.28 0 1.62

PDCA 10 mM 0.7 0 0 0 00.40

1.1.3 Experimental studies made on active specimens obtained

from MAPS and RAPS PHT Systems

(A.L. Rufus, V.S. Sathyaseelan, S. Velmurugan,

S.V. Narasimhan and P.K. Mathur)

Physical and chemical parameters involved in the optimisation

of EAC formulation for the decontamination of PHT systems of

PHWRs were carried out using inactive samples in the laboratory.

However, prior to decontamination, it is important to know the

actual thickness of the oxide present in the system surfaces and

the activity inventory. In addition, the efficiency of the

formulation in the actual plant conditions is required to be

established. These were evaluated by descaling experiments and by

carrying out decontamination studies on the active coupons



obtained from the PHT system bypass autoclaves and on

representative cut pipe specimens from the PHT system.

(a) Experiments on coupons obtained from by-pass autoclave

Carbon steel and monel coupons exposed to RAPS-2 PHT system

environment in a by-pass autoclave subsequent to its first

decontamination in 1992, showed appreciable fission products.

The observed contact doses on the carbon steel and monel surfaces

were 4 5 and 12 mR/hr. respectively. The descaling of the oxide

layer on CS showed a thickness of 5.4 /im.

The decontamination of one of the carbon steel coupons showed

a DF of 9 after 4 hr. exposure to EAC formulation at 85°C.

However, the individual isotopic DFs were in the range 8 to 50.

The activities removed on cation bed were l44Ce, •L4-^Ce, -^^La,
54Mn, 59Fe, 60Co and those removed on anion bed were 124Sb,
125Sb, 113Sn, 95Zr and 95Nb. Though 103Ru and 106Ru were removed

on anion bed to a large extent, a small amount of these

activities was removed on cation bed also.

For monel coupons, the DFs obtained were 3 for 60Co and 59Fe,

6-15 for 140La and 141Ce and 1.5-6 for other isotopes.

(b) Estimation of oxide thickness and activity inventory

For accurate measurement of oxide thickness and the

efficiency of the formulation, it is necessary to carry out

experiments with specimens cut from PHT system. The active

specimens obtained from carbon steel pipe cut from the outlet

line of the south side autoclave of the PHT system of MAPS-1 and

those obtained from bleed line in the PHT system of RAPS-2 were

descaled by Clarke's solution in order to find out the oxide

thickness. The values so estimated ranged from 42-58 fxm.



The descaling solution in which the specimens were immersed

was sampled periodically to establish the activity profile, which

was quite different for MAPS-1 and RAPS-2. The 60Co activity in

the MAPS-1 specimen was about 95% of the total activity and

nearly 75% of this was concentrated in the top 10 /xm oxide layer.

In other words, just by removing 25% of the oxide layer, around

75% of the activity can be removed. In the case of RAPS-2, the

activity was found to be present throughout the oxide layer and

its distribution along the depth of the oxide layer was found to

be linear. In comparison to MAPS, by removing 25% of the oxide

layer, only around 25% of the activity can be removed. The

distribution of the radioactive nuclides showed that 60Co

contributed to only 30% of the total activity and the rest was

from fission products like 1 4 4Ce, 106Ru, 125Sb, 95Zr and 95Nb.

Descaling a specimen obtained from low temperature low

pressure circuit of MAPS-1 showed oxide thickness of 38 /zm and
60Co activity was found to be in negligible compared to the high

temperature high pressure circuit.

(c) Decontamination of active samples

Gl̂ ass loop decontamination experiment at 85°C on active

specimens in EAC formulation gave a DF of 8-20 (w.r.t different

radionuclides) in the case of MAPS-1 specimens both in the

presence and absence of inhibitor Rodine-92A, and for an exposure

period of 17 hr. For RAPS-2 specimens, the average DF value of

10 was obtained after an exposure period of 10 hr.

In a slightly modified decontamination experiment wherein a 8

cm long pipe piece cut from MAPS-1 PHT system itself formed part

of the dynamic glass loop, thereby exposing the specimen to

formulation under flow condition, a DF of 3.5 in 13 hr. was

obtained.



The above DF values obtained at different volume to surface

area (V/A) ratios in the range 0.5-180 cm showed that activity

removal was quite satisfactory. Since the real system is likely

to have a V/A ratio of 5, its performance will lie in between the

two extremes and appreciable DF can be expected.

1.1.4 Study of iron speciation in decontamination formulation

(S. Rangarajan, S.V. Narasimhan and P.N. Moorthy)

Among the different reductive dissolution routes for

magnetite, the one involving base metal iron is likely to be

predominant in acidic solutions especially if the iron is from

carbon steel. The main dissolution reaction could be

Fe3O4 + 8H
+ + Fe > 4Fe2+ + 4H2O

Using mass balance and charge balance equations for the

equilibria involving EDTA, H+, Fe2+, and the organic acids, a

polynomial expression involving the total concentration of the

three acids, iron and hydrogen ion concentration was derived and

solved for the equilibrium hydrogen ion concentration by Newton -

Raphson iterative method. Computer programs viz., "PREDTA" and

"PRCOMP" were developed in BASIC language to calculate the total

iron concentration and the most likely species of iron that could

be present in the formulation at any pH.

Table.1.1.4 gives the distribution of various species for

different compositions of the formulation. It is seen that if the

oxide dissolution reaction goes to completion then the pH would

reach 7.14 and the total iron content would be around 492 ppm for

a model solution in which the total concentration of the acid

components is 1 g/1. However, if the other metal ions compete for

the complexing agents (which is inevitable) and if the

equilibrium is not complete due to dependence of kinetics on the

dynamically changing solution composition, then the actual value

for total iron concentration could be lower. In one experimental

10



run, a value of 230 ppm for total iron and a pH value of 5.5 (on

the average) were observed for most of the samples collected at

the later stages of the experiment.

It is also clear from the free metallic iron concentrations

(Table 1.1.4) that iron can not precipitate as Fe (OH) 2 as the

ionic product, [Fe2 + ] x [OH"]2 for pH 5.5 would not exceed the

solubility product limit (8.0 x 10"16) in all the cases.

Table 1.1.4 Distribution of various species in EAC formulation

Composition I II III IV V

pH 7.14* 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5

Iron species (%)

Fe2+ 18.6 7E-3 2E-3 6E-3 < 1E-3

Fe(OH)+ 43.4 4E-4 1E-4 3E-4 < 1E-3

FeY2" 15.5 34.4 42.5 38 53

FeL" 16.2 36.1 39.8 35 40

FeHP+ f 6.3 29.3 17.6 27 7

Total Iron (ppm)

492 220 220 250 220

Free Acids (M)

H4Y (EDTA) - 8E-6 3E-5 1E-5 0.1E-3

H3C (Citric acid) - - -

H2A (Ascorbic acid) - 0.5E-3 1E-3 0.5E-3 1.5E-3

(•Equilibrium pH at infinite time)

Compositions with respect to EDTArAscorbic AcidrCitric Acid

(mg/1) for I & II - 400:300:300, III & IV - 500:330:310 and V -

650:330:310

11



1.1.5 Iron-pH correlation studies during decontamination

(S. Rangarajan, S.V. Narasimhan and P.N. Moorthy)

Two approaches were made to correlate the observed

concentrations of iron with the pH values of varying compositions

of the formulation. The data for iron and pH were taken from MAPS

Unit #1 decontamination campaign. In the first approach, the

hydrogen ion concentration was calculated from the experimentally

measured total concentrations of the three acids using the

computer program "PREDTA". The difference between the calculated

and the experimentally measured (as pH) hydrogen ion

concentration was considered to have been used up for iron

dissolution in the system and hence its concentration was

calculated and compared with the experimentally measured iron

concentration. In the other approach, the pH values were

calculated for a given iron concentration based on the

stoichiometry of reductive iron (Fe) aided magnetite dissolution

and subsequent complexation and was compared with the

experimentally measured pH values. However, to arrive at this pH

value, due weightage was given to the stability of different iron

complexes.

A good correlation was obtained between the experimental and

theoretical Fe-pH data by both the approaches. However,in the

first approach, a difference of 10-20 ppm was obtained between

the above values and could be due to a dilution error (100 times)

which was inherent in the experimental procedure. In the second

approach, the small differences ( 0.3-0.4 pH units) obtained in

some cases were attributable to experimental errors.

1.1.6 Role of ascorbic acid as reductant for Fe(III) in EDTA

based decontamination formulations

(S. Rangarajan and S.V. Narasimhan)

To assess the reducing ability of ascorbic acid for Fe(III)

in presence of EDTA, polarographic experiments were carried out

12



in 0.1 M K2SO4 solution at room temperature. A well defined

composite wave was obtained for the mixture of Fe(II)EDTA and

Fe(III)EDTA with a halfwave potential of 0.040 V vs SCE. It was

found that addition of ascorbic acid even at double the

stoichiometric concentration of iron did not reduce the

Fe(III)EDTA complex to Fe(II)EDTA complex. A small anodic current

component observed in the reduction wave of Fe(III)EDTA complex

did not increase with increasing amounts of ascorbic acid and

time interval. However, in the absence of EDTA, Fe(III) was found

to be reduced to Fe(II) by ascorbic acid. These observations

suggest that the role of ascorbic acid as a reductant for Fe(III)

is manifest only in the absence of EDTA (at room temperature).

1.1.7 Development of analytical methods for the estimation of

various components of the decontamination formulation

(V.S. Sathyaseelan, S. Velmurugan, S.V. Narasimhan,

Padma S. Kumar, A.L. Rufus, P.K. Mathur and

P.N. Moorthy)

Estimation of the various organic components in EAC

formulation ( 400 mg/1 EDTA, 300 mg/1 Ascorbic acid and 300 mg/1

Citric acid) is difficult because of mutual interferences and

interferences from their decomposition products and metal ion

complexes. Interferences were also observed in the estimation of

metal ions because of the presence of the complexing agents.

Hence the standard analytical procedures needed to be modified

and standardised to suit the requirements. Measurement of

dissolved oxygen was also carried out in EAC formulation under

different conditions.

(a) EDTA estimation

EDTA was estimated spectrophotometrically by converting all

the EDTA in the sample to Fe(III)EDTA. It was found that Cu2+ and

Ni 2 + interferred in the estimation by forming strong Cu2+-EDTA

13



and Ni 2 +-EDTA complexes which could not be broken up by the Fe 2 +

added externally. The procedure of forming Fe(III)EDTA was

modified by adding F e 3 + instead of F e 2 + and then boiling the

sample under inert atmosphere so as to quicken the displacement

of C u 2 + and N i 2 + from EDTA and to facilitate the formation of

Fe(III)EDTA. Inert atmospheric was found to prevent decomposition

of EDTA by the dissolved oxygen at the elevated temperatures

used.

(b) Ascorbic acid estimation

Ascorbic acid was estimated iodimetrically even in the

presence of iron and other metal ions. It was observed that the

dissolved oxygen can decompose ascorbic acid especially in the

presence of metal ions such as C u 2 + , N i 2 + and F e 2 + / F e 3 + . However,

presence of Fe 2 +-EDTA was found to reduce the dissolved oxygen in

the sample by reacting with oxygen. Thus, ascorbic acid

estimation had to be carried out as and when the sample was

received or the sample had to be freed from dissolved oxygen to

avoid the decomposition of ascorbic acid.

(c) Citric acid estimation

Citric acid was estimated accurately by High Performance

Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) using Waters Bondapak or Novapak C18

column, 0.2 M potassium dihydrogen phosphate at pH 2.4 as eluent

and UV-Visible detector at 214 nm. Its retention time was 3.8 min

on Bondapak column and 2.1 min on Novapak column.

(d) Oxalic acid in ascorbic acid

Formation of oxalic acid in ascorbic acid could be detected

by Ion Chromatography. Oxalic acid is formed when ascorbic acid

is oxidised by air, whereas oxidation of ascorbic acid by

magnetite did not result in the formation of oxalic acid. It is

presumed that magnetite oxidised ascorbic acid to dehydroascorbic

14



acid. It was also observed that during the initial stages of the

reaction between ascorbic acid and oxygen , the oxidation product

is oxalic acid. However, as the oxalic acid concentration

increased in solution, the oxidation was found to slow down and

oxidation products other than oxalic acid were formed. This is

attributed to the decrease in pH of solution with the formation

of oxalic acid which changed the course of oxidation. It was

observed that the EDTA and citric acid present in EAC formulation

inhibited ascorbic acid decomposition by oxygen in air.

(e) Estimation of metal ions in EAC formulation

During spectrophotometric estimation of iron by o-

phenanthroline method, it was observed that presence of EDTA

slowed down the Fe2+-o-phenanthroline complex formation reaction.

It was found that by employing high concentration of acetic

acid/acetate buffer, the reaction rate could be enhanced. In the

estimation of copper and nickel by Atomic Absorption

Spectrometry, the OD values were found to be higher for a given

concentration of these metals ions in the EAC formulation as

compared to the values observed in mineral acid medium. This

problem w^s overcome by using standards prepared in EAC

formulation for calibration.

(£) Dissolved oxygen measurements

Dissolved oxygen measurements were carried out in EAC

formulation and its individual components using Martek on-line

oxygen probe which functions on the polarographic principle. It

was observed that ascorbic acid reacts with oxygen at a slow rate

and that the rate was found to increase in the presence of iron

in the solution. Neither citric acid nor Fe2+-citrate were found

to react with the dissolved oxygen. The rate of reaction of

Fe2+-EDTA with dissolved oxygen was found to be very fast and the

reaction was so much favoured that the residual oxygen left after

the reaction was always less than 10 ppb. Thus, it was

15



established that as long as Fe 2 +-EDTA is present in EAC

formulation, dissolved oxygen value will always be below 10 ppb,

specified for the Primary Coolant System.

The analytical procedures so developed were employed for

monitoring the chemistry parameters during the full system

decontamination campaigns carried out at MAPS-1, MAPS-2 and RAPS-

2 (II campaign).

1.1.8 Development of analytical methods using HPLC

(A.L. Rufus and S.V. Narasimhan)

(a) Estimation of bismuthiol

The estimation of bismuthiol (a corrosion inhibitor) was done

on HPLC using Waters Bondapak C18 column, 0.2 M potassium

dihydrogen phosphate at pH 2.4 as eluent and uv-visible detector

at 214 nm. The retention time was around 4.6 min. The

calibration was also checked in EAC formulation and in iron

containing EAC formulation. All the calibration curves were

linear in the range 0-200 ppm with slightly varying slopes.

Hence, estimation of bismuthiol can be accurately done provided

the calibration is done in the proper matrix.

(b) Separation and estimation of components of new DCD

formulation

A new decontamination formulation containing pyridine 2,6

dicarboxylic acid (PDCA) and ascorbic acid is being tried. The

estimation of the two constituents was done on HPLC using Waters

bondapak C18 column, 0.2 M potassium dihydrogen phosphate at pH

2.4 as eluent and uv-visible detector at 268 nm. The peaks were

well separated with a retention time of 3.2 min. for ascorbic

acid and 8.3 min. for PDCA. The calibration curve with respect

to both were found to be linear in the range 0-400 ppm.
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1.1.9 Standardisation of analytical procedure for the

quantification of Fe(II)/Fe(III) in decontamination

formulation

(S. Rangarajan and S.V. Narasimhan)

Sampled DC and Differential Pulse Polarographic (DPP)

techniques were used for estimating the concentration of Fe(II)

and Fe(III) in an EDTA based decontamination formulation. A

solution of 0.1 mol dm"3 sodium citrate and 0.1 mol dm"3 EDTA

served as the supporting electrolyte.

An aliquot of decontamination formulation was added to 20 ml

of supporting electrolyte and the solution was deaerated with

oxygen free nitrogen for at least 15 min. before the measurement.

A blanket of inert nitrogen atmosphere was also maintained over

the solution surface throughout the experiment. Sampled DC

technique was used for quantifying iron(III) and iron(II)

concentrations individually and DPP was used to analyse the total

iron.

The above procedure was found to be highly reproducible with

sensitivity values of 28, 38 and 210 nA/ppm for Fe(II), Fe(III)

and total iron respectively.

1.1.10 Corrosion of xnonel-400, zircaloy-2 and carbon steel in

EAC formulation and evaluation of corrosion inhibitors

(S. Velmurugan, V.S. Sathyaseelan, A.L. Rufus,

Padma S. Kumar, S.V. Narasimhan and P.K. Mathur)

Compatibility of structural materials is an important aspect

in developing a decontamination formulation for the PHT system.

Hence, the compatibility of EAC formulation with materials such

as monel-400 and zircaloy-2 were carried out. The general

corrosion rate for monel-4 00 was found to be of the order of

5.4X10 "4 (im/hr. for an exposure duration of 24 hr. at 85°C in the

deoxygenated formulation. Also, microscopic examination revealed

17



no pitting attack. But in the aerated solution the corrosion

rate was much higher, (8X10"2 /im/hr.) and microscopic examination

revealed pitting attack. The reason for the pitting attack was

attributed to the presence of dissolved oxygen and not to the

oxalic acid that could be formed insitu due to the oxidation of

ascorbic acid. This was confirmed by carrying out studies with

EOC formulation (which contains oxalic acid in place of ascorbic

acid) under deaerated conditions when no pitting attack was

observed.

The corrosion experiments on zircaloy-2 showed no detectable

corrosion both in deaerated and aerated media.

Four organic inhibitors viz., CI-103, diethyl thiourea

(DETU), Rodine-92B and Rodine-92A were evaluated in EAC

formulation for their efficacy in inhibiting carbon steel

corrosion and their ion exchange behaviour. The inhibition

efficiencies were estimated to be 35.7, 90.7, 96.4 and 97%

respectively. Ion exchange studies showed that DETU was removed

to a much lesser extent on cation exchange resin but was not at

all removed on anion exchange resin. The latter is an undesirable

feature from the point of view of dilute chemical

decontamination. Ion exchange adsorption experiments carried out

with Rodine 92A and 92B revealed that both of them were getting

removed completely on cation IX as well as on anion IX. Hence, it

was suggested that either of the rodines could be used as

inhibitor during decontamination provided the inhibitor was added

at low concentrations every 3-4 hours during the course of

decontamination so as to compensate its continuous removal by the

cation IX.
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1.1.11 Corrosion compatibility of reactor materials in

decontaminant formulations

(M. P. Srinivasan, S. Rangarajan and S.V. Narasimhan)

(a) Effect of inhibitor

Electrochemical corrosion rates were measured on both

polished and magnetite coated carbon steel coupons in

deoxygenated EAC (EDTA, Ascorbic acid, Citric acid 4:3:3)

medium at 28° and 85° C . Ecorr , Polarisation Resistance

(PR) and Tafel plots (TP) were evaluated. The inhibition

efficiency of three corrosion inhibitors viz. CI-103, Diethyl

thiourea and Rhodine - 92B at 28° C was determined. The

electrochemical corrosion rate was found to be significantly

lower than that estimated by weightloss methods. The inhibitor

Rhodine -92B reduced the corrosion rate of CS in EAC formulation

to 0.008 fim/hr. at 28° C as compared to 0.07 /xm/hr. in the

absence of inhibitor.

(b) Effect of concentration of components in EAC formulation

Irrespective of the concentration of the components in the

range 0- 300 mg/1 CA and AA, and at a fixed EDTA concentration

of 400 mg/1, the corrosion rates varied only marginally: 0.08-

0.28 fim/hr. at 25° and 0.17-0.43 /itn/hr. at 85° C. In these

experiments corrosion rates were estimated by both PR and Tafel

plot methods and were in good agreement with each other.

(c) Effect of chemical etching

The effect of etching carbon steel coupons with nital on

its corrosion in EAC formulation was investigated. Measurements

of E c o r r for different durations by PR and Tafel plot analysis

at 25° C showed that etching caused only marginal variation in

the corrosion rate.
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(d) Effect of volume/surface area (V/A) ratio and

regeneration

A dynamic loop was set up to measure the corrosion rate in

EAC (4:3:3) decontamination formulation under regenerative

condition at two different V/A ratios at 25° and 85° C by using

a cation IX column. The corrosion rates decreased with decreasing

V/A ratio. The increase in corrosion rate at higher temperature

was relatively more when V/A was high.

(e) Behaviour of Monel and Zircaloy

Potentiodynamic anodic polarisation studies were carried out

on monel -400 and zircaloy-2 at room temperature and at 85^ C in

the EAC (4:3:3) formulation. In the case of monel, the cathodic

reaction was polarised in the potential region -500 mv to - 20 mV

(vs SCE) at room temperature. Also, an active-passive transition

was observed at +300 mV. The passive region was very narrow with

a width of only 110 mV. The transpassive region was observed

beyond +500 mV. However, at 85^ C , no active-passive

transition was observed. In the case of zircaloy-2 , the specimen

surface was found to be passivated from -600 mV to +200 mV at

room temperature and from -800 mV to 400 mV at 85^ C. The

corrosion rates computed from iCorr
 w e r e found to be <0.02

um/hr. for both the in temperature range 25-85^ C.

1.1.12 Electrochemical pitting corrosion studies

(S. Rangarajan, S.V. Narasimhan and R.K. Dayal*)

Inhibited acid solutions are well known to cause pitting

attack on SS surfaces. Hence, the decontamination formulation

containing Rhodine 92B as a corrosion inhibitor was evaluated

from this angle by potentiodynamic anodic polarisation method.

Though there was no significant change in the general corrosion

rate, the area of passive region for SS-304 increased while that

of SS-403 decreased when the applied potential was kept anodic to
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the passive region for sufficiently long time. Microscopic

examination also showed larger number of pits on SS-403 than on

SS-304. This study clearly showed that the SS surfaces would have

a tendency for pitting only if the solution potential reaches

high anodic values ( > 700 mV vs SCE) . Hence under the reducing

conditions that prevail during chemical decontamination with EAC

formulation pitting is not expected to occur.

(* MD, IGCAR)

1.1.13 Role of surfactants as corrosion inhibitors

(G.R. Dey, K. Kishore, C.K. Vinaykumar, B. Yuvaraju,

G. Venkateswaran and P.N. Moorthy)

A number of anionic, cationic and neutral surfactants were

studied as corrosion inhibitors for carbon steel exposed to

sulphuric acid (pH 2.8). Only cationic surfactants inhibited the

corrosion rate. Among these, the ones having a pyridine ring

e.g., cetyl pyridinium chloride and cetyl pyridinium bromide were

found to be the most effective and decreased the corrosion rates

from 0.5 /xm/hr. (in the absence of inhibitor) to 0.007 jxm/hr. at

a concentration of 1 mM of the inhibitor. Other surfactants such

as cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide were moderately good. Neutral

surfactants like triton-X 100 (0.5% w/v) reduced the corrosion

rate only marginally to 0.3 /zm/hr. whereas anionic surfactants

marginally increased the corrosion rate to 0.62 jxm/hr.

1.1.14 Correlation between corrosion inhibition and radiation

chemical properties of some corrosion inhibitors

(K. Kishore, G.R. Dey, D.B. Naik, C.K. Vinaykumar,

B. Yuvaraju, G. Venkateswaran and P.N. Moorthy)

Corrosion is electrochemical in nature involving redox

reactions. The electrons (H-atoms in acidic solution) released

can react with the corrosion inhibitor to give an electron or H-

adduct. The reducing nature of this adduct may help in corrosion

inhibition in aqueous solutions as these radicals would maintain
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a reducing environment around the metal surface. Also these

radicals may be able to reduce any oxidised metal species back to

the free metal form. Pulse radiolysis technique was used to

determine the rate constants for the reactions of e aq and H

atoms with some corrosion inhibitor compounds in aqueous

solutions and the redox properties of the transient species

produced in these reactions. The corrosion rates of carbon steel

in the presence and absence of various corrosion inhibitors like

benzotriazole, diethylthiourea, phenylthiourea,

thiosemicarbazide, 3-hexyn l-ol, 5-aminotetrazole, 2-

mercaptobenzimidazole and 8-hydroxy quinoline have been

determined electrochemically. It was observed that those

compounds whose reaction product species formed by e"aq or H atom

reaction were highly reducing in nature, were in general much

more effective in inhibiting carbon steel corrosion in EAC

formulation.

1.1.15 Choice of a corrosion inhibitor for DCD formulations

(G.R. Dey, K. Kishore, B. Yuvaraju, C.K. Vinaykumar,

G. Venkateswaran and P.N. Moorthy)

A corrosion inhibitor is generally added to DCD formulations

to minimise any base metal corrosion during decontamination. The

inhibitor chosen should be such that it is not absorbed on the

cation exchanger while the decontamination is being carried out

but it should be possible to remove it on mixed bed IX after the

decontamination is over. For this purpose, two compounds 5-

aminotetrazole(AT) and 2,5 dimercapto thiadiazole(DMTD) were

tried. The pK's of these compounds are such that at a pH of about

3, these are not absorbed on the cation exchanger but absorbed

completely on the anion exchanger. Corrosion rates for CS in EAC

medium were reduced from 1 /im/hr. to 0.043 and 0.157 /im/hr. in

the presence of lxlO"3 mol dm~3 of DMTD and AT respectively.

Although, DMTD is a better corrosion inhibitor as compared to AT,

its radiolysis in aqueous solutions led to precipitation of

sulphur. There was no precipitation on irradiation of aqueous
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solution of AT. Hence, 5-amino tetrazole is to be preferred for

use in the DCD formulation since there can be appreciable

ionising radiation field in the reactor core through which

formulation is circulated during decontamination.

1.1.16 Compatibility of epoxy paints with EAC formulation

(G.R. Dey, D.B. Naik, K. Kishore, V.S. Sathyaseelan,

Padma S. Kumar, S. Velmurugan, S.V. Narasimhan,

P.K. Mathur and P.N. Moorthy)

The carbon steel IX columns used during chemical

decontamination of reactor systems are coated inside with epoxy

paint. It was necessary to establish the compatibility of this

paint with the decontamination formulation. Compatibility of

epoxy paints with EAC formulation was studied by exposing CS

coupons( surface area, 45 cm2) coated with epoxy paints such as

Nerolac Amerloc 400, Asian Paints Apcodur-CF-641 and Shalimar

Epilux-75x to 50 ml of deaerated EAC formulation at 60°C for 72

hrs. The organic content leached into the formulation after two

stages of purification by mixed bed IX was found to be 40, 12 and

3.2 ppm respectively. The last named brand is therefore inferrred

to be the best. The iron content in the solutions was found to be

in the range 0.4-1.2 ppm before passing through the mixed bed IX

column showing that these coatings were impervious to the

formulation. It was also found that irradiated EAC formulation

solutions (containing dissolved magnetite and corrosion inhibitor

Rhodine-92B) did not contain any product which could not be

removed oa the mixed bed IX. The organic content in these

solutions after passage through two stages of MB-IX was only 3-7

ppm.
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1.1.17 Development of a new decontamination formulation

(a) Dissolution studies

(G.R. Dey, K. Kishore and P.N. Moorthy)

A new DCD formulation consisting of 2,6-pyridine dicarboxylic

acid(PDCA) as a chelant and ascorbic acid(AA) as reductant has

been developed. PDCA ia a strong trivalent ligand with two -COOH

groups in symmetrical positions. PDCA(2 mM)/AA(2 mM) formulation

gave much better results as compared to picolinic acid (10

mM)/ascorbic (10 mM) acid formulation and was found to be as

effective as EAC(4,3,3) formulation in dissolving magnetite,

nickel ferrite and haematite. Solubility of PDCA is also higher

than EDTA. The optimum pH range for dissolution of magnetite in

this formulation was 2.5-3.5. As its pK's are -0.9, 2.3 and 5.14,

it is negatively charged at a pH of 2.8(pH of the 2 mM PDCA/2 mM

AA formulation) and hence not absorbed on the cation exchanger

but completely absorbed on the anion exchanger. The stability

constant of ferrous-PDCA complex is ~ 1 0 ^ and hence easily

breaks up on the cation exchanger.

(b) Corrosion compatibility

(G.R. Dey, B. Yuvaraju, K. Kishore and P.N. Moorthy)

The corrosion rate for CS in PDCA/AA formulation as

determined by the electrochemical method was 0.73 /zm/hr. as

compared to 1.2 /im/hr. in the EAC (4:3:3) formulation. For other

materials such as SS, monel and zircaloy, corrosion rates were

negligibly small.



(c) Decontamination of CS coupons from RAPS

(A.S. Gokhale, K. Kishore, A.L. Rufus,

V.S. Sathyaseelan, M.P. Srinivasan, S.V. Narasimhan and

P.N. Moorthy)

Actual decontamination studies were carried out on cut pipe

coupon from RAPS with PDCA/AA formulation. In an experiment

carried at 80° C for 7 hrs, a DF of about 3.5 was obtained with

respect to 6 0Co. Surface dose was reduced from 20 to 5 mR. There

was a weight loss of 63 mg corresponding to about 24 m/z of

magnetite layer. No iron was detected in the outlet of the cation

IX indicating the complete break-up of the iron-PDCA complex on

the IX.

(d) Radiation degradation studies on PDCA/AA formulation

(A.L. Rufus, G.R. Dey, P. Dwibedy, D.B. Naik,

K. Kishore, S.V. Narasimhan and P.N. Moorthy)

Radiation degradation of PDCA in aqueous solutions was found

to be lower as compared to that of EDTA: in 2x10 "3 mol dm3

solution decomposition was only about 50% even at 2 Mrad dose as

compared to almost complete decomposition in the case of EDTA. In

the case of AA complete decomposition took place at 1 Mrad dose.

In the mixture of PDCA and AA, degradation of both PDCA and AA

was much lower than when they were irradiated individually; e.g.

30% degradation at 2 Mrad for PDCA and 60H degradation for AA at

1 Mrad. Hence from the point of radiation stability PDCA/AA

formulation is superior to EAC as both EDTA and AA are almost

completely degraded at 2 Mrad dose.
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1.1.18 Particle size distribution measurements to test the

0.6 um filter to be used during DCD in future

(M.P. Srinivasan, T.V.K. Mohan , V.K. Gupta and

S.V. Narasimhan)

Latex particles of standard size ( 0.98 /im ) were dispersed

in 150 1 of DM water and passed through the 0.6 /xm filter in a

recirculating mode at 12 lpm flow. The filter inlet and outlet

were analysed for particulate concentration using the zetasizer.

In the beginning, the filter outlet concentration was 3-4% of the

inlet concentration ; this decreased further and no particle was

observable from 15 mins onwards. After 35 mins of running in the

recirculation mode, the inlet sample also did not contain any

particulates. The observed flow rate dropped from 12 lpm

initially to 7.5 lpm at the end of the experiment. When the

experiment was repeated with 100 1 of fresh water containing the

same concentration of 0.98 /im particulates and the filter used in

the above run, the inlet did not contain any particles after 55

mins and the flow rate dropped from 7.5 lpm to 3.0 lpm at the

end of the experiment. The 0.6 fim filter showed its capability to

remove completely 0.98 jxm particles (available in the

laboratory). The removal kinetics followed first order equation

with t-L/2 = 1 5 min. This filter is recommended for use in low

temperature circuit of PHWR at least during decontamination.

1.1.19 RAPS-2 Decontamination

(S.V. Narasimhan and T.V.K. Mohan)

A draft proposal for different steps involved in dilute

chemical decontamination of RAPS-2 was prepared. This proposal

envisages one EAC cycle, one AP cycle and two EAC cycles in that

order. Between each cycle the coolant is to be purified to

neutral conditions.

This has been subsequently revised to employ three EAC cycles

for specific application to RAPS-2 during Feb-96. While series
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operation between cation column was retained, that between

cation bed and mixed bed was removed. A provision has been made

for continuous monitoring of pH and conductivity of water

samples collected from purification inlet and outlet headers.

All other aspects pertaining to chemical injection and chemical

analysis continued to be similar to those employed in MAPS-1&2.

Engineering drawings prepared by RAPS have been reviewed and

modifications were suggested. Continuous inhibitor injection at

the rate of 50 ml/min during EAC step was recommended for

minimising base metal attack. Total number of cation columns

were increased to 14 with four of them containing 50 litres of

strong anion exchanger at the bottom for fision product removal.

1.2 Studies related to BWR system decontamination

1.2.1 Dissolution of iron oxides in mixtures containing

different chelating and reducing agents

(S. Joseph*, G. Visalakshi, G. Venkateswaran and

P.N. Moorthy)

This study is related to the development of a suitable

mixture of citric acid - EDTA - ascorbic acid (CEA) for

dissolving the haematite deposited on the structural surfaces of

cooling water circuits in BWRs. The dissolution experiments have

been performed with syntheically prepared haematite. The

dependence of the dissolution rates on each of the constituents

of the mixture has been evaluated using a'grain model1. It is

found to be Langmuirian in case of citric acid, linear in the

case of EDTA and independent in case of ascorbic acid

concentration. Complete dissolution is obtained at pH 2.8 when

stoichiometrically sufficient amount of EDTA and ascorbic acid

corresponding to 1/5 ^ the amount of EDTA is used. Addition of 2

- 11 mM citric acid increases the dissolution rate considerably.

The highest dissolution rate is found with 11:44:4 mM CEA

mixture, complete dissolution of haematite occuring in 3 - 4

hours at 3 53 K. The above studies showed that the dissolution of
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moderately sintered haematite in a reductive - complexing

formulation containing citric acid - EDTA - ascorbic acid (CEA)

in the initial concentration ratio 11:44:4 mM (initial pH 2.8) is

proceeding with a faster kinetics than at other concentration

ratios. Hence further studies have been carried out using

different reducing agents in place of ascorbic acid and different

chelating agents in place of EDTA, keeping the citric acid -

complexing agent - reducing agent concentration ratio same as

above to find out their relative effects on the dissolution

process and to identify that formulation which yields the fastest

dissolution. The reducing agents employed in the studies are

ascorbic acid, thioglycolic acid, hydrazine, sodium dithionite

and oxalic acid. The different chelating agents used are EDTA,

DTPA, HEDTA, NTA and IDA. Experiments have also been performed to

find out the effect of pH on the dissolution process in CEA

11:44:4 mM mixture by varying the solution pH from 1 - 6 . The

dissolution of moderately sintered haematite particles is found

to be very rapid at pHs below 3.0. At higher pHs there is a

marked decrease in the dissolution. Amongst the different

reducing agents employed, ascorbic acid is found to be most

suitable reducing agent. Thioglycolic acid could bring about only

49% dissolution and <4% dissolution in case of hydrazine. There

was practically no dissolution when sodium dithionite and oxalic

acid are used as reducing agents. Both EDTA and DTPA when used as

chelating agents are effective in bringing about complete

dissolution in the same time period, but the dissolution rate is

marginally higher in the case of EDTA as compared to DTPA. When

HEDTA is used as the chelating agent there is 79% dissolution,

38.65% in case of NTA and only 22.38% in case of IDA.

Dissolution experiments have also been performed with heat

treated Ferrous hydroxide samples. Ferrous hydroxide samples were

heat treated at different temperatures ranging from 373 - 1073 K

for 6 hours. At temperatures above 773 K, crystalline Fe2C>3 was

formed after the heat treatment. At lower temperatures the heat

treated samples were found to be less crystalline. The samples

heated at 673 and 573 K showed less developed peaks of Fe2O3. At
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4 73 and 3 73 K the samples were amorphous in nature and formed

defective spinel oxides. These heat treated samples were used for

dissolution experiments in CEA 11:44:4 mmol dm"3 mixture. It was

found that the samples heated at temperatures above 773 K showed

the same dissolution behaviour with complete dissolution taking

place in 3 - 4 hours. The sample heated at 673 K gave complete

dissolution in 2 hours and for the samples heated at 573, 473 and

373 K the dissolution was very rapid with complete dissolution in

only 15 minutes.

(* Ph.D. Student, University of Bombay)

1.2.2 Chemical and chemo-mechanical decontamination of surge

tank in the Clean-up system of TAPS-2

(G. Venkateswaran, H.N. Kansara*, P.N. Moorthy and

P.M. Wagh*)

The surge tank in the Clean-up system of TAPS Unit # 2 was

successfully decontaminated during the I3 t n refuelling outage of

the unit. Dilute Chemical Decontamination (DCD) process using an

oxidative pretreatment step with alkaline permanganate followed

by a reductive-complexation step with Citric acid - EDTA -•

Ascorbic acid in three cycles and a subsequent Chemo-mechanical

Decontamination (CMD) process were employed. As a result, a

reduction in the area background dose rate by a factor of 15.4

and an average decontamination factor (DF) of ~ 130 on the surge

tank were achieved. While the DCD process loosened/solubilised

the deposits and removed about 225 g of oxide and about 108 mCi

of radioactivity, it is the CMD process which is mainly

responsible for achieving the high DFs. The wastes generated in

the DCD process were effectively handled by the use of ion-

exchangers while the subsequent CMD process generated only a

small amount high level solid waste.

(*TAPS)
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1.2.3 Stability of LOMI formulations on oxide coated SS

surface

(A.S.Gokhale, G.Venkateswaran and P.N.Moorthy)

A test loop comprising a SS spool piece, a surge tank, a

chemical addition tank and a circulation pump simulating the

clean-up system of TAPS reactors was assembled to study the

stability of LOMI formulations under dynamic conditions. 50 litre

of 0.02 mol dm"3 LOMI formulation was prepared and transferred

to the loop to get diluted to 0.004 mol dm"3 as will be done

during actual decontamination at TAPS. The formulation was

circulated at 70 and 90° C for 4 hr. and was found to be stable

only when deoxygenated DM water was used, air ingress controlled

and residual hydrazine level (5 ppm) maintained during the

circulation.

1.2.4 Material compatibility studies*

(A.S.Gokhale, B.Yuvaraju and P.N.Moorthy)

Compatibility of SS-304 with the formulations used in the AP-

LOMI and AP-CEA processes was investigated. Polished SS-304

coupons were sensitised at 870 K and were then treated with

alkaline KMnO4 at 80° C for 4 hr. followed by LOMI or CEA

formulations as the case may be. Two LOMI formulations, one

containing excess formic acid (0.2 mol dm"3) and other containing

minimum formic acid (0.025 mol dm"3) and three CEA formulations

of different compositions with respect to the constituents

(citric acid, EDTA and ascorbic acid) were used. No grain

boundary attack was observed in of the case except LOMI

formulation containing excess formic acid.

(* in collaboration with Radio Mettalurgy Division BARC)
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1.2.5 Compatibility studies on gasket materials

(A.S. Gokhale, G. Venkateswaran, P.N. Moorthy

S. Nawate and M.K. Nema*)

The effect of LOMI formulations on the gasket materials used

in the clean-up system of TAPS-BWRs was investigated. A test

loop consisting of a circulation pump and SS spool piece

containing the gasket materials was set up. First alkaline KMnO4

and then 0.004 mol dm"3 LOMI formulation was circulated at 70° C

for 4 h. No deteriorating effect on the gasket materials was

observed as tested by hydrostatic pressure method.

(* RED)

1.2.6 Coupon decontamination studies at TAPS

(A.S. Gokhale, G. Venkateswaran, B. Yuvaraju,

C.K. Vinaykumar and P.N. Moorthy )

After successful preparation of pure LOMI formulation and its

estimation, the decontamination experiments using actual

radioactive coupons were performed to optimise the experimental

parameters for maximum oxide dissolution. It was observed that

without pn oxidative pretreatment the oxide film was not

amenable to dissolution by LOMI and CEA formulations. Among

various oxidising agents, alkaline permanganate ( 0.3% KMnO4 in

1.5 % NaOH) was found to be the most suitable. After this, the

reductive treatment with the LOMI and CEA formulations were

carried out. The findings are:

1) A two cycle two step AP-LOMI treatment at 70° C (each step of

2 hr. duration) gave high DFs.

2) A four cycle two step AP-CEA treatment at 90° C (each step of

4 hr. duration) gave overall DFs nearly as high as the two cycle

two step AP-LOMI treatment at 70° C.
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1.2.7 Preparation of V(II) based LOMI with low total formate /

V(II) ratio and removal of formate by using weak base

anion exchanger

(A.S. Gokhale, G. Venkateswaran and P.N. Moorthy)

LOMI waste treatment by employing IX resins will result in

lesser consumption of anion exchange resin if excess formic acid

present in LOMI is decreased to the minimum level required for

buffering action. In laboratory preparation, a ratio of 3.5 for

[total formate] / [V^+] was achieved. However, this ratio was ~

8 in 50 1 scale preparation. Addition of calculated amounts of

weak base anion exchanger could bring down this ratio to .

1.2.8 Waste treatment by ion-exchange and precipitation

methods after LOMI decontamination

(A.S. Gokhale, G. Venkateswaran and P.N. Moorthy)

Conventional polystyrene based strong acid cation and strong

base anion exchangers have been evaluated for the retention of

^Co from V(II) based LOMI decontamination formulation. Cation

exchange treatment resulted in DFs 8-40 with respect to 60Co when

the LOMI solution was treated immediately after decontamination

but gave lower DFs if it was stored for > 24 hr. under ambient

conditions. In both cases, anionic treatment of the cation column

effluent gave DFs in the range of 45-400. These results point to

the differential speciation of 60Co in fresh and stored LOMI

solutions and hence the necessity of having both cation and anion

exchange treatments for the near complete removal of 60Co. Co-

precipitation with MnO2 formed by mixing the used LOMI solution

with the required amounts of alkaline KMnO4 employed for

pretreating the oxide surfaces was also found to be an effective

method for ^°Co removal. From the point of view of total activity

removal, the precipitation method was less efficient as compared

to the ion-exchange treatment.
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1.2.9 Large scale preparation of V(II) based LOMI formulation

(G. Venkateswaran, A.S. Gokhale and P.N. Moorthy)

Large scale preparation of vanadium(II) formate was

accomplished by electrolysis of 0.004 mol dm"3 aqueous sodium

vanadate solution in formic acid in 50 1 stainless steel vessel

using thin pool of pure mercury (placed in a plastic tray at the

bottom of the vessel) as the cathode and platinum wire gauze

anode. A HDPE pipe housing the anode and fitted with a 100 mm

diameter sintered disk of G-3 porosity served to separate the

cathode and compartments. The anode compartment was filled with 4

1 of sodium formate/formic acid buffer solution of pH 3.0.

Stainless steel tubes were used for purging nitrogen gas and for

circulating the solution through the cell as well as through a

burette for on-line analysis.A home made DC power supply capable

of supplying 5 amp current at an applied voltage of 200 V was

used for the electrolysis. The cathode and solution potential

were separately monitored during electrolysis using a saturated

calomel reference electrode (SCE). The cathode potential was

maintained at -1.5 V vs SCE. while electrolysing a 4 mM solution.

The solution potential gradually decreased from +700 mV to -630

mV over a jperiod of 18 hr. at the end of which the reduction to

V(II) state was complete.

Complete reduction to V(II) state was possible only when

deoxygenated DM water was used and residual of 5 ppm of hydrazine

was maintained.
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1.2.10 Pipe decontamination experiments in a dynamic loop

at TAPS

(a) By using an AP-LOMI process in an all stainless steel

loop

(G. Venkateswaran, A.S. Gokhale, B. Yuvaraju,

A.S.Kerkar, C.K. Vinaykumar, G.R. Dey, P.N. Moorthy,

H.N. Kansara* and P.M. Wagh*)

To decontaminate a 1 metre length 100 mm NB SS piping

removed earlier from the high temperature side of the Clean-up

system of TAPS Unit # 1, an all SS-304 loop was built comprising

of solution preparation tanks, surge tank and ion-exchange waste

treatment unit. A two cycle AP-LOMI process standardised earlier

based on laboratory coupon experiments was employed. The AP pre-

treatment removed 200 mg of Cr from the oxide coating on the

inner surfaces of the SS piping and a DF of 2.8 was obtained. The

reason for this low DF was the oxidation of the solution within

an hour of circulation due to insufficient removal of air from

the loop and a possible air in-leakage through the SS pump seals.

(*TAPS)

(b) Using AP-LOMI and AP-CEA processes in a loop

employing flexible piping and sealless pump

(G. Venkateswaran, H.N. Kansara*, P.N. Moorthy and

P.M.Wagh*)

A decontamination loop involving flexible hose piping instead

of hard SS piping and a sealless pump was built so as to minimise

both SS surface induced and dissolved oxygen induced oxidation of

LOMI. A 0.45 metre length of 100 mm NB SS-304 piping removed

from the C/U system of Unit # 1 was decontaminated using this

loop by a 2 cycle AP-LOMI process. Another similar length of

piping was decontaminated by a 2 cycle AP-CEA process. Before the

injection of LOMI, a DM water run containing 56 ppm N 2 H 4 at 333

K for 4 h was carried out to remove all traces of oxygen in the
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loop. The 2 cycle AP-LOMI process gave a DF of 4 0 while a 2

cycle AP-CEA process gave a DF of 5 only. A specific activity of

- 7 /iCi / cm2 or 5.2 /iCi / mg Fe in the oxide coating and an

oxide thickness of 4.7 /zm have been arrived at from the results

of AP-LOMI experiments assuming complete dissolution of the

oxide layer. Waste solidification was accomplished by using

conventional organic ion exchangers.

(*TAPS)

1.2.11 Spectrophotometric studies on cobalt complexes

(A.S.Gokhale,G.Venkateswaran and P.N.Moorthy)

During the waste treatment studies on actual radioactive used

LOMI formulations a difference in the pick-up of cobalt activity

on the ion exchange resins between fresh and stored LOMI

formulations was observed. To understand this behaviour inactive

cobalt(II) picolinate and cobalt(III) picolinate complexes in the

presence and absence of formate buffer were prepared and studied

spectrophotometrically. Their absorption behaviour- on ion

exchange resins was studied by recording the absorption spectra

before and after passing the complex solutions through cation and

anion resins. It was observed that about 70 % of the complexes

were broken by cation exchanger absorbing the cobalt while near

complete absorption of anionic species took place on the anion

exchanger. These observation were in agreement with the IX

behaviour observed in the case of radioactive samples

1.3 Studies on component decontamination

Components which are not fully accessible for full system

decontamination (FSD) but removable from the main system, can be

decontaminated by chemical or electrochemical processes.

Electrochemical procedures are normally employed for metallic

components as they have the advantage of controlled removal of

material in micron range, reduced micro roughness of the final

surface and the associated slower rate of recontamination. The
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salient features of preliminary experiments on component

decontamination by chemical and electrochemical methods are

summarised below.

1.3.1 Stellite coated SS pump seals (MAPS)

(S. Rangarajan, S.V. Narasimhan, G.N. Prasad* and

K.S. Krishna Rao*)

(a) Chemical methodology

In a two step process with nitric acid-permanganate (T 90° C)

as the first step, a DF of 2 was obtained; in the second step

with EAC formulation (T 70° C) , a DF of 25-40 was obtained. In

another experiment with ultrasonic agitation, first step with EAC

formulation gave a DF of 1.5-2.5 and the second step with

alkaline EDTA (pH 9) gave a DF of 12-17.

(b) Electrochemical methodology

Electrodecontamination was carried out using a mixture

containing 10% sulphuric and 30% phosphoric acids (pH < 1) as the

electrolyte. The component to be decontaminated and the SS tank

containing the electrolyte served as the electrodes. The polarity

was alternated between the two electrodes. Electrolysis for 20

minutes with 2.5 V DC and 0.2 amp/cm^ current density gave a DF

of 30-40.

(* MAPS)

1.3.2 SS specimen and 1" valves (TAPS)

(S. Rangarajan, S.V. Narasimhan, P. Madasamy,

A.S. Kerkar and H.N. Kansara*)

Two different formulations (Bath A : 20% H 2SO 4, 10% H3PO4 ;

Bath B : 37.5% H 3PO 4) were used as the electrolyte. A DC voltage

of < 10 V and a current density of < 1 amp/cm^ was applied for

10-30 minutes. In Bath A, a DF of 6-8 was obtained; but the

specimen surface was not smooth and pits were observed ( due to
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soaking of coupons in the electrolyte as pre-treatment). In Bath

B, very smooth surface was obtained; weldment region was also not

affected.

The 1" SS valves were electrodecontaminated with 30% H3PO4

(6.8-8 V DC; 1 amp/cm2 current density) in two different modes

viz. full immersion mode and flowing solution mode. In the

latter mode, the electrolyte was made to flow through the valve

unlike in the former mode where the valve was fully immersed in

the solution. DF values obtained were 1.3 - 2.4 in immersion mode

and 10 - 18 in flowing solution mode.

(* TAPS)

1.4 Bulk and surface characterisation of corrosion
products and surface passivation

1.4.1 Compositional characterisation of chromium bearing

ferric oxide

(G. Visalakshi, C.K. Vinaykumar, M.D. Mathews,

B. Yuvaraju, G. Venkateswaran, S.K. Kulshrestha* and

P.N. Moorthy)

High Cr bearing spinels are not amenable for dissolution by

V2+ based LOMI formulation without an oxidising pretreatment. It

is of interest to know whether high Cr bearing corundum type iron

oxide is amenable for attack by LOMI. In this connection a number

of Cr bearing iron oxides having corundum structure with varying

Cr and Fe contents have been synthesised. These were

characterised by XRD, wet chemical analysis, Mossbauer

spectroscopy and thermal analysis techniques. From these studies

it could be concluded that under the experimental conditions of

preparation employed both Fe2C>3 and Cr2C>3 form solid solutions

which exhibit supermagnetic relaxations due to local fluctuations

in antiferromagnetic ordering.

(* Chemistry Division)
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1.4.2 Characterisation of corrosion product oxides formed on

PHWR primary heat transport system structural materials

using XPS

(Padma S.Kumar, S. Velmurugan, S.V. Narasimhan and

P.K. Mathur)

Understanding the nature and chemical composition of the

corrosion product oxides formed on the PHT system surfaces is

essential for developing suitable chemical decontamination

formulations. It also helps in understanding the phenomenon of

activity transport and the consequent radiation field build-up on

the out-of-core surfaces. SS-304, Monel-400 and Incoloy-800

specimens were autoclaved at 538 K in pH 10 (LiOH) medium in the

absence of oxygen and the exposed specimens were analysed using

X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS/ESCA).

(a) Stainless Steel

XPS analysis of the autoclaved SS-304 indicated the presence

of iron, chromium, nickel and oxygen in the oxide layers. The

peak position of 577 eV for chromium ( Cr 2p3/2 ) indicated that

chromium exists as C r 3 + in the top oxide layers. The peak

corresponding to iron at 710 eV was broad indicating the presence

of both F e 2 + and F e 3 + . Nickel was observed only in the middle

region of the oxide and was found to be in the Ni(0) state.

Variation of the chemical composition of the oxide layer of SS-

304 as a function of depth (depth profile) showed that the top

layer of the oxide contained negligible amount of chromium and

nickel. Chromium concentration gradually increased with depth and

reached a steady value. Nickel concentration remained low till

base metal was approached.

(b) Monel-400

Presence of oxygen could be detected only in the top layer

thereby indicating that the thickness of the oxide formed under
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this condition is very small. The Ni 2p3/2 peak was observed at

852.8 and 855.8 eV corresponding to Ni° and Ni 2 + whereas the Cu

2p3/2 peak observed at 932.6 eV was a single peak which was

attributed to Cu°. These observations indicate that in Monel-400,

nickel is preferentially oxidised under the reducing conditions

prevailing during the autoclave treatment. The concentration of

Cu and Ni in the base metal as estimated by XPS was 3 0% and 70%

respectively which agreed well with the bulk chemical composition

of monel-4 00.

(c) Incoloy-800

Thick layer of oxide was found to be formed over Incoloy-800.

The observed peaks corresponded to Cr3+, Fe3+ and Fe2+. Elemental

depth profile of the oxide layer indicated that the

concentration of chromium was low in the top layer and increased

gradually from top to bottom. Nickel was observed in the middle

layers However, its peak position corresponded to the Ni1-1

state. These observations showed that chromium and iron are

preferentially oxidised in this alloy on exposure to PHWR PHT

system environmental conditions.

1.4.3 Formation of nickel ferrite coatings on carbon steel

coupons

(M. P. Srinivasan, Santanu Bera, S.V. Narasimhan and

A.K.Tyagi*)

Carbon steel coupons were autoclaved in LiOH solution (pH

10.5) containing Ni-EDTA complex and excess EDTA at 523 K for 12

days. The thickness of the coating was found to increase with

increasing Ni concentration over the range 10-200 ppm. The Ni

content in the coating was estimated by AAS to arrive at the

empirical formula of the ferrite. Secondary ion mass

spectrometric (SIMS) analysis of the coating was carried out

using ion microprobe. Typical SIMS depth profiles showed that

the depth of saturation in Ni-value of Nig 2^err^e w a s twice
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that of Ni0 02 ferrite. The mass distribution analysis carried

out using both Faraday cup and Electron multiplier as detectors

showed that in the saturation regime, the composition in both

the above coatings was in fairly good agreement with the bulk

composition arrived at by AAS analysis. Photoelectron spectra

of Ni0 2 ferrite were recorded by a spectrometer using Al - K

radiation (1486.6ev). The Ni ferrite formation was confirmed

by observing the Ni 2p3/2 peak at 855.0 eV. The FWHM of Fe 2p3/2

peak in Nig 2 ferrite (5.4 eV) was higher than that of Fe3O4.

This was interpreted as due to the matrix effect caused by the

introduction of the Ni ions in the ferrite structure.

Quantitative XPS analysis showed the formation of the Nig.g

phase on the surface with higher oxygen content than expected.

The excess oxygen may be attributed to loosely bound surface

contamination with oxygen.

(* MSD, IGCAR)

1.4.4 Material transport study on CuNi and SS coupons

(M.P. Srinivasan, S. Velmurugan and S.V. Narasimhan)

The moderator system of NAPS is facing extensive Co60

deposition. Being a low temperature circuit, the chemical

incorporation of Co on SS is not readily understood. To

understand whether the Co pick-up occurred on SS aided by

copper oxide deposition , experiments were first carried out

with cupronickel and SS coupons suspended side by side in DM

water at 60° C for 35 days. The cupronickel coupon showed only

negligible weight loss. XPS analysis of SS coupon showed the

presence of metallic Cu (2P3/2 peak at 932.4 eV) and CuO (2p3/2

peak at 933.6 eV) . Depth profile analysis of SS coupon

showed the thickness of the Cu deposit to be about 20 A0. Oxygen

was seen upto 160 A^ indicating the presence of other oxide

layers. Cr was present as Cr2O3 (2P3/2 P e a k a t 576.6 eV )

while the Fe(0) and Ni(0) peaks were observed at 706.7 eV

(2P3/2) and 852.3 eV (2P3/2) respectively. Depth profile

analysis on Cupronickel showed the presence of NiO peak 853.3
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ev (2p3/2)• This study showed low temperature mass transport of

Cu and CuO to SS surface. It is surmised that similar transport

could occur with Co also.

1.4.5 Zeta potential measurements on magnetite and ferrites

(M.P. Srinivasan and S.V. Narasimhan)

Zeta potential measurements on magnetite powder (prepared

earlier in presence of air) suspended in 0.001 M KNO3 solution

adjusted to different pH values and equilibrated for 24 hrs. in

showed the pZc value of 5.0. Presence of air during the

preparation did not affect the pZc value. In the EAC dilute

chemical decontamination formulation pZc of the same sample was

found to be 1.8 suggesting adsorption of EDTA from the

formulation. Cro.i5 ferrites in 0.001M KNO3 showed the pZc value

of 4.8.

1.4.6 Studies on the passivating effects of magnesium ion on

PHWR PHT system structural materials

(S. Velmurugan, Padma S. Kumar, S.V. Narasimhan,

P.K. Mathur and P.N. Moorthy)

Zinc jion injection passivation technique is being used in

BWRs to reduce the radiation field build-up around the reactor

coolant system. In view of the problem of radioactive Zn*>5

formation studies were initiated to identify alternative additive

ion capable of similar effects on PHWR Primary Heat Transport

system (PHT) structural materials under the PHT system water

chemistry conditions. Crystal structure of the major oxides

formed in PHWR PHT system indicated that a metal ion which can

form ferrites of inverse spinel structure is better than Zn2+

which forms ferrites of normal spinel structure. Magnesium ion

satisfies this criterion. Hence the effect of magnesium ion in

modifying the oxides formed under the PHWR PHT system conditions

was studied.
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Experiments carried out in a static autoclave with carbon

steel coupons at 538 K in pH 10 (LiOH) medium indicated that the

thickness of the oxide layer formed in the presence of 100 ppb

magnesium ion is only half of what is formed in the absence of

magnesium ion. Iron release rate and corrosion rate of carbon

steel were found to be lower in the magnesium containing

solution. The results are given in Table 1.18.1

Table 1.4.7

Parameter Unit Without Mg2+ With Mg2+

Oxide thickness /im 1.02 ± 0.13 0.60 ± 0.17

Iron release rate mdd 0.95 ± 0.21 0.24 ± 0.20

Corrosion rate mdd 1.10 ± 0.05 0.60 ± 0.21

Experiments carried out with Incoloy-800 and Monel-400 also

indicated lower oxide thicknesses when autoclaved in the presence

of magnesium ion. X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopic(XPS) analysis

of the oxide layer formed over Incoloy-800 revealed that

magnesium is incorporated in the oxide layer and the

concentration of magnesium is highest in the top layer of the

oxide and showed a decreasing trend along the thickness of the

oxide layer (Fig.l). Similar observations were made on stainless

steel also. SEM examination of the PHT system structural

materials exposed to magnesium containing solution revealed that

crystalline oxides were formed over these materials and t£ere

were no adverse effects such as pitting type of attack.

Species distribution of magnesium hydroxide as a function of

high temperature pH was calculated from the hydrolysis constants

and it was found that Mg^+ exists in solution at significant

concentrations in the temperature range 513 K to 563 K and its

solubility at 563 K was estimated to be 15 ppb. Studies carried
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out to observe the ion exchange removal behaviour of magnesium in

pH 10 solution by Li+ form of cation exchange resin showed that

magnesium is removed completely from the solution even in the

presence of high concentration of competing Li+ ions. This

suggests that magnesium ion should be replenished continuously to

maintain a desirable concentration if it is chosen as a

passivator for radiation field control in PHT systems of PHWRs.

1.4.7 Surface modification of stainless steels by primary

coolant additives

(G. Venkateswaran, D. Basque* and D.H. Lister*)

Alternatives to Zn2 + addition for controlling the radiation

field build up on the stainless steel surfaces of the primary

coolant systems are desirable because of the generation of ^^Zn

from *>4Zn (49 % natural abundance) partially neutralises the

beneficial effect of Zn addition. Mg on the other hand can

generate 24Na from 24Mg (78.99%) <n,p) process but ,24Na is a

short lived isotope and 27Mg generated from (n,y) process with
2*>Mg is also a short lived isotope. Mg is expected to modify the

inverse spinel outer oxide layers on stainless steel surfaces. To

demonstrate the incorporation of Mg in oxide layers formed on

different stainless steels like AISI-316L, 316 and 410, a series

of static autoclave experiments were carried out under oxidising

neutral water chemistry regimes at 563 K with 25, 100 and 275 ppb

Mg for 500 hr. exposure duration in each case. An experiment with

275 ppb Zn was also carried out for comparison with Mg. These

experiments have shown a two layer oxide growth at both low and

high concentrations of Mg, the outer layer being more compact in

the latter case. In the case of Zn a complete change in oxide

morphology was observed, practically only the inner layer being

seen. Mg incorporation was observed to the extent of 0.03 % (w/w)

and Zn to the extent of 0.5 - 0.8 % (w/w) . Dynamic autoclave

experiments under low and high Mg concentrations have shown a

reduction in 60Co pickup by a factor of 1.6-1.7 on AISI-316 and



316L steels and by a factor of 1.2 on AISI-410 as compared to

factors of 4 and 3 respectively in the case of Zn.

(* University of New Brunswick, Canada)

1.4.8 Studies on EDTA pre-conditioning of carbon steel in

presence of Incoloy-800 at 523 K vis-a-vis LiOH pre-

conditioning

(V.R.Thosar*, G.Venkateswaran and P.N.Moorthy)

Static autoclave studies at 523 K in EDTA medium and a

comparative study in LiOH medium at 523 K on carbon steel and

incoloy-800 specimens have been carried out to assess a) whether

EDTA can reduce the duration of pre-conditioning as compared to

the conventional LiOH pre-conditioning; b) whether EDTA yields

better protective film and is there any minimum thickness of

magnetite film to be reached before terminating the

preconditioning and c) whether EDTA has any adverse corrosive

effects on incoloy-800 steam generator tubing. The studies have

revealed the following: 1) pre-conditioning with 350 ppm EDTA at

523 K for 5 days at pH 10 and dissolved oxygen less than 40 ppb

preceded by 1 day pre-treatment at 393 K with the same EDTA and

dissolved oxygen concentrations gives a better protective film

than conventional pre-conditioning with LiOH under similar

conditions. However, this is at the cost of increased base metal

corrosion and higher crud release; 2) EDTA pre-conditioning has

no adverse effect on the surface condition of incoloy-800. Unlike

in the case of monel-4 00, EDTA does not leach out Ni from

incoloy-800; 3) increasing the dissolved oxygen to 200 ppb from

40 ppb in the 5 day pre-conditioning at 523 K further improves

the protectivity of the film on carbon steel at the cost of

increased base metal corrosion. Increased dissolved oxygen level

of 200 ppb improves the passivation characteristics of the

surface film on incoloy-800 also; 4) the thickness of film

formed is not the sole criterion for deciding when pre-

conditioning is to be terminated. Monitoring the film formed for

its thickness along with its electrochemical behaviour will serve
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as better indicators. It is on this basis that the present study

helped in deciding that a 5 day pre-conditioning is better than a

12 day pre-conditioning; 5) EDTA pre-conditioning helps to

remove all the rust from corroded carbon steel, thus cleaning the

surface and ensures a protective oxide formation as good as the

one formed on polished surfaces; 6) the corrosion product deposit

on carbon steel surfaces is observed to be magnetite whereas the

crud suspended in solution consisted of a-Fe2C>3 and Fe3C>4.

(*M.Sc. Student University of Bombay)

1.4.9 Hot conditioning of PHT system of KAPP-2

(A.K.Sriraman)

Stainless steel (SS-304) stringers containing coupons of

carbon steel,SS-403, incoloy-800 and Zr:2.5% Nb were loaded in

the autoclaves when the temperature of the PHT system was 423 K.

The system chemistry was maintained as follows: dissolved oxygen

< 5 ppb, pH 10.5, crud < 10 ppb, N2H4 <0.1 mg/1, T 528±5 K. The

rise in the system temperature from 458 to 528 K was acheived in

12 hr., after which it remained stable. One stringer was

withdrawn daily and the coverage of carbon-steel coupons by the

magnetite 1 was monitored by microscopic examination.

Simultaneously the thickness of the magnetite film on the

coupons was estimated by chemical descaling. A uniform 0.7 fim

thick magnetite coating with full coverage of the surface was

achieved at the end of the fifth day.

(In association with G.C. Shah, RSMD; V. Kain, Met.D. and R.C.

Khandelwal, KAPS)

1.4.10 Characterization of the film on carbon steel coupons and

crud during the hot conditioning of PHT system of KAPP-2

(A.K.Sriraman)

The carbon steel coupons removed periodically from the

autoclaves during the hot conditioning of KAPP-2 were subjected

to XRD analysis. The growth of magnetite film on carbon steel
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surfaces was slow until the first day, but became rapid from the

second day onwards reaching a saturation on the fifth day. These

observations were in agreement with the coverage of carbon steel

surfaces by magnetite as observed by optical microscopy. Further,

the XRD pattern of a pre-corroded carbon steel coupon at the end

of hot conditioning was comparable with that of the magnetite

film on the polished carbon steel coupons. It is therefore

concluded that the growth of magnetite on the corroded carbon

steel surfaces is as good as that on polished surfaces.

The crud samples collected at the begining and end of hot

conditioning were analysed for Fe2+:Fe-^+ ratio. This ratio which

was 1:1.4 at the begining of hot conditioning became 1:2.4 at the

end, confirming that the oxide formed is magnetite. The XRD

pattern of the crud sample at the end of hot conditioning and

its Mossbauer spectrum both matched with the known patterns for

magnetite.

1.4.11 Characterisation of corrosion products from steam

generator of NAPS-1

(A.K. Sriraman)

The characterization of the corrosion product from the steam-

generator (SG) will be useful for evaluating suitable

formulations for cleaning the steam-generator surfaces. Hence the

corrosion product collected from the shell side of the steam

generator of NAPS-1 was characterized by chemical, XRD and TGA

techniques. The XRD pattern of the sample showed the presence of

magnetite as the major phase and quartz as a minor component. The

XRD pattern of the insolubles remaining after dissolution of the

magnetite matched with the known pattern for quartz.The chemical

analysis of the acid extract of the sample revealed iron (55% as

Fe3O4) ,copper(18% as CuO)and nickel(7% as NiO) . Another part of

the sample was fused with Na2CO3 at 1223 K and the melt was

extracted with deionized water. Analysis of the extract revealed

the presence of silicon (19% as SiC^Jin the sample. Thus the
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corrosion product from the secondary side of the SG is a mixture

of magnetite, silica and oxides of copper and nickel.

1.5 Other reactor related studies

1.5.1 Studies on compatibility of cyclohexyl amine (CHA) with

the condensate polishing plant (CPP) ion exchange system

(A.G. Kumbhar, S.V. Narasimhan and P.K. Mathur)

To explore the feasibility of replacing morpholine by CHA as

All Volatile amine Treatment (AVT) reagent in MAPS steam

generator (SG) circuit, studies on compatibility of CHA with

cation resin T-42 MP and anion resin A-21 MP were initiated.

Using the batch method, selectivity of Na on CHA form of cation

resin and vice versa was evaluated. The value of selectivity

coefficient for CHA on Na form (KCHA
Na) was found to be 2.6 at

10-35 % loading of CHA and that for Na over CHA form (KNa
CHA)

was found to be 0.013 in the range of 0-13 % loading. This

indicated that due to high selectivity of resin for CHA as

compared to morpholine (1.08), performance of CPP in CHA-OH

cycle would be poorer. Results of the test runs performed in a

test loop simulating power plant CPP flow conditions (linear

velocity 150 - 170 m/hr.) and impurity ingresses are as follows:

1) Bed loading capacity of cation resin with respect to CHA is

70%. 2) In H-OH cycle even with 1000 ppb Na influent ingress,

effluent Na remained less than 3 ppb. 3) In CHA-OH cycle,

however, the effluent Na was found to vary with increase in the

CHA concentration and pH. With influent Na < 250 ppb , CHA < 2

ppm and pH < 9, up to 10% bed loading capacity is possible with

effluent Na < 3 ppb. 4) With influent ingresses > 500 ppb Na in

CHA-OH cycle, bed effluent Na concentration increases

exponentially and approaches influent values.
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It is concluded that with low impurity ingress (Na < 50 ppb),

it is possible to operate CPP in CHA-OH cycle with stand by H-OH

bed to take care of sudden large ingresses (Na > 500 ppb).

A simple spectrophotometric method to estimate CHA in the range

0-10 ppm in aqueous solution was standardised using 1,2

Napthaquinone-4- sulphonate. The method was used for CHA

estimation in loop samples.

1.5.2 Development and application of chemical cleaning

formulation for a chiller unit of MAPS

(V.S. Sathyaseelan, S. Velmurugan, S.V. Narasimhan,

P.K. Mathur, K.S. Krishna Rao* and G.N. Prasad*)

A chiller unit at MAPS was reported to have reduced flow due

to accumulation of oxide scales on its shell side. Analysis of

the oxide scale was carried out using AAS and investigations on

the oxide dissolution capability and material compatibility of

two chemical cleaning formulations were carried out. It was

observed that the corrosion product deposit contained 40 % Fe,

9.4% Cu and 0.7% Ni, the balance being oxygen, organics and

water(2.3%) .

Two formulations viz. Inhibited HCl ( 5% HCl + 0.1% Rodine

92B inhibitor) and Citrox (5% Diammonium Citrate and 2.5% oxalic

acid with and without inhibitor) were tested. Dissolution rates

with these two formulations were comparable. It was observed that

iron was preferentially dissolved in Citrox whereas, copper was

preferentially dissolved in inhibited HCl medium. However,

material compatibility studies showed that the use of inhibited

HCl would lead to extensive copper plating on carbon steel,

whereas citrox formulation did not have this drawback. This could

be attributed to the high complexing power of citrox medium which

prevented the copper ion from getting reduced by the iron of the

carbon steel. Hence, Citrox formulation with inhibitor was chosen

for the chemical cleaning of MAPS Chiller unit.
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A total of 2.75 Kg of iron and 3.6 Kg of copper was found to

be dissolved in a period of 12 hours when citrox was used in the

chiller. Chemical cleaning made possible the eddy current

testing of the heat exchanger tubes.

(* MAPS]

1.5.3 Speciation of radioiodinee in aqueous BWR coolant during

reactor shutdown

(A.S. Gokhale, C.K. Vinaykumar, G. Venkateswaran and

P.N. Moorthy)

Speciation of radioiodines in reactor water in BWRs during

normal power operation has been reported in the literature and

iodine activity spiking characteristics immediately following a

power reduction and shutdown have been studied. However,

speciation of these radioiodines during power reduction and under

shutdown conditions is of interest to the plant personnel from

the point of view of occupational radiation exposure. Iodine

speciation studies in the TAPS coolant have been carried out

during power reactor operation, during power reduction and under

shutdown conditions. It was observed that as against normal power

operation wherein percentage speciation of I-/IO3-/I0 was

~63/~35/~2, immediately after reactor shutdown the speciation

ratio of iodines changed to ~19/~80/~l but a long time after

reactor shutdown the ratio became ~93/~6/~l. Thus spiking of

iodine activity immediately after reactor shutdown seems to

occur as IO3" species in spite of the fact that water chemistry

has not changed much from the one during normal operation. High

-radiation (due to activity spiking) induced oxidation of iodide

to iodate seems to be the reason for the reversal of

iodide/iodate ratio obseved immediately after reactor shutdown.

With the decay of high - field long time after shutdown, iodate

seems to get reduced to iodide though the oxidation potential
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of water has increased due to the increase in dissolved oxygen

content.

1.6 Mass transport studies in reactor materials

Two types of investigations were pursued in relation to mass

transport in reactor materials.These involved studies on

diffusion of corrosion products in steam generating tube

materials and release behaviour of the gaseous and volatile

fission products from uranium dioxide containing the fission

product elements simulated to a specific fuel burn-up. The

diffusion studies were carried out at fairly elevated

temperatures at which the experiments could be completed on a

laboratory time scale and the results were then extrapolated to

the actual reactor operating conditions. The release data were

collected for the two most important gaseous fission products,

namely, xenon and iodine.The information obtained is extremely

useful to make an estimate of the release of these radioactive

nucleides in the event of clad failure.

1.6.1 Migration and segregation of activated corrosion and

erosion products in steam generating tube materials

(A.R. Paul and K.N.G. Kaimal)

Incoloy-800 is a standard material used for construction of

steam generating tubes of nuclear power reactors (PHWRs). Main

constituents of this alloy are : 45 Fe, 32 Ni, 21Cr (wt %) .

Superior corrosion resistant properties of this alloy in high

temperature water arises mainly due to the presence of chromium,

the diffusion of which is likely to influence the corrosion

behaviour of the alloy. Also ^Cr (present as activated corrosion

product in coolant water) gets deposited on the inner surface of

the tubes and by lattice and grain boundary diffusion, can

penetrate deep into the tube walls. It was therefore, considered

important to study the lattice and grain boundary diffusion of

chromium in Incoloy-800. It has been observed that the
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segregation of 51Cr along the grain boundaries of Incoloy-800 is

more pronounced than that of Fe, Co, Ni and Cu which might be the

cause of slower rate of diffusion of 51Cr compared to that of Fe,

Co, Ni and Cu.

Carbon is present in small concentration (-0.05 wt %) as

impurity in Incoloy-800. In a reactor, there are other external

sources of carbon atoms, which could find their way into the tube

material. For example 14C is produced by (n,a) reaction from 17O

in the coolant water, by (n,p) reaction from 14N present as

impurity in zircoloy clad and fuel and alro by ternary fission.

These carbon atoms diffuse out into the coolant and get deposited

on the SG tube surface. At normal operating temperature of the

reactor, these carbon atoms have sufficient mobility in the

Incoloy matrix and tend to migrate to the grain boundaries where

they combine with chromium atoms and segregate as carbides. The

process causes depletion of atomic chromium on or near the grain

boundaries of Incoloy-800, thus making them vulnerable to

corrosion attack in aqueous environment. It was therefore

considered desirable to study the diffusion of carbon in Incoloy-

800.

For the diffusion study, 14C was deposited on the surface of

Incoloy-800 specimen by thermal decomposition of CO2 at -970 K.

Diffusion annealing experiments were carried out in the

temperature range 760 - 1200 K. Temperature dependence of

diffusivity could be expressed by:

D(C/Incoloy-800) = 7.91xlO"6exp(-186.20 kJ/mole/RT) m2/s

Segregation of 14C was studied by the autoradiographic technique.

It was observed that at low temperatures (<1000 K) , carbon is

segregated along the grain boundaries of Incoloy specimens.
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The diffusion coefficients of Zr in Incoloy-800 in the

temperature range 1150-1250 K were found to be 1.15xlO"18 and

5.86xlO~18 m2/s respectively.

1.6.2 Release of xenon from "SIMFUEL1

(K.N.G. Kaimal, A.R. Paul and S.R. Dharwadkar)

Post irradiation release measurements of 133Xe from "SIMFUEL1

pellets irradiated to a low dose of ~ 5.73xlO20 fissions/m3 were

carried out at higher temperatures of 1600 and 1680 K. The

diffusivity values have been calculated to be 5.89xlO~20 and

1.78xlO~19 m2/s respectively. The values of frequency factor and

activation energy were found to be 4.36X10"11 m2/s and 270.85

kJ/mol respectively; these are comparable to those for low dose

irradiated UO2 pellets. From these studies it has been concluded

that there is no effect of doping of UO2 with eight major solid

fission products (to concentrations which correspond to a high

burnup of about 40,000 MWD/tonne) on the release of fission gas

xenon.

The initial burst release of l33Xe from the low dose

irradiated SIMFUEL (irradiation dose 5.73 x 10 2 0 f/m3) has been

analysed and found to be controlled by diffusion with a spectrum

of activation energies between 112 and 271 kJ/mol.

1.6.3 Effect of dopant concentration on the release kinetics

of volatile fission products from urania

(A.R. Paul, K.N.G. Kaimal and S.R. Dharwadkar)

An experimental arrangement was set up to study the release

behaviour of 1 3 1i from UO2-4.9 mole % Y2C>3 sintered pellets

(-75 - 90 % TD) at various temperatures. Post irradiation thermal

annealing experiments were carried out in the temperature range

1100 to 1270 K , with copper and silver plated copper as trapping

material. Since complete adsorption of the released iodine could

not be achieved in these materials, experiments were carried out

with silver turnings as trapping material. Release rates were
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found to be very high compared to that from pure UO2. But, oxygen

pick up by the pellets were observed during the annealing

process. The experimental setup was suitably modified in order to

avoid oxidation of the specimens.

From the detailed analysis of experimental results, it has

been found that most of the released iodine does not reach the

trap (where the total activity is measured) and remains adsorbed

on the surface of the quartz furnace tube. It has therefore been

decided to study the kinetics of release of iodine from

urania by using Knudsen cell. A suitable apparatus is being

constructed for this purpose.
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2 RADIATION AND PHOTOCHEMISTRY

2.1 Steady State radiolysis studies

2.1.1 Radiolysis of ammonia water systems

(P. Dwibedy, G.R. Dey, K. Kishore and P.N. Moorthy)

As an alternative to hydrogen addition, ammonia is injected

in the feed water of Pressurised Water Reactors of the Russian

WER type to control dissolved oxygen concentration. It is

generally assumed that radiolysis of ammonia by the ionizing

radiations in the reactor core gives rise to H2 which scavenges

oxygen. However the G-value for hydrogen formation in irradiated

aqueous solutions is rather low (<0.45), and hence this may not

be sufficient to scavenge the oxygen. Study of radiolysis of

aqueous ammonia was therefore undetaken to understand the

mechanism of oxygen scavenging. Gamma irradiation of aerated

aqueous solutions of ammonia was found to give rise to nitrite as

a major radiolytic product. Its yield increased with increasing

concentration of ammonia as well as oxygen. No nitrite was formed

in irradiated air saturated ammonia solutions containing 1 mol

dm~3 t-butanol (an efficient OH radical scavenger) indicating

that nitrite is formed by the reaction of OH radicals with NH3 .

OH radicals react with NH3 to give NH2 radicals which in presence

of 02 form NH2O2 radical having absorption maximum at 290 nm with

extinction coefficient of 1100 dm3mol"1s"1. These radicals

finally produce N02"• The proposed mechanism is as follows:

NH3 +
NH2 +

NH2O2

4N0 +

OH >

o 2 >
>

H2O >

• NH2 +

• N H2°2

• NO +

2NO2'

H2O

H2O

+ N2O 2H+

The initial yield of N02" is more than 1/2 G(OH), while H2O2

yield is less than its expected value of G(H2O2) + l/2G(e"ag)
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indicating the participation of H2O2 and N20 in secondary

reactions with e~ac. leading to the formation of OH radicals and

ultimately N02~. It is inferred that the oxygen scaveging is via

reaction of NH2 radicals with 02.

2.1.2 Radiolytic generation of H2 from aqueous solutions

(G.R. Dey, D.B. Naik, K. Kishore, P.N. Moorthy,

K.K. Pushpa* and K.A. Rao*)

Increase in conductivity of the coolant/moderator in nuclear

reactors due to ingress of impurity ions is believed to give rise

to increased rate of radiolysis of the water to form H2 and 02.

In order to throw light on this aspect, radiolytic generation of

H2 in aqueous solutions of a number of inorganic salts giving

rise to high conductivity was studied. Hydrogen gas generated as

the result of gamma radiolysis in deaerated aqueous solutions of

NaCl, NaNO3, KNO3, Gd(NO3)3 and Na2SO4 was estimated by gas

chromatography. It was observed that in the case of salts such as

NaCl and Na2SO4 which have very low reactivity with the primary

species of water radiolysis at neutral pH, G(H2) was only about

0.04 i.e. the same as in pure deaearated water whereas in the

case of the nitrates which are reactive with e"aq and H, G(H2)

approached the primary yield of 0.45. Thus it is clear that it is

not conductivity but the reactvity of the solute with e"ag, H and

OH radicals which determines the rate of hydrogen generation on

- irradiation.

(* Chemistry Division)

2.2 Pulse radiolysia studies

Pulse radiolysis of a number of organic compounds has been

studied during this period. Many of these compounds can be used

either as chelants or as reductants in DCD formulations while

others are good corrosion inhibitors. In addition, this technique

has also been used to determine the pK values of EDTA which are
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difficult to be determined by other methods. The results are

given below in detail.

2.2.1 Determination of pK values of EDTA in H2O and D2O media

(P. Dwibedy, G.R. Dey, D.B. Naik, K. Kishore and

P.N. Moorthy)

EDTA is a component of EAC decontaminant formulation. During

the decontamination of MAPS # 1 and # 2 some EDTA was lost on the

cation exchanger, even from a solution of pH ~ 2.7, necessitating

intermediate replenishing. Hence, there was a need to know its

exact pK values especially in the acidic region to see how much

of it is in the cationic form at the above pH. The first four pK

values of EDTA are very close and hence difficult to be

determined accurately by conventional methods such as

potentiometry. EDTA does not have any absorption above 200 nm so

that spectrophotometry also cannot be employed to follow changes

in absorbance as a function of pH. It is known that OH radical

reaction rate constants for protonated and deprotonated forms of

many compounds are quite different. This fact was made use of to

determine the pK values of EDTA. A competition kinetic method

employing thiocyanate as the reference solute[k(OH + SCN") =

l.lxlO11-1 dm-* mol"1 s"1) was used to determine OH radical reaction

rate constants with EDTA at different pHs in aerated solutions.

From the plot of kg^ + EDTA V S P**» first 4 pK values were

determined to be 0.25, 1.45, 2.45 and 3.25 for the equilibria:

0.25 1.45 2.45 3.25
H6Y

2+<====>H5Y
++H+<====>H4Y+2H

+<====>H3Y~+3H+<====>H2Y"
2+4H+

Same experiments were then repeated in D2O, after making all

reagent solutions in D20. Although, the rate constants for the

reaction of OH radicals with EDTA were found to be somewhat lower

than those in H2O, pK values were almost identical with those

obtained in H20 viz. 0.25, 1.5, 2.5 and 3.3. Hence at a pH of

about 2.7, about 10% of EDTA can be in the monoprotonated H5Y
+

form.
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2.2.2 Redox reactions of V(III) and Cr(III) picolinate in

aqueous solutions

(C.K. Vinaykumar, G.R. Dey, K. Kishore and

P.N. Moorthy)

VdlDpicolinate was prepared by partial oxidation of

V(II)picolinate and crystallized in the absence of air. One-

electron reduction of this compound in aqueous solutions was

carried out using hydrated electrons and C02~ radicals. The rate

constants for the reactions were determined to be lxlO11-1 and

2.5xlO8 dm3 mol"1 s"1 respectively. The spectrum of the reduced

species was similar to that reported for V (II)picolinate.

Reaction of one-electron oxidants like N3 radicals with

VdlDpicolinate led to the formation of V (IV) picolinate.

However, OH radicals reacted by addition to the picolinic acid

moiety.

In the case Cr (III)picolinate, rate constant for the reaction

of e"ag was determined to be lxlO
10 dm3 mol"1 s'1. The transient

absorption spectrum had maxima at 440 and 660 nm. However,

Cr(II)picolinate is not stable and decays by first order

kinetics. In both the complexes, reducing radicals first react

with the picolinic acid moiety followed by intra molecular

electron transfer to the metal ion.

2.2.3 Pulse radiolysis of 8-hydroxy quinoline

(D.B. Naik, G.R. Dey, P. Dwibedy, K. Kishore and

P.N. Moorthy)

Reactions of e~acf, H and OH radicals as well as some one

electron reductants and oxidants have been studied with 8-hydroxy

quinoline(8-HQ) in aqueous solutions at various pHs. Rate

constants for the reaction of e"aq with both conjugate acid-base

forms of 8-HQ were found to be very high ( -1010 dm3 mol"1 s"1)

and the semireduced species produced was found to be a strong
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reductant. OH/0" radicals were not found to bring about

oxidation. At pH 13, 8-HQ is oxidised by both N3 and Br2"

radicals whereas at pH 7 only N3 radicals oxidise 8-HQ. In acidic

solutions only S04" radicals were found to oxidise 8-HQ thus

showing a strong dependence of oxidizability on protonation of

8-HQ. At pH 7, OH radical adduct of 8-HQ was found to react with

O2 to give a peroxy radical.

2.2.4 5-Hexyn l-ol(5-HX)

(G.R. Dey, D.B. Naik, K. Kishore and P.N. Moorthy)

This compound is known to be a good corrosion inhibitor for

CS surfaces. Before considering its use in EAC formulation for

chemical decontamination, it was thought appropriate to study its

radiolytic behaviour. The radiation chemistry of 5-HX was found

to be quite similar to that of 3-HX, studied earlier. e"ag

reacted with 5-HX by addition to the triple bond with a rate

constant of -5xlO7 dm3 mol"1 s"1. The species was found to be a

strong reductant. OH radical reaction with 5-HX gave two types of

species, OH adducts to the acetylene group and H-abstraction from

the -CH2OH group. 0" radicals ions also abstracted hydrogen from

the -CH20H group. H-atoms reacted by addition to the triple bond

to give vinyl type of radicals which in presence of 0 2 formed

vinyl peroxy radicals. In the absence of 02, most of the radicals

produced were reducing in nature and were therefore helpful in

supressing the corrosion of CS.

2.2.5 3,4,5-Trihydroxy benzole acid (Gallic acid)

(P. Dwibedy, G.R. Dey, D.B. Naik, K. Kishore and

P.N. Moorthy)

Gallic acid (GA) has 4 pKas at 4.4, 8.25, 10.7 and 13.1.

Hence reactions of various one electron oxidants and reductants

with gallic acid(GA) were studied at pHs 0, 6.8, 9.2, 11.9 and

13.6. Rate constants for the reactions of e"aq, OH (at pH 6.8)

and H atom (at pH 0) with GA were determined to be 1.4 x 109, 1.1
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x 1010, and 2.7 x 109 dm3 mol"1 s"1 respectively, e a q adduct

with GA has absoption maximum below 300 nm and a shoulder around

380-420 nm. It decays by second order kinetics with 2k/el value

of 3.9 x 105 s"1. OH - adduct formed at pH 6.8 and 9.7 has

absorption maximum at 410 nm and it reacts with the parent

molecule with a rate constant of 5 x 108 dm3 mol"1 s"1 giving a

dimer radical species with absorption maximum at 310 nm. The

decay of the later species follows 2nc* order kinetics with 2k/cl

value of 9.3xlO3 s"1. At pH 0, the OH adduct does not react with

the parent molecule. The transient species formed by H atom

reaction has absorption maximum at 430 nm and decays by 2 n d order

kinetics. One electron redox reactions of GA with various other

oxidising radicals like N3 • , Br2~ • , CI2' anc* reducing radicals

like (CH3)2COH and COO"- have also been studied.

2.2.6 2,6-Pyridine dicarboxylic acid

(G.R. Dey, K. Kishore and P.N. Moorthy)

Rate constants for the reactions of e"aq, H and OH radicals

with 2,6-pyridine dicarboxylic acid(PDCA) were determined at

various pHs and found to be in the range 0.3-lxlO1^ dm3 molds'1.

Spectral, kinetic and acid-base properties of the transient

species were also studied. The semireduced species formed by

reaction with reducing radicals had absorption maxima at 300

and 390 nm, while the OH adduct of PDCA had absorption maxima at

350 and 500 nm. The semireduced species was a good reductant at

all the pHs. H-atom reaction with PDCA gave two types of radical

species: pyridinyl radicals and H-atom adduct on the ring. The

former were found to be reducing in nature.

2.2.7 2-Pyridine carboxaldehyde (PyC)

(P. Dwibedy, G.R. Dey, K. Kishore and P.N. Moorthy)

2-Pyridine carboxaldehyde (PyC) is a reduction product of

picolinic acid. Reactions of reducing as well as oxidising

radicals with 2-PyC were studied at various pHs. The transient
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species formed by e"aq or CO2" radical reaction was found to be

reducing in nature and its reduction potential was determined by

establishing an equilibrium with methyl viologen radicals to be -

0.54 V vs NHE. OH radicals reacted by addition to the pyridine

ring whereas oxidising radicals like SO4 ~ and N3 reacted by

electron transfer. The spectrum of the semioxidised species was

found to be similar to that of the species formed by e~ag

reaction with picolinic acid.

2.2.8 2-Pyridyl carbinol (PCN)

(P. Dwibedy, G.R. Dey, K. Kishore and P.N. Moorthy)

2-Pyridyl carbinol(PCN) is a reduction product of 2-PyC. In

this case, it was observed that OH radicals and oxidising

radicals reacted by oxidation to give a transient species whose

spectrum was similar to that obtained by one-electron reduction

of PyC. The species was reducing in nature. OH radicals, reacted

by H-abstraction from the -CH2OH group. e~ag reaction with PCN

formed pyridinyl type of radicals which were strong reductants.

Spectral, kinetic and acid-base properties of the transient

species were also determined.

2.2.9 2-Amino pyridine (PyNH2)

(P. Dwibedy, G.R. Dey, K. Kishore and P.N. Moorthy)

2-Amino pyridine is another pyridine derivative with

substitution in the 2-position. Reactions of e~ac., H-atoms, OH

radicals and one-electron reductants with this cpmpound were

studied at various pHs. The initial electron adduct was found to

react with the parent molecule to give a dimer radical anion.

This species was found to be a good reductant. OH radical

reaction was found to give rise to a transient absorbing at 350

and 550 nm inferred to be the PyNH radical.
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2.2.10 2,5-Dimercapto thiadiazole (DMTD)

(G.R. Dey, K. Kishore and P.N. Moorthy)

DMTD is good corrosion inhibitor. Hence its radiation

chemistry has been studied in detail. Reactions of H, OH and e"aq

as well as some one electron oxidants and reductants with DMTD

produced the same species, viz., a resonance stabilized radical

with electron delocalized over the -N-C-S bond. The reaction with

one-electron oxidizing radicals is by electron transfer. In the

case of hydrated electrons and H atoms, there is initial

elimination of H2S giving mercaptothiadiazolyl radical, which

subsequently reacts with the parent molecule by H abstraction

from the -SH group to give a radical identical to that formed by

reaction with one electron oxidant species such as OH and N3.

From the equilibrium with I2~ the one electron reduction

potential of the oxidised species was determined to be 0.8 V vs

NHE. COOH and (CH3)2COH radicals react with DMTD at acidic pHs by

H abstraction to give the resonance stabilised neutral radical as

formed by reaction with OH radical at pH 0.

2.2.11 4-Methyl thiophenol (MTP)

(G.R. Dey, D.B. Naik, K. Kishore and P.N. Moorthy)

Rate constants for the reactions of e"ag(pH 7), H (pH 2) and

OH radicals(pH 7) were determined to be 1.2, 1.5 and 3.5xlO10 dm3

mol"1 s"1 respectively. The transient spectrum of electron adduct

had maxima at 320 and 395 nm whereas the species formed by H-atom

reaction showed bands in the 310 and 500 nm region. OH radicals

reacted by addition to the benzene ring as well as by one

electron oxidation at the -SH group. However, cation radical

species was not observed even in the case of reactions with

oxidising radicals. The semioxidised species had bands around 310

and 500 nm while the OH adduct had absorption maximum at 3 90 nm.
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2.2.12 Thiosalicylic acid (TSA)

(G.R. Dey, K. Kishore and P.N. Moorthy)

In thiosalicylic acid (TSA) the methyl group in 4-methyl

thiophenol has been substituted by -COOH group. However, the

radiation chemistry of TSA was found to be quite similar to that

of MTP. The rate constant for the reaction of e"aq with TSA at

11.5 pH was determined to be 2.5xlO9 dm3 mol"1 s"1. The transient

species showed absorption maxima at 280 and 475 nm. pKa of the

semireduced species was determined to be 10. OH radicals reacted

by both addition to the benzene ring and by oxidation of the -SH

group. The 360 nm band in the transient spectrum was attributed

to the OH adduct while the 480 nm absorption was attributed to

the semioxidised species. Rate constant for the reaction of OH

radicals with TSA was 3xlO9 dm3 mol"1 s"1. Reactions with

oxidising radicals gave only the band around 480 nm.

2.2.13 Studies on the reaction of azide radicals with

Ru(bpy)3^+ in the presence of polyanions and colloidal

silica

(D.B. Naik and W. Schnabel*)

Using pulse radiolysis technique it was found that azide

radicals which are otherwise unreactive with Ru(II) complex in

aqueous solutions are able to oxidise it in the presence of

potassium polyvinyl sulphate or colloidal silica. It was found

that extent of bleaching of Ru(II) complex absorption at 450 nm

increased with increasing colloidal silica concentration

suggesting that ion binding of Ru(II) complex to colloidal silica

facilitates its oxidation by N3 radicals. Transient spectra

showed absorption band of Ru(bpy)3^+ with absorption maximum at

310 nm. Bleaching yield at 450 nm and transient yield at 310 nm

was found to decrease with increasing N3" ion concentration and

also rate of bleaching was found to change with N3" ion

concentration suggesting that N3" ions are able to reduce

oxidised Ru(II) complexes. By performing experiments at various
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azide ion concentrations, reduction potential for the couple

Ru(bpy)3
3+/Ru(bpy)3

2+ has been estimated to be 1.16 V vs NHE when

Ru(bpy)3
2+ is bound to colloidal silica as against 1.27 V vs NHE

in homogeneous aqueous solution.

(* Hahn Meitner Institute, Berlin)

2.2.14 Pulse radiolysis studies on reactions of «"aq with

polycations viz. polyethyleneimine (PEI) and

polyvinylpyridiniumethylbromide (PVPEBr)

(D.B. Naik and W. Schnabel*)

Using pulse radiolysis technique rate constants for the

reaction of e"aq with PEI and PVPEBr were found to be l.lxlO
8 and

2.2x10^ dm3 mol"1 s"1 respectively. Higher rate constants for

these reactions in comparison with smaller ions are attributable

to cooperative effect in the polycation. Divalent anions SO4""

and tetravalent anions Fe(CN)6
4~ were found to reduce the

reactivity of polycation towards e~aq > this is explained as due

to ion binding of multivalent anions to polycations which renders

them less reactive towrds e"ag.

(* Hahn Meitner Institute, Berlin)

2.2.15 Studies on triplet states of 4,4'-dibromo and 4,4'-

dihydroxybiphenyl

(D.B.Naik:, G.R.Dey, K.Kishore and P.N.Moorthy)

In continuation of earlier work on biphenyl derivatives,

triplet state properties of 4,4'-dibromobiphenyl (DBRBP) and

4,4'-dihydroxybiphenyl (DHXBP) were investigated in benzene and

90% benzene + 10% ethanol solutions. Their triplet-triplet

absorption spectra were recorded in the uv-visible region. DBRBP

and DHXBP triplets were found to have absorption maxima at 410

and 390 nm with extinction coefficients of 21630 and 45060

dm3 mol"1 cm"1 respectively. The triplet energy levels of both

DBRBP and DHXBP were found to be 63 kcal mol"1. Both DBRBP and
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DHXBP triplets were found to react with parent molecules with

rate constants of 4.1x10^ and 2.1xlO7 dm-* mol"1 s"1 respectively.

2.3 Laser flash photolysis studies

2.3.1 Laser induced photoionisation of tris-2,21-

-bipyridyl Ruthenium(II) {Ru(bpy>3^+} in polyelectrolyte

solutions

(D.B. Naik and W. Schnabel*)

Laser flash photolysis studies on aqueous solutions of 2,2 -

bipyridyl Ruthenium(II) [Ru(bpy)32+] complex using ruby laser

(lex=347 nm, 20 ns flash) at high intensities were carried out.

Hydrated electrons were found to be generated by biphotonic

photoionisation process as the yield of e"aq varied as a linear

function of square of laser intensity. In the presence of

polyanions viz. sodium salt of polymethacrylic acid (NaPMA) and

potassium polyvinyl sulphate (KPVS) , the yield of e~aCj increased

suggesting increase in photoionisation efficiency. Along with the

increase in the yield, the half life of e"aq was also found to

increase with polyanion concentration and this has been

attributed to lower reactivity of e"acf with Ru(II) complex

adsorbed on the polyanion. Increase in the photoionisation has

been ascribed to electrostatic binding of the cationic complex to

the polyanion which results in lowering of ionisation potential.

The effect of added LiCl to the polyelectrolyte solutions was

found to decrease the yield and half life of e~ag ; this was

interpreted as due to displacement of Ru(II) complex by Li+ in

aqueous solutions. In the case of KPVS, higher concentration of

LiCl was required to bring about reduction in e~ aq yield

suggesting that Ru(II) complex is more strongly bound to this

polyelectrolyte as compared to NaPMA. Experiments done in the

presence of Mg(ClO)4 instead of LiCl suggested that divalent Mg^+

ions are able to displace Ru(bpy)3^+ in aqueous solutions at much

lower concentration.

(* Hahn Meitner Institute, Berlin)



2.3.2 Studies on the effect of added polymethacrylate ions on

luminescence quenching of ^Ru(bpy>3^+ by Cu^+ ions

(D.B. Naik and W. Schnabel*)

Studies were carried out on luminescence quenching of

Ru(bpy)3^+ by Cu2 + in the presence of polymethacrylate (PMA)

ions. Addition of PMA was found to increase the extent of

quenching and it depended on relative concentration of PMA and

Cu2+ ions. Studies were also carried out on complexation of Cu2 +

ions with PMA ions and it was found that complexation is complete

when PMA concentration is higher by a factor of nearly 5. When

Cu2+ ions are completely complexed by PMA ions, there is maximum

quenching of Ru(bpy)32 + luminescence. Laser flash potolysis

studies and single photon counting experiments suggested that

under these conditions static quenching is the main process.

Experiments at higher PMA concentrations showed decrease in

quenching, suggesting that Cu2+-PMA complexes get isolated from

Ru(II) complex. Also at higher Cu(II) concentration when PMA ion

concentration is not enough for complexation of all the Cu2 + ,

quenching is not efficient ; this is ascribed to the fact that

the intermediate complexes formed are not efficient quenchers of

Ru(bpy)32+ luminescence.

(* Hahn Meitner Institute, Berlin)

2.3.3 Photoionisation of Ru(bpy>32+ in colloidal silica

solutions

(D.B. Naik and W. Schnabel*)

Studies on laser induced photoionisation (PI) of Ru(bpy)3
2+

complex using ruby laser were carried out colloidal silica

solutions at pH 10 and it was found that there is enhancement in

photoionisation yield. At constant Ru(II) complex concentration

the yield of e~aCj formed on photoionisation was measured as a

function of colloidal silica concentration and it was found to

reach plateau value at silica concentration of 0.4 wt % where it
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solution. Simultaneously with the increase in the yield, the

lifetime of e"aq was also found to increase in silica solutions.

It was found that lifetime increased at a low concentration of

silica (upto 0.06%) whereas yield of e~ag increased at higher

concentration ( > 0.1% ). This is interpreted in terms of loose

attachment of complexes at lower concentrations of silica and

firm binding at higher concentrations. As in the case of

polyanions, this increase in the yield has been ascribed to the

electrostatic binding of Ru(II) complexes to silica leading to

the lowering of ionization potential. Addition of LiCl was found

to decrease the yield of e~ag formed on PI and also its lifetime.

Compared to polyanions, higher concentration of LiCl was required

to bring about similar decrease in the yield which suggested that

Ru(II) complexes are more strongly bound to colloidal silica as

compared to polyanions.

(* Hahn Meitner Institute, Berlin)

2.3.4 Studies on photoionisation of potassium

hexacyanoferrate(II) {K4[Fe(CN)5]} in the presence of

polycation viz. polyethyleneimine

(D.B. Naik and W. Schnabel*)

Using nanosecond Nd-YAG laser, studies on photoionisation

(PI) of K4 [FeCNg] were carried out in the presence of

polyethyleneimine(PEI). At constant PEI concentration (0.01 mol

dm"3) e'aq yield was measured at various pH values and it was

found that as the number of cationic sites on PEI increased,

yield of e"ag decreased. At constant pH of 8.2, the yield and

half life of e"aq formed was measured as a function of

concentration of PEI and it was found that PI decreased with

increasing concentration of PEI and reached constant value beyond

PEI concentration of 5xlO"3 mol dm"3. This decrease in the PI is

ascribed to binding of the anionic hexacyanoferrate(II) ions to

the polycation. Addition of LiCl to solution containing

polycation was found to increase the yield of e~aa
 an<3- also its
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polycation was found to increase the yield of e-aq and also its

lifetime. This increase is interpreted as due to displacement of

Fe(CN)6
4" ions into aqueous solution by the added Cl" ions.

(* Hahn Meitner Institute, Berlin)
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3 COMPLEX CHEMISTRY

3.1 Studies on Al chelatea with some organic
Uganda
(S.N. Mhatre*, R.K. Iyer and P.N. Moorthy)

The chemistry of aluminium in aqueous medium is of

environmental significance since it has a direct bearing on the

mobility, bioavailability and ecological impact of this element.

Al(III) has recently been found to cause bone and neurological

disorders while its significance with respect to Alzheimer's

disease is still unresolved. The specific effects of aluminium on

terrestrial and aquatic organisms are related to its chemical

identity. Work was initiated earlier to study the complexation of

aluminium with different ligands likely to be present in these

environments, and the same has been continued.

(* Ph.D. Student, University of Bombay)

3.1.1 27Ai NMR studies on mixed ligand chelates of aluminium

The formation of mixed ligand chelates of Al containing two

chelating ligands was studied by potentiometry and 27Al NMR

spectroscopy. The ligands studied include nitrilotriacetic

acid(NTA), oxalic acid (OA), malic acid (MA), tiron (T),

protocatechuic acid (PCA), salicylic acid (SA) and 5-

sulphosalicylic acid (SSA). The complex species existing at

different pH values were identified by considering both pH

titration and 27Al NMR data. Approximate pH at which formation of

mixed ligand chelate involving both the ligands is expected was

arrived at from potentiometric data for the corresponding mixed

ligand system.

(a) A1-NTA-0A system

Since NTA is a tetradentaate ligand, only 4 out of the 6

coordination sites of Al are occupied by NTA and hence formation
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of mixed ligand chelate by replacement of the two water molecules

by oxalate is possible. The pH titration curve for 1:1 Al-NTA

complex (isolated at pH 7) -0A system showed inflection at m = 1

(m = no. of moles of KOH added per mole of Al) at pH 5.2 which

corresponds to deprotonation of one of the carboxylic acid groups

of oxalic acid. The other COOH group of oxalic acid gets

neutralised by OH group in the Al-NTA monohydroxo complex. This

indicates formation of 1 : 1 : 1 mixed ligand complex.

The 2 7A1 NMR spectrum of Al-NTA-OA (1:1:1) mixture at pH 5.2

showed peaks at 16.3, 26.1 and 32.1 ppm, the resonance at 32.1

ppm being the most intense. The resonance at 16.3 ppm is due to

trisoxalato aluminium (Al(C2O4)3
3") while the peak at 26.1 ppm is

due to a mixture of normal and monohydroxo Al-NTA chelate. The

anticipated 6 for the mixed chelate is 31.8 ppm while the

observed value was 32.1 ppm. Hence the latter could be

unequivocally assigned to the 1:1:1 Al-NTA-OA chelate.

(b) Al-NTA-MA system

The 2 7A1 NMR spectrum of A1C13-NTA-MA (1:1:1) mixtrue at pH 7

displayed a broad peak at 27.2 ppm with a broad shoulder in the

range 34-37 ppm. The resonance at 27.2 ppm was due to monohydroxo

Al-NTA chelate. The broad shoulder could be attributed to a mixed

Al-NTA-MA chelate in which chelation of malic acid is through

the terminal carboxylate and the adjacent CHO group resulting in

a 5 membered ring for which the expected increment in 6 is 9 ppm.

(c) Al-NTA-T system

The pH titration curve for 1:1:1 Al-NTA-T mixture showed a

sharp inflection at m = 1.2 (pH 7) which could be attributed to a

mixed ligand chelate formed by deprotonation of OH groups of

tiron. The 2 7Al NMR spectrum of AICI3-NTA-T (1:1:1) mixture at pH

7 showed a broad resonance at 3 9 ppm along with a shoulder at

about 27-28 ppm. Since the chemical shift was nearly the same as
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the sum of values for Al-NTA and 1:1 Al-T chelate (40.2 ppm), it

could be concluded that Al existed mostly as the mixed ligand

chelate.

(d) Al-NTA-PCA system

The 2 7A1 NMR spectrum of 1:1:1 A1C1 3 -NTA-PCA at pH 7 was

similar to that of Al-NTA-T. Mixed ligand chelate formation was

clearly indicated by the resonance at 38.3 ppm.

(e) Al-T-SA system

Since tiron and salicylic acid are bidentates, depending on

the concentrations of the two ligands and the experimental

conditions, formation of the following mixed ligand chelates is

possible: Al(T) (SA) (H 2O) 2, Al(T) (SA) 2 and Al(T) 2(SA). Co-

existence of the mixed and single ligand chelates is also likely.

Tiron chelates contain five membered rings while SA chelates

are six membered. Due to the large difference in chemical shifts

between these two chelates, identification of mixed chelate is

possible. The 2 7A1 NMR spectra of 1:2:1,1:1:2 and 2:3:3 mixtures

recorded at pH 8 indicated the presence of four complex species

with peaks at 5, 16, 25.5 and 36 ppm. Since both Al-T and Al-SA

systems did not exhibit any peak at 16 and 25.5 ppm both these

resonances could be assigned to mixed ligand chelates. The

existence of Al(T)(SA)(H2O)2 could be ruled out since in presence

of adequate concentration of either tiron or SA, the water

molecules will be replaced by one of these two ligands. Hence the

probable mixed chelates at pH 8 are Al(T)(SA) 2 and Al(T) 2(SA).

The resonances at 16 and 25.5 ppm could be tentatively assigned

to Al(T)(SA) 2 and Al(T)2(SA) respectively.
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3.2 Multinuclear magnetic resonance studies on Al
chelates with catechol, tiron, salicylic acid
and 5-sulpho8alicylic acid

( S . N . M h a t r e * , S . B . K a r w e e r , R . K . I y e r , P . P r a d h a n * *

a n d P . N . M o o r t h y )

The complexation of Al^+ with catechol (CA) , tiron (T) ,

salicylic acid (SA) and 5-sulphosalicylic acid (SSA) was studied

by NMR spectroscopy. The complexes in solution at different pH

valuess were identified by multinuclear (27Al,13C and 1H)

magnetic resonance spectra, and spectrophotometric and

potentiometric data. Aluminium formed 1:1, 1:2 and 1:3 chelates

with these legends depending on the pH and ligand concentration.

(* Ph.D. Student, University of Bombay;** Bio-organic Division,)

3.2.1 Complexes with catechol

The maximum 27Al chemical shift observed was 3 2 ppm. The

resonances at 6 31.3 and 31.8 ( W-j/2 340 and 285 Hz respectively)

in the spectra of 1:3 and 1:2 mixtures could be unequivocally

assigned to the 1:3 chelate. It could also be concluded that the

1:3 chelate had a high degree of symmetry. The spectrum of the

1:1 mixture at pH 9.8 showed a broad resonance at 53 ppm which

was not observed for 1:2 mixtures at pH 9.5, 10.5 and 11.5;

however at pH 12.5, a low intensity peak was observed at 51.2

ppm. Hence the resonance at 53 ppm was assigned to a tetrahedral

dihydroxo 1:1 chelate. The resonance at 58.5 ppm in the spectrum

of 1:2 mixture at pH 11.5 was assigned to a tetrahedral 1:2

catecholate species. 13C NMR studies confirmed these assignments.

Three complex species coexisted with Al(OH)4" in the 1:2 mixture

at pH 12.5.

3.2.2 Complexes with tiron (T)

The 27Al NMR spectrum of 1:1 Al- t i ron mixture at pH 3

displayed two peaks at 0.1 and 15.2 ppm. The former i s due to
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Al(H 2O) 6
3 + while the latter is assigned to an octahedral 1:1

chelate. On raising the pH to 5.1, the resonance at 15.2 ppm

broadened considerably. At pH 7, a noisy spectrum was obtained

which contained two resonances at 6 = 27.5 and 36 ppm. The

resonance at 36 ppm was assigned to the 1:3 chelate.

From the 27Al and 13C spectra of 1:1,1:2 and 1:3 mixtures at

pH 7 it was possible to characterise the complex species with

27.5 ppm. The intensities of the 27Al resonances of 1:1 mixture

(pH 7) at 27.5 and 36 ppm are in the approximate ratio of 3:2,

while for the 1:2 mixture this ratio was found to be nearly

reversed. In the 1:3 mixture, a single resonance was observed at

35.1 ppm; hence the resonance at 27.5 ppm can be assigned to the

1:2 chelate. This was confirmed by the 1 3C NMR data. The most

intense resonances in the 13C NMR spectra are in the range of 6 =

110 - 120 ppm and are due to C2 and C6. For the 1:3 Al-tiron

mixture, the resonance at 115.5 ppm is more intense than that at

112.6 ppm. Both of these resonances are present in the same

intensity ratio in the spectrum of the 1:1 mixture at pH 7

confirming the existence of the 1:3 AlT4~ chelate. The other two

peaks at 115.9 and 113.1 ppm which are more intense than those

due to the 1:3 chelate may be assigned to the 1:2 chelate.

Spectrophotometric studies at pH 7 using Job's method of

continuous variation also showed the existence of a 1:2 complex.

On raising the pH of the 1:1 Al-tiron mixture to 9, formation

of aluminate commenced. At pH 12.5, the 27Al NMR spectrum showed

three resonances at 36.2, 53 and 80.3 ppm, the last being due to

the highly symmetric tetrahedral Al(OH)4". The signal at 53 ppm

was present in the spectrum of the 1:2 mixture at pH 13.5 but not

in the 1:3 mixture at this pH. This resonance may be assigned to

the reasonably symmetric tetrahedral chelate AlT(OH)23~-
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3.2.3 Facial and meridional isomers

Since tiron is an unsymmetrical bidentate ligand, the two

oxygens are non-equivalent and this can give rise to meridional

and facial isomerism in the AlT3
9~ chelate. In the facial isomer

the ligands are magnetically equivalent, but in the meridional

isomer they are symmetrically distinct. The meridional and facial

isomers are expected to exist in a 3:1 ratio purely on the basis

of statistical considerations. The 27Al NMR spectra showed the

existence of only one 1:3 AlT4" chelate species. However, both ^H

and 13C NMR spectra of 1:3 and 1:6 AlCl3-tiron mixtures in the

pH range 8 - 13.5 indicated the presence of isomers. As mentioned

above, 1H NMR at pH 5.5 and 7 also showed resolved peaks due to

these isomers.

The XH NMR spectrum of AlCl3-tiron (1:3) in D20 at pH 8.2

showed no peaks corresponding to free tiron. The H-6 resonance

consisted of two metacoupled peaks of equal intensity on either

side of two overlapped metacoupled doublets in the range 8= 6.95

- 7.1 ppm. The central peak was an overlapping signal assignable

to protons of the facial isomer and one of the three non-

equivalent ligands in the meridional isomer. The peak intensities

clearly indicated a 3:1 meridional-to-facial ratio. The presence

of isomeric 1:3 AlT4" complexes was further corroborated by the
13C spectra over the pH range 8-13.5.

A notable feature of the Al-tiron system is the lack of

formation of octahedral hydroxo complexes. This may be attributed

to the high stability of the chelates with the formation of

higher chelates by disproportionation being more favoured than

formation of hydroxo chelates. The chelate AlT3
9~ was found to be

remarkably stable at alkaline pH and even at pH 13.5 it was not

hydrolysed to Al(OH)4".

(* Ph.D. Student, University of Bombay; ** Bio-organic Division)
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3.3 Aluminium complexes of salicylic acid(H2L) and
sulphosalicylic acidfH^L)
(S.N. Mhatre*, R.K. Iyer, P. Pradhan** and P.N. Moorthy)

Both SA and SSA are bidentate ligands which give rise to 6

membered rings on chelation with Al. The increase in ^7Al 5 due

to formation of each chelate ring is 1.5-2.5 ppm. This is nearly

the same as the increase observed as a result of formation of

hydroxochelate(1.5-2 ppm). Hence it will be difficult to

distinguish between AlLn [ or AlL'n ] and AlL(n_1j (OH) [ or

AIL'{n_1} ].

In the pH range 3.5-7, precipitation was observed in the Al-

SA system even in presence of ligand. At pH < 3.5 precipitation

took place on prolonged heating of the solution at 70 - 80° C.

The solid separated had the composition AIL (OH) . 3^0. The product

obtained on standing a 1:4 AICI3 - SA mixture at pH 8 was

[A1L2(OH)(H20)]Na2.H2O. In the Al-SSA system, both meridional and

facial isomers of 1:3 chelate were characterised by -^C ancj 3-H

NMR.

(* Ph.D. Student, University of Bombay; ** Bio-organic Division)

3.4 ESR and UV-Vis spectroscopic studies of
Cu-amine complexes

(A.G. Kumbhar, S.V. Narasimhan, P.K. Mathur, R.M.Kadam*

and A.G.Page*)

Cu(II) - amine complexes formed in media containing amines

used for All Volatile Treatment (AVT) of boiler water in nuclear

power stations, exhibit two modes of electroreduction viz., i)

single step two electron reduction, and ii) two step one

electron reduction depending on the nature of the amine Cu(I)

complexes. In order to investigate whether the electron density



on the donor nitrogen atom of amine in Cu(II)-amine complex

plays a role in exhibiting a particular electron transfer mode,

detailed electron spin resonance (ESR) studies (both at room

temperature and at liquid nitrogen temperature) and UV-Vis

spectroscopic studies of Cu(II)-AVT amine complexes were carried

out. Parameters derived from ESR spectra' were spectroscopic

splitting factor (g - value) and hyper fine coupling constant (A

- value). From the magnetic anisotropy data obtained from ESR

parameters (g^, 9//> Aj, and A//), metal ligand bond ionicity

values of Cu-amine complexes were computed by using Kevelson and

Neiman expression. The results of the study are summarized in

the Table 3.4
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Table 3.4

Spectroscopic characteristics of Cu-amine complexes

Amine &

type

pKa W-Vis g i g o a2(ionicity)
"ISO
gauss from ESR log K

Cu (aq . 800 2.199

Ammonia
3MPA

CHA

PIP

MOR

AMP

DM PA

DMAE

DEAE

(P)

(P)

(P)

(S)

(S)

(P)

(T)

(T)

(T)

9.25

10.33

10 .61

11.12

8 .50

9.69

9.50

9.48

9.50

614

644

596

610

548

570

525

520

525

2. 123

2. 124

2.123

2 .122

2 .115

2.109

2.109

2.109

2.107

77

78

80

83

83

87

84

85

84

-

0.8064

0.8258

0.8318

0.8292

0.8362

0.8448

0.8287

0.8255

15

16

17

21

18

20

20

.7

-

-

.7

.9*

.4*

.7

.3

.4*

{* literature data)

Spectroscopic study showed that depending upon the nature of

amine, two different groups of Cu(II)-amine complexes are formed.

One group is primary or secondary amine which stabilises Cu(I)

and/or Cu(II)-amine complexes and undergoes stepwise electron

reduction. Spectroscopic characteristics of complexes in this

group fall in the specific range - UV-Vis Xraax : 600 - 650 nm;

g i s o : 2.115 - 2.124; A i s o : 77-83 G; a2 : 0.80 - 0.83. Another

group of amines consists of hydroxide containing tertiary amines

and primary amines like AMP. Spectroscopic characteristics of

complexes in this group fall in the range - UV-Vis -̂max : 5 2 0 "

570 nm; g i s o : 2.107 - 2.109; A i s o : 83-87 G; a2 : 0.83 - 0.85.
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ESR data indicate that copper complexes of the second group

of amines are more ionic than those of the first group. 9igo

indicates that in these complexes electron pair is more localised

on the ligand and hence the copper reduction process in these

amine media may be occurring by a direct two electron transfer.

In all cases of Cu(II) - primary amine complexes, greater

polarisability of ligand orbital and delocalisation of electron

over the metal cause easier stepwise electroreduction. Thus a

correlation between the electrochemical reduction behaviour, UV-

visible absorption maxima and ESR spectroscopic properties of

copper-amine complexes has been established by this study.

(* Radiochemistry Division)

3.5 Electrochemical speciation studies of copper
with volatile amines
(S. Rangarajan, S.V. Narasimhan and P.K.Mathur)

Cyclic voltametric studies were carried out on copper-amine

complexes in solutions of pH in the range 8.5-11.0 and amine

concentration 0.005-0.5 mol dm"3 at scan rates of 25-200 mV/s.

The amines used for this study are : 2-amino 2-methyl propan-1-ol

(AMP), diethyl araino ethanol (DEAE) and N-methyl pyrrolidine

(MPy). In presence of AMP, the reduction of copper(II) was found

to proceed either directly to the metal or via the +1 state

depending on the pH and the concentration of the amine with the

overall reaction following a CEE ( chemical reaction followed by

sequential electron transfers) mechanism.

In the case of Cu-DEAE and CU-MPy systems, a direct two

electron reduction behaviour was observed. The CV studies showed

that the overall reaction follows a CE mechanism in both the

cases. The quasireversibility of the electron transfer was found

to increase in the order: DEAE < AMP < MPy with the corresponding

maximum standard heterogeneous electron transfer rate constant

values (102 ks/cm s"
1) being 2.28, 0.38 and 0.09 respectively.

The stability constants for the complexes of Cu-AMP and Cu-DEAE
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were found to be much higher than that for the Cu-MPy complex.

This was attributed to the structural features of these amines.

These AMP and DEAE ligands can form chelates through the nitrogen

and oxygen (from the alcoholic group) atoms. In the case of MPy,

not only this is not possible but there is also steric hindrance

for complex formation because of the methyl group directly

attached to the nitrogen atom. The UV-VIS spectra for the copper

complexes of these amines also showed this trend in the stability

constant values.
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4 SOLID STATE STUDIES

4.1 General solid state chemical reactions

4.1.1 Solid state reactions of zirconium and hafnium oxides

with tellurium dioxide

(R. Mishra, M.S. Samant*, A.S. Kerkar and

S.R. Dharwadkar)

Solid state reactions leading to formation of zirconium and

hafnium tellurates from their component oxides, namely, ZrO2

+3TeO2 and HfO2 + 3TeO2 were followed employing

thermogravimetry(TG), differential thermal analysis(DTA) and X-

ray diffraction(XRD) techniques. The results indicated that the

formation of ZrTe3Og was complete at temperature as low as 873 K.

The corresponding compound of Hf however, could not be prepared

in pure form below 948 K, probably due to relatively higher

thermodynamic stability of Hf02. Both the compounds could be

obtained in pure form since these were formed at temperatures

lower than at which the vaporization of TeO2 became significant.

(* Ph.D. Student, University of Bombay)

4.1.2 Studies in the Li2O-B2O3 system

(M.D. Mathews and P.N. Moorthy)

The Li2O-B2O3 system at ambient pressure is characterized

by the formation of nine crystalline compounds viz.

a-Li4B2O5, S-Li4B2C>5,
 Li6B4°g/ a-LiBO2, Li2B4O7,

LiB3O5 and Li2B8O]_3 . In continuation of earlier studies on

determination of unit cell parameters, density and solubility of

these compounds, further work was carried out on the

determination of their thermal stability, phase transition and

bulk and lattice thermal expansion.

Studies on the thermal stability of the compounds as followed

by quenching, TG and DTA techniques revealed that out of the nine
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compounds only a-LiBO2 and Li2B4C>7 retained the original

symmetry upto their congruent melting at 1121 and 1188 K

respectively. The rest were found to undergo either

decomposition, or phase transition or incongruent melting at

temperatures below their liquidus temperatures. The reaction

temperatures as well as the heats of reaction associated with

each of these in respect of all the compounds were determined.

The bulk and lattice thermal expansion behaviour of the

compounds were studied by dilatometric and high temperature x-ray

diffraction techiniques and the coefficients of average linear

thermal expansion (a±) as well as of average volume thermal

expansion (av) of the compounds were determined by these

methods.

In the temperature range of 298 < T < 873 K the a^ and av

values of Li3BO3, a-Li4B2O5/ £-Li4B2O5, LigB4O9 and a-LiBO2

were in the range of 14-19xlO~9 K"1 and 47-74xlO~6 K'1

respectively, whereas those of Li2B4O7, Li3B7O12
 a n d LiB3O5

were in the range of 9-12xlO"6 K"1 and 30-34xl0"6 K"1

respectively. However, the compound L^BgO^ showed negative

thermal expansion (a^ = -16.00xl0~6 K"1 and cxv = -67.00xl0~
6 K"1

associated with a structural transition from triclinic to

monoclinic symmetry above 54 3 K as observed by the high

temperature XRD studies of the compound.

4.1.3 Solid state reactions between alkali metal vanadates and

bifluorides

(S.J. Patwe and U.R.K. Rao)

NaVO3 was found to react with KHF2 and RbHF2 in 1:2 ratio in

solid state to give two different crystalline products

K2NaVO2F4.H20 and Rb2NaVO2F4.H20 respectively. A new single phase

product NaKRbVO2F4.H20 was formed when all the three reactants

namely NaVO3, KHF2 and RbHF2 were mixed in 1:1:1 ratio at room

temperature. The uni*; cell parameters of the new product were
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found to lie in between the unit cell parameters of K2NaVO2F4.H20

and Rb2NaVO2F4.H20. All the three are cubic. Hence the two

bifluorides can react simultaneously with a vanadate.

AVO3 + A'HF2 + A"HF2 > AA'A"VO2F4.H20

(A=Li, Na, K and Rb and A',A"= NH4, K and Rb)

Seven such compounds were synthesised and characterised by

powder XRD, and the unit cell parameters and the systems to which

they belong were assigned by standard computer programmes (Table

4.1.3) .

When LiVC>3 was reacted with bif luorides, lithium separated

out as LiF at room temperature itself.

Table 4.1.3

Unit cell parameters and crystal systems

Compounds Crystal System Unit Cell Parameters

NH4NaKVO2F4.H20 Tetragonal

NaKRbVO2F4.H20 Cubic

NH4NaRbVO2F4.H20 Cubic

NH4KRbVO2F4.H20 Tetragonal

ao=5.96±.008, bo=16.49±.001

ao=8.373±.002

ao=8.440±.002

ao=11.391±.OO3, b0=7.89±.001

Compounds in which NH4
+ and K+ ions are present together,

showed lower symmetry as compared to compounds containing NH4
+

and Na+ ions together.
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Simultaneous TG/DTA scans of all the seven compounds of the

general formula AA1A"VO2F4.H20 showed that they decompose to give

a vanadate and two fluorides at 1073 K. NaKRbVO2F4 .H2O gave

RbVO3, KF and NaF. It was found that the largest cation among the

three forms the vanadate. Since the melting points of the

vanadates are lower than the melting points of binary fluorides,

once the binary fluoride is formed along with the vanadate during

the thermal decomposition, the melting point of fluoride gets

lowered since it probably forms an eutectic mixture with the

vanadate. As a result the observed melting points of the

fluorides in the residues are lower than the melting points of

pure fluorides.

4.1.4 Fluorination of graphite

(B.N. Wani, U.R.K. Rao and P.N. Moorthy)

Graphite fluorides are used as lubricants, water and oil

repellants, anti wetting agents and activation agents in

electrolytic cells. Generally graphite is fluorinated by using

F2, HF or other F-containing materials. Low temperature

fluorination of graphite using ammonium bifluoride {NH4HF2) has

been explored in the present study. The powder XRD pattern of the

room temperature mixture of graphite and NH4HF2 showed the peaks

due to graphite as well as NH4HF2, but the relative intensities

of the XRD lines of NH4HF2 were different as compared to those in

pure NH4HF2. In DTA scan of the same mixture a melting peak of

NH4HF2 was missing indicating the absence of free NH4HF2. Since

graphite is known to form intercalated compounds, the room

temperature mixture is assumed to be intercalated C:NH4HF2. On

isothermal heating of this room temperature mixture at 423 and

573 K polyfluorographite was found as the final product. Mass

spectometry showed prominent peaks due to C+ in the spectrum of

pure graphite whereas the fluorinated product gave peak due to
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It is concluded that NH4HF2 reacts with graphite at room

temperature to give 1:1 intercalated compound which on further

heating gives (C2F)2.

4.1.5 Preparation and characterisation of inclusion complex

of y-CD and C 6 0

(A.K. Tyagi, K.I. Priyadarsini*, H. Mohan* and

J.P. Mittal*)

The Cgg molecule forms inclusion compounds with a number of

guest species due to the presence of a large inclusion (7 A). The

y-cyclodextrine (y-CD) molecule also contains a big inclusion

(height 8 A and horizontal spacing 7.5 A) . The possibility of

inclusion complex fromation of Cg0 with y-CD was investigated. A

methanolic solution of y-CD (5.4 X 10"4 moldm^) was stirred with

solid C 6 0 (5.0 X 10"7 mol) for one hour. Insoluble product was

separated and washed by excess methanol to remove any free y-CD.

The solid product was soluble in water, as compared to Cgg which

is insoluble in all the polar solvents including water. The

course of reaction was followed by powder XRD. Thermogravimetric

experiments indicated that the CD-CgQ complex is of 2:1

stoichiometry. It is proposed that the CgQ molecule is

encapsulated between two y-CD molecules.

(* Chemistry Division)

4.1.6 Preparation and characterisation of a charge transfer

complex of DABCO and Cgg

(A.K. Tyagi, K.I. Priyadarsini*, H. Mohan* and

J.P. Mittal*)

CgQ is known to have high electron affinity. Hence, it is

expected to form charge transfer (CT) complexes readily with

compounds having low oxidation potential. Diazo bicyclo (2,2,2)

octane (DABCO) is a tertiary amine with low oxidation potential

(0.6 eV) . The reaction between C 6 0 and DABCO was performed by

grinding the two together at room temperature. Powder XRD showed

the formation of a new product and the presence of some unreacted
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C 6 0
 and DABCO. The proportion of this new product increased

gradually with increasing Cg0
 t o DABCO ratio in the initial

mixture. However, a monophasic product could not be obtained. The

formation of new product was also inferred by IR spectroscopy.

The product was found to be water soluble. The absorption

spectrum of the aqueous solution of the product showed peak at

300 nm which is red shifted with respect to that of pure Cgg in

benzene, whereas the aqueous solution of DABCO does not show any

absorption at 300 nm. These observations indicate the ease of CT

complex formation between Cgg an<3 DABCO.

(* Chemistry Division)

4.1.7 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic study of gold silicide

on Si (111) substrate

(Santanu Bera, S.V. Narasimhan, K. Sekar*)

Gold was deposited on a chemically prepared Br-passivated

Si(111) substrate. On annealing around 633 K, epitaxial islands

of Au4Si and a thin uniform layer of Au4Si was formed. Any

unreacted gold was removed by etching the sample in aqua regia.

X-ray photoelectron spectrum revealed that Si 2p peak was

resolved into three components. The peak appearing at 102.7 eV

corresponded to native oxide and other two peaks appearing at

99.7 and 98.7 eV to suboxide mixture and Au4Si respectively.

After 5 mins of slow sputtering (approximately 2A/min), the oxide

intensity was reduced and the intensity of the 98.7 eV peak

increased. On further sputtering for ten mins no peak

corresponding to oxide was left behind indicating its complete

removal. However two peaks appeared at 99.0 and 98.7 eV due to

bulk Si and Au4Si respectively. Au 4f intensity increased after 5

mins. sputtering but decreased again after 20 mins sputtering.

It had been estimated that the thickness of this uniform layer

was 50A and the Au4Si islands grow on this uniform layer.

(* MSL, IGCAR, Kalpakkam)
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4.1.8 XPS studies on X-ray storage phosphors : Eu doped BaFBr

and KC1

(Santanu Bera, S.V. Narasimhan and M. Yousuf*)

Eu doped BaFBr has been successfully used as the constituent

material in area detectors for X-ray diffraction and radiography.

Similar efforts are being made on other X-ray storage phosphors,

in particular KCl:Eu. In these phosphors, it is of interest to

know the charge state of Eu. XPS spectra of Eu 4p3/2 have been

studied in EuS, EU2O3 and EUF3 to standarize the peak positions

of Eu(+2) and Eu(+3) chemical states. It is observed that the

peak position for BaFBr: Eu sample corresponds to that of EuS (

260 eV) . Thus Eu exists in 2+ state in BaFBr. Similar spectra

obtained with standard Fuji materials indicated Eu to be present

in the 2+ state. Comparision of 0 Is XPS spectra for Fuji and

BaFBr:Eu revealed a distinct shoulder in the case of the lattar.

This may be an indication that the oxygen ion is present in

lattice site of different symmetries.

(* MSD, IGCAR, Kalpakkam.)

4.2 Solid state reactions between TeO2 and alkali
and alkaline earth carbonates

To reduce the temperature of formation of the alkali and

alkaline earth metal tellurates and tellurites it was decided to

investigate the solid state reactions between alkaline earth and

alkali metal carbonates and tellurium dioxide. It is known that

the in-situ generated oxides are much more reactive than those

prepared independently and therefore it was expected that the

formation of the metal tellurates and tellurites by this route

would occur at much lower temperature. The reactions between the

carbonates and tellurium dioxide were followed employing TG, DTA

and XRD techniques. It was observed that these compounds could be

synthesized at temperatures much lower than that at which the

vaporization of TeC>2 becomes significant.
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4.2.1 Solid state reaction between CaCC>3 and TeC>2

(A.B. Phadnis, R. Mishra and S.R. Dharwadkar)

Solid state reactions between CaCC>3 and TeO2 were

investigated employing thermogravimetry (TG) and differential

thermal analysis (DTA) . The 1:1 mixture of CaCC>3 and TeC>2 on

heating in flowing argon forms CaTeC>3. The reaction commenced

around 700±10 K and involved the loss of carbon dioxide. Though

the stoichiometric reaction could be represented by the equation:

CaCO3 + TeO2 > CaTeO3 + C02

the TG curve corresponding to this reaction was complex and

involved three steps. It appears that the reaction involves first

formation of the 1:2 compound CaTe2C>5 which subsequently reacts

to form CaTeO3. A 1:2 mixture of CaCO3 and TeO2 however, showed

no intermediate steps and reacted in a single step according to

the stoichiometric reaction:

CaCO3 + 2TeO2 > CaTe2O5 + C02

The reaction began virtually at the same temperature ( 700

K) as in the case of the 1:1 mixture.

Two compounds, viz., CaTe2C>5 and CaTeO3, synthesized by the

solid state reaction between CaCC>3 and TeO2 were characterized by

XRD and DTA. DTA studies on CaTe2C>5 indicated a reversible phase

transition at 1068 K followed by melting at 1133 K. There was

also an indication of vapourization of the compound above 1173 K.

CaTeO3 exhibited a reversible phase transition at 1153 K and

melted at 1374 K.
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4.2.2 Thermal decomposition of caesium carbonate

(A.B. Phadnis, M.S. Samant*, P.N. Namboodiri and

S.R. Dharwadkar)

In the context of study of solid state reaction between

Cs2CC>3 and M0O3 to prepare Cs2Mo04/ the thermal decomposition of

Cs2CO3 was followed employing TG and DTA. Cs2CO3 began to

decompose to the oxide around 1042 K but considerable

vaporization was observed before the decomposition of carbonate

to oxide was complete. The analysis of evolved carbon dioxide

indicated that traces of Cs2CO3 were present in the melt of the

mixture even after the sample lost mass in excess of that

required for complete transformation of carbonate to the oxide.

DTA studies indicated that CsCO3 melts around 1113 K, about 50

degrees above the inception temperature for decomposition.

(* Ph.D. Student, University of Bombay)

4.3 Rare earth fluorides and oxyfluorides

Rare earth fluorides/oxyfluorides are normally synthesised

using HF which is a highly corrosive chemical. The present

programme involves the use of relatively less corrosive chemicals

and reactions at low temperature.

4.3.1 Synthesis, characterisation and polymorphism in

K3REF6 (RE= Y,La,Pr,NdfSm-Lu)

(B.N. Wani, S.J. Patwe, M.D. Mathews and U.R.K. Rao)

Potassiuim fluoride reacts with most rare earth fluorides at

973 K to form a product of the formula K3REF6. The same compounds

of the rare earths were synthesised at much lower temperatures by

the solid state reaction between KHF2 and RE2O3.

RE2O3 + 6KHF2 > 2K3REF61.5H2O
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KHF2 undergoes crystallographic transition from tetragonal to

cubic phase at 469 K and melts at 499 K. Yb2O3 and Lu2O3 react

with KHF2 at room temperature in their tetragonal form; Ho, Er

and Tm oxides react with KHF2 at 473 K in their cubic

modification, whereas oxides of other rare earths viz. Y, La, Pr,

Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb and Dy react in the melt. The completion of

the reaction was monitored by powder XRD and the patterns were

indexed using standard computer programs.

The polymorphism of tripotassium lanthanate hexafluorides was

investigated using DTA and dilatometry. They are known to exist

in three crystallographic modifications: a, & and y. Only

tripotassium erbium hexafluoride i.e K3ErFgl.5H2O is reported to

have 6 modification (Table 4.3.1).

The average linear thermal expansion coefficient( a^) of the

compounds K3GdF6 and K3TbF6 were determined. The a-̂  values of

K3GdF6 in the temperature range 300-753 K and 300-773 K are found

to be 17.8xlO"6K"2 and 21.4xlO"6K"1 respectively. In the case of

K3TbFg, from room temperature to 873 K the expansion is negative

with the highest rate of decrease, 1.3% at around 673 K. From

423-873 K the linear expansion would have decreased smoothly if

there were no sharp transition at 673 K. This implies that a

form changes over to y very slowly but the 673 K peak represents

the sharp ct-->£ transition. The first transition a-->£ has a

large volume reduction while £-->y shows slight expansion.
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Table 4.3.1

Transition temperature and melting temperature

of tripotassium lanthanate hexafluorides

Compounds Transition Temp.(K) Melting Temp.(K)

K3YF6 1.5H2O

K3LaF6 1.5H2O

K3PrF6 1.5H2O

K3NdF6 1.5H2O

K3SmF6 1.5H2O

K3EuF6 1.5H2O

K3GdF6 1.5H2O

K3TbF6 1.5H2O

K3ErF6 1.5H2O

543

843

745

769

811, 937

546, 753

769

549, 669

531, 605, 671

1013

883

883

893

993

958

981

1007

1013

4.3.2 Synthesis, unit cell dimensions and thermal stability of

(NH4)3REFgl.5H2O (RE- Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb and Lu)

(B.N. Wani and U.R.K. Rao)

(NH4)3REF61.5H2O complexes (RE=Dy,Ho,ER,Tm,Yb and Lu) were

synthesised by room temperature solid state reaction between

RE2O3 and NH4HF2 in the ratio 1:6. The XRD patterns of all six
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compounds were found to be similar and could be indexed based on

orthorhombic unit cell a0 = 10.14±0.03 A, bo = 14.39±0.04 A and

CQ=6.922±0.03 A. These ammonium complexes were further subjected

to simultaneous TG/DTA. The course ofthermal degradation can be

summarised as follows:

(NH4)3REF6 1.5H2O --> (NH4)3RE2F9 --> (NH4)2RE3F11 --> REF3

REF3 compounds on further heating to 973 K pick up oxygen to

give REOF.

4.3.3 Dilatometric studies of REOF (RE=Y, La, Nd, Sin, Eu and

Gd) compounds

(M.D. Mathews, A.K. Tyagi and U.R.K. Rao)

Bulk thermal expansion behaviour of rare earth oxyfluorides

(REOF) with RE = Y,La,Nd,Sm,Eu and Gd was studied using

dilatometry in the temperature range 298-923 K in air. All the

REOF compounds showed similar thermal expansion in the

temperature range 298-923 K.

REOF with RE = Y,La,Nd,Sm,Eu, and Gd exhibited a linear

expansion with temperature upto 823, 748, 773 773, 773 and 873 K

respectively. Above these temperatures, sudden increase in

expansion was observed in a narrow temperature range of 25 K

indicating anomalous behaviour. Thereafter they were found to

expand uniformly with increasing temperature upto 923 K. The

sharp expansion above certain temperature for REOF is attributed

to the increase in volume associated with the transition from the

low temperature rhombohedral phase to the high temperature cubic

phase. The transition temperatures and the values of average

linear thermal expansion coefficient (a-̂ ) for the temperature

ranges from ambient to the beginning as well as completion of the

phase transitions of the compounds are given in Table 4.3.3.
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Table 4.3.3

Transition temperatures and thermal expansion

Parameters for REOF compounds

Compound Transition

Temperature

(K)

Thermal expansions

Temp.range

(K)

YOF

LaOF

NdOF

SmOF

EuOF

GdOF

835

765

785

785

785

885

298

298

298

298

298

298

298

298

298

298

298

298

-823
-848

-748

-783

-773

-798

-773

-798

-773

-798

-873

-898

12.70
17.20

9.70

13.04

12.60

17.60

8.90

12.20

8.86

11.57

10.80

13.70
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4.3.4 Study of thermally stimulated luminescence properties

of REi.x GdxBa2F7 (RE»La,Y; x-0.0 to 0.1)

(A.K. Tyagi, U.R.K. Rao, R.M. Kadam+, T.K.S. Giri+,

A.R. Dhoble"1", V. Naratajan"1" and M.D. Sastry+)

Two series of compounds with the general composition

RE1.xGdxBa2F7 (RE = La and Y and x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.04 and 0.1)

were prepared by heating appropriate mixtures of the reactants in

an evacuated quartz ampoule at 1173 K for 5 hrs. The products

were characterised by powder XRD. Each product was exposed to 3

KGy dose. The radiative recombination of the defects caused by

irradiation was studied by thermally stimulated luminescence

(TSL) for each compound. An intense TSL peak observed at 403 K in

the case of Y-series compounds, whereas the La-series compounds

showed two TSL peaks at 393 K and 501 K. The glow peak was found

to be most intense for compound with x = 0.02 and subsequently

its intensity decreased. This observation can be attributed to

quenching by Gd+3 beyond 2% . Each product was studied before and

after irradiation by EPR spectroscopy and photoacoustic

spectroscopy. The trap parameters as determined by EPR were 0.46

eV and 0.88 eV for the 393 K and 501 K peaks of La-series

compounds and 0.73 eV for Y-series compounds.

(+ Radiochemistry Divison)

4.3.5 Li-intercalation into

(A.K. Tyagi, J. K6hler# and A. Simon#)

Intercalation reactions are mostly shown by compounds with

2-D or 1-D structure. The intercalation of guest species into the

host lattice is further facilitated by the presence of a

multivalent ion in the host lattice. A number of europium

oxyfluorides with the general composition EuO1_xF1+2x (x = -0.125

to 0.143) were prepared. Li intercalation into the lattice of

europium oxyfluoride was studied using various reagents viz., n-

butyl lithium, Lil and molten Li. The Lil was found to be the
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most promising among these. A mechanical mixture of Eu0i_xF1+2x

and Li I was prepared in 1:2 mole ratio in a dry box. It was

pressed into a pellet and heated at 523 K in an evacuated pyrex

tube (2 X 10"5 torr) . The violet coloured I2 crystals (also

characterised by powder XRD) were found to condense at the cold

end of the tube after two days. The colour of the pellet was

found to be yellow, a characteristic of Eu2 + , in contrast with

the white colour of EUF3. The product was washed with dry

acetonitile to remove unreacted Lil and/or I2 and these

characterised by powder XRD, chemical analysis and magnetic

susceptibility. Chemical analysis showed the incorporation of 0.7

Li atom per mole of europium oxyfluoride. Similar experiments

were extended to samarium oxyfluorides.

(# Max-Planck Institute fur Feskorperforschung, Stuttgart,

Germany)

4.3.6 Preparation and structure of 6-L13MP5 (M » Ti, Al and

6a)

(A.K. Tyagi, R. P6ttgen# and J. K6hler#)

In order to prepare compounds with the general composition

Li3MF6 (M= Ti, Al and Ga) , mechanical mixtures of LiF and MF3

(M=Ti, Al and Ga) in 3:1 mole ratio were prepared and pelletised.

Each pellet was stored in platinum tube which was transferred to

a quartz tube. This quartz tube was first evacuated to a pressure

of 2 X 10"5 torr and then sealed on-line under argon atmosphere.

These ampoules were heated at 1023 K to 1093 K for 24 hrs and

subsequently cooled slowly to room temperature. Powder XRD showed

the products to be of monoclinic modification. In order to solve

the structure of S-Li3TiF6, a large crystal of the dimensions

0.1x0.1x0.01 mm was selected and was sealed in a capillary to

avoid hydrolysis. The Laue photograph showed the crystal to be

of good quality. The intensity data were obtained by an Image

Plate Diffractometer System (IPDS). The structure was refined

using the SHELX-76 program. It was shown to contain isolated
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compressed TiFg octahedra. All the bond lengths, bond angles and

coordination numbers of various atoms were also deduced.

(# Max-Planck Institute fur Feskorperforschung, Stuttgart,

Germany)

4.4 Fluorine incorporation in superconducting

material

F incorporation into YBa2Cu3O7_5 lattice was earlier carried

out by low temperature solid state reaction between 123 oxide and

NH4HF2 without affecting the Tc. These fluorinated Y-123

compounds were further studied using X-ray emission spectroscopy,

XPS and solid state 19F NMR. Similarly YBa2Cu4O8 was also

fluorinated and its thermal stability, Squid and 1^F NMR studies

were carried out.

4.4.1 X-ray emission spectroscopic studies on fluorinated

YBa2Cu3Og5 oxides and other related compounds*

(A.K. Tyagi, U.R.K. Rao and R.M. Iyer)

X-xay and neutron diffraction techniques can not

distinguish between F and 0 owing to their similar scattering

coefficients. Hence X-ray emission spectroscopy was used to

establish the site occupancy of fluorines in the fluorinated

YBa2Cu306_5 (Y-123) oxide. The 0-K and F-K spectra of a number

of fluorine containing Y-123 oxides and reference compounds like

BaF2, YOF, YF3< CuF2 and YBa2F7 etc. were recorded using an

elctron-probe microanalyzer (EPMA) fitted with a TAP crystal

analyzer. It was found that the fine structure of the F-K

emission spectrum is very similar for all the YBa2Cu3Og_5+-x^2x

compositions. However the 0-K spectrum exhibited significant

differences with the gradual shifting of the peak by about 0.8 eV

towards the low energy side on going from the starting oxide to a

composition corresponding to x = 1. On increasing the F content

(x>l) a pronounced satellite structure was observed on the high



energy side of the 0-K line at 527 eV. The positions of

fluorines were determined by comparing the F/O-K spectra of

various reference materials with that of the fluorinated Y-123

oxide. It was found that the 0-K spectra of YBa2Cu305>5F2 and

YOF are quite similar. Based on this observation, it may be

inferred that in fluorinated Y-123 oxides the F atoms occupy

such positions which provide the formation of F bonds with both 0

and Y. This is possible only if F gets incorporated into the

CuO2 plane, as it is adjacent to Y plane in Y-123 oxide

structure.

(# In collaboration with Prof. E. Z. Kurmaev, Russian Academy of

Sciences, Ekaterinburg, Russia)

4.4.2 Study of fluorine incorporation into the lattice of

YBa2Cu3Og 5+g by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

(A.K. Tyagi, S. Velmurgan, S.V. Narasimhan, U.R.K. Rao

and P.N. Moorthy)

XPS studies were carried out to study fluorine incorporation

into the lattice of YBa2Cu306_5+5. Y-123 oxides fluorinated to

arying degrees by the low temperature reaction between Y-123 and

NH4HF2 at 598 K were analysed by XPS. Besides, XPS analyses of

BaF2, YF3, YOF and YBa2F7 were also carried out.

The photoelectron peaks corresponding to Cu 2p3/2 and 2p1/2

doublet were found to be shifted to higher binding energies (BEs)

with progressive replacement of oxygen by fluorine. The width of

the peaks increased upto O5F3 showing more delocalisation due to

the presence of fluorine in the lattice. This indicated the

presence of two types of chemical environments around copper viz,

(i) a set of copper ions surrounded only by oxygen and (ii)

another set having both oxygen and fluorine. Fluorine (IS1/2)

and Oxygen(ls1/2) peaks also shifted to higher binding energies.

The peak widths of fluorine and oxygen did not change

significantly thereby showing that electron delocalisation was

lower on fluorine and oxygen than on copper.
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The general pattern of binding energy shift to higher side

occured from Og 5+5 and upto O5F3. When the peak areas of

fluorine and oxygen were normalised to that of copper peak, there

was a steady increase in the ratio for compounds upto O5F3 . This

confirmed that the upper limit of fluorination in the Y-123

compound is three.

4.4.3 Fluorination of YBa2Cu3O7_§ and

(B.N. Wani, L.L. Miller+, B. Suh+, F. Borsa+)

Earlier YBa2Cu3O7_5 (Y-123) was fluorinated by solid state

route at 598 K using NH4HF2 as fluorinating agent. Recently a gas

phase fluorination technique was developed for the fluorination

of Sr2CuC>3. Using the same technique Y-123 and YBa2Cu4C>8 (Y-124)

was fluorinated at 473 K.

Y-123 and Y-124 were studied using XRD, TG/DTA, SQUID

magnetometer and solid state 19F NMR. Tc of the fluorinated

sample of Y-123 and Y-124 was found to be 90 and 80K respectively

which was the same as that of the original oxides. Hence The

fluorine incorporation into the lattice had to be indirectly

proved by tecniques such as 19F NMR spectra at room temperature

and by TG/DTA. Compared to Y-123, Y-124 was more stable.

(+ Ames Laboratory, Ames, Iowa, USA)

4.5 New strontium copper oxyfluoride superconductor

The discovery of high temperature superconductivity in

La2Cu04_5 and YBa2Cu307_5 lead to various attempts at replacing

La and Y cations by alkaline earth metal ions such as Ba and Sr

thus increasing the oxidation state of Cu. Recently high pressure

syntheses have allowed preparation of metastable superconducting

phases YBa2Cu40Q, YSr2Cu3C>7 and Sr2Cu03_^ in which CuC>2 layers

were generated. But the synthesis route was not convenient. On

fluorination a paramagnetic Sr2CuC>3 was found to get converted to
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superconducting oxyfluoride: Sr2Cu02F2+§ which is believed to be

structurally similar to L.a2Cu04. The above oxyfluoride was

synthesised by non hazardous bifluoride route and studied in

detail.

4.5.1 Synthesis, characterisation and EPR study of

(B.N. Wani, S.J. Patwe, R.M. Kadam+, M.D. Sastry+ and

U.R.K. Rao)

Intimately ground mixtures of SrCO3 and CuO in 2:1 and

3:2 stoichiometry were heated in air at 1173 K for 40 hours with

two intermittant grinding. The products were identified as

Sr2Cu03 and Sr3Cu205 respectively by powder XRD. They were

further fluorinated using NH4HF2 as fluorinating agent by solid

state reaction at 473 K in air for 30 mins. The products were

found to be multiphase in nature containing Sr2Cu02F2+5 or

Sr3Cu2C>5_5F2 , and SrF2 as major phases and a small amount of

unreacted oxide. Different amounts of fluorine could be

incorporated in place of oxygen in Sr2CuC>3 by reacting it with

NH4HF2 in different stoichiometric ratio. The superconducting

behaviour of the product was critically dependent on the amount

of F incorporated into lattice. The product obtained from

oxide :NH4HF2 mixtures in the ratio of 1:0.8 to 1:2 ..5 gave

superconducting oxyfluoride with Tc in the range 35-53 K. On

either side of this ratio, the product oxyfluoride was non

superconducting. In the XRD patterns of all the products, SrF2

lines were invariably observed but there were no lines due to CuO

or SrCuO2.

The superconducting phases were studied by EPR, direct

microwave absorption and non resonant response employing magnetic

field modulated microwave absorption. From the above studies a

superconducting phase was identified in Sr2Cu02F2+5 below 40 K

for which the low critical field H c l was 0.1 T at 10 K and the

fluxon relaxation time through flux creep was 3.75 seconds. EPR
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was observed from Cu2+ centres of the superconducting phase. Also

Cu2 + signal showed ^ F super hyperfine structure with two

equivalent 19F~ ligands. Normally in all earlier high

temperature superconducting samples EPR was observed from the

impurity phase. But in the present case the resonance arises from

Cu2+ within the lattice having two equivalent 19F~ ligands.

Similar behaviour was also observed in the case of

Sr3Cu205_5F2 .

(+ Radiochemistry Division)

4.5.2 MechaniGun of flubrication of

(B.N. Wani, L.L. Miller*, B. Suh# and F. Borsa#)

Earlier many ambient solid state reactions between oxides and

bifluorides were reported and they were found to be diffusion

controllad reactions in which' NH4HF2 was found to diffuse into

oxide to give ammonium or metal oxyfluoro/fluoro complexes which,

on further heating decomposed to give metal

oxyfluoride/fluorides. Recently Sr2CuO3 was fluorinated using

NH4F and NH4HF2 by the solid state route. The major drawback was

that along with Sr2Cu02F2+5 , a large amount of SrF2 was also

formed. To reduce this impurity phase and elucidate the mechanism

involved in f luorination, Sr2CuC>3 was reacted with HF vapor,

generated by decomposition of NH4HF2.

Sr2Cu03 does not react with NH4HF2 at room temperature.

NH4HF2 melts at 400 K and on further heating decomposes to give

NH4F and HF. NH4F sublimes with partial decomposition to give HF

and NH3. The HF vapors generated during the decomposition reacted

with Sr2CuC>3 to give the superconducting oxyfluoride.

NH4HF2(s) > NH4HF2(1)

NH4HF2{1) > NH4F + HF

NH4F > NH3 + HF
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473 K
Sr2Cu03 + n HF > Sr2Cu02F2+5 + HF + NH3

(n=l-6)

Along with all the above oxyfluorides, SrF2 was always formed

but in minor amounts.

(# Ames Laboratory, Ames, Iowa, USA)

4.5.3 Magnetization in

(B.N. Wani, L.L. Miller**, B. Suh# and F. Borsa#)

The magnetization in Sr2Cu03, SrF2 and superconducting as

well as non superconducting strontium copper oxyfluorides was

studied using Squid magnetometer. A comparative study of 19FNMR

was carried out to identify the cause of superconductivity in

narrow range which can not be detected by XRD and neutron

diffraction.

The variation in magnetisation was studied at various

temperatures from 5-400 K. on cold pellets with a dc SQUID

magnetometer at 0.01 T field. The superconducting volume fraction

was found to be low. Sr2Cu03 was paramagnetic whereas SrF2 was

dimagnetic in nature. The magnetisation was also measured as a

function of 0-50 Tesla applied magnetic field from 2-400 K for

all the oxyfluorides. In the case of superconducting oxyfluorides

H c l was found to be 0.8 T whereas H c 2 was 7.5 T at 2K.

The NMR study can give useful information on both the

location of the flurine atom(or ion) incorporated into the

lattice and on the change of electronic and magnetic properties

of the material after fluorination. 19F nucleus is an ideal probe

for solid state NMR so the measurements were performed at 24, 40

and 90 MHz at room temperature. The linewidth was practically the

same in all the samples and were similar to that in SrF2. Hence a

comparitive study of typical recovery of nuclear magnetization

with nuclear spin lattice relaxation time x^ for 19F nuclei in

pure SrF2, superconducting and non superconducting Sr2Cu02F2+5
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along with Sr2Cu02Cl2:F was carried out. In Sr2Cu02F2+§ type of

compounds there were four kinds of fluorine nuclei with 1̂ =̂ 60,

5.5 and 1.1 msec and one due to SrF2 phase common to all. From

the comparative study, the first x± was assigned to apical

fluorine, second to interstestial fluorine between SrF blocks and

the third to interstial fluorine in the close vicinity of CuO2

plane which is present only in the higher fluorinated material

(non superconducting) as shown in Fig 4.5.3.

On fluorination of Sr2CuC>3 one gets superconducting as well

as non superconducting materials depending on the amount of

fluorine incorporated. Initially a structural rearrangement takes

place in such a way that CuO2 planes are generated and they are

separated by SrF blocks, and 5 F is incorporated between SrF

blocks keeping CuO2 planes intact. On further fluorination F goes

interstitially closer to Cu atoms and hence superconductivity is

lost.

(# Ames Laboratory, Ames, Iowa. USA)

4.5.4 Thermal stability of

(B.N. Wani, L.L. Miller**, B. Suh# and F. Borsa#)

Since strontium copper oxyfluorides were low temperature

synthesisied materials at ambient pressure their thermal

stability was studied using TG/DTA in conjunction with XRD powder

diffractometry.

TG and DTA were carried out in helium and oxygen atmospheres

upto 1273 K and 1773 K respectively. TG scan showed single step

weight loss due to oxygen loss giving SrF2 and a mixture of

strontium copper oxide and Sr2_xCu03_x. DTA scans of various

fluorinated samples(1:1-1:6) showed endotherms due to melting of

oxides of the series Sr2_xCu03_x (x=0 t o 2) an<3 SrF2 (1700 K)

depending on the amount of fluorine incorporated and it was

further confirmed by the XRD pattern of the residues.

(# Ames Laboratory, Ames, Iowa, USA)
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5 STRUCTURE, THERMODYNAMICS AND THERMOCHEMISTRY

5.1 Structure

5.1.1 Single crystal X-ray structure determination of an

arene ruthenium(II) dialkyldithiophosphate complex:

[Ru{SSP(OEt)2}(n6-p-cymene)(PPh3)][BPh4]

(V.S. Jakkal and V.K. Jain*)

Single crystals of the complex with the formula
<-56^59^>2^2<-)2^^u were prepared and its single crystal x-ray

diffraction data was collected at IIT, Madras, using computer

controlled CAD-4 single crystal X-ray crystal diffractometer with

molybdenum K-alpha radiation.

The crystal belongs to the triclinic system with space group

P 1 having two formula units per unit cell. The unit cell

dimensions were found to be a = 10.756(3)A, b = 14.468(5)A, c =

17.387(5)A, a = 96.73(3) , S = 101.31(3) , and y = 96.73(3) . Out

of the 6952 observed reflexions, 6543 were unique and used for

the structure determination. The structure was solved by

Patterson method (the heavy atom structure determination method)

using SHELX-86 program, and all the non-hydrogen atoms were

located by subsequent Fourier syntheses.

The refinement of the structural parameters were carried out

by successive Fourier analyses and least squares refinement using

SHELX-93 program. The non-hydrogen atoms were given anisotropic

thermal parameters and hydrogen atoms were given istropic thermal

parameters. The final R-factor was 4.5% for reflexions with I>2a

(I) and 5.1% for all reflexions.

The ruthenium atom in the molecule adopts an octahedral

configuration with p-cymene legend as one face of the octahedron.

The Ru atom is at 1.746(6)A from the center of the p-cymene ring.
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The f our-membered R11S2P ring is planar with P atom showing

maximum deviation [0.228(1)A] from the Ru-S-S-P plane. The BPh4

anion has the usual tetrahedral geometry. The bond lengths and

bond angles were found to be comparable to those for similar

compounds.

(* Chemistry Division)

5.1.2 Single crystal X-ray structure determination of cyano

diphenyl butadiene (CDPB) thiophosphate complex

(V.S. Jakkal and T.S.R. Krishna*)

Single crystals of CDPB having formula C17H13N were prepared

and X-ray single crystal diffraction data were collected at IIT,

Madras using CAD-4 diffractometer and MoK radiation.

The crystal belongs to the monoclinic system with space group

C2/c and has 8 molecules per unit cell. The unit cell parameters

were found to be a = 16.994(3)A, b = 7.769(1)A, c = 19.509(2)A

and £ = 99.63(1) . Of the 2060 reflexions collected, 1993 were

found to be unique and these were used for structure

determination. The structure was solved using the direct method

structure determination package of SHELX-76 program. The

successive Fourier syntheses and least squares refinement were

carried out to get the complete structure using the SHELX-93

program. The final R-factor for reflexions with I>2a (I) was

4.02% and 4.8% for all reflexions.

The structure shows parallel stacking of the molecules with

their planes parallel to 010 face of the crystal. The molecules

are oriented along the 110 direction.

(* Ph.D. Student, IIT, Bombay)

5.2 Thermodynamic and thermochemical studies

Thermodynamic and thermochemical studies involve essentially

three components: (1) evaluation of the thermodynamic stability
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of the compound which involves detemination of the basic

thermodynamic data such as the enthalpy, Gibbs free energy of

formation and heat capacity, (2) determination of the phase

equilibrium diagrams in the systems from which the compounds are

selected for the above type of investigations and (3) assessment

of literature data for their reliability.

A comprehensive programme is being pursued in which the above

information has been collected on variety of systems of relevance

to nuclear technology.

5.2.1 Vapour pressure of 2

(M.S. Samant*, A.S. Kerkar and S.R. Dharwadkar)

The vapour pressure of TeC>2 was measured in the temperature

range 923 to 1001 K in flowing oxygen employing the transpiration

method. The measured pressures compared very well with the best

assessed data in the literature. A break in the log PTeO2 v s 1/T

plot was observed around 968 K which was not reported earlier in

the literature. Initially, it was presumed that this break could

result from the reaction of TeO2 with oxygen (used as carrier

gas) to form TeO3 (g) . Therefore, the vaporization of TeO2 was

studied in inert atmosphere (argon) in the same temperature

range. The break was noticed under this condition also indicating

that the hypothesis of TeO3(g) formation is not valid. To find

out whether the break is due to interaction of the sample with

the platinum used as container, the measurements were repeated

using a silica cup. There was no break in the log PTeO2 v s l/T

plot thus confirming that the break observed earlier was mainly

due to chemical interaction of liquid TeC>2 with the platinum

container. Values for enthalpy of vapourization of TeC>2 below the

melting point derived from vapour pressure data obtained with

platinum as well as silica cup were similar suggesting that the

platinum interacts only with molten TeO2.

(* Ph. D student, Bombay University)
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5.2.2 The standard free energy of formation of ZrTe3O8(s)

(M.S. Samant*, S.R. Bharadwaj, S.N. Tripathi,

A.S. Kerkar, and S.R. Dharwadkar)

The standard free energy of formation of zirconium tellurate

(ZrTe3Og) was derived from its vapour pressure measured in the

temperature range 1008 to 1146 K. ZrTe3O8 vaporizes incongruently

according to the reaction,

ZrTe3O8(s) > ZrO2(s) + 3TeO2(g)

The apparent vapour pressure of TeO2(g) over the ZrTe3O8(s) +

ZrO2(s) mixture was obtained by the transpiration method

employing automatic recording microthermogravimetric system. The

standard free energy of formation was derived from the measured

vapour pressure data and could be expressed as a function of

temperature by the equation,

AfG° <ZrTe3O8>(±14.3 kj mol"
1) > -2168.3 + 0.801T(K)

(1008<T/K<1146)

The standard enthalpy of formation AfH° (298.15 K) for ZrTe3O8(s)

derived from these data employing the estimated heat capacity for

the compound is -2153.0±18.3 kJ mol"1, in good agreement with the

value of -2119.2±9.6 kJ mol"1 determined by isoperibol

calorimetry.

(* Ph.D student, Bombay University)

5.2.3 The standard free energy of formation of hafnium

tellurate (HfTe3O8)

(M.S. Samant*, S.R. Bharadwaj, R. Mishra, A.S. Kerkar

and S.R. Dharwadkar)

The vapour pressure of HfTe3O8(s) was measured in the

temperature range 1014 to 1158 K employing an automatic
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recording transpiration apparatus. HfTe3O8 vaporized

incongruently according to the reaction:

HfTe3O8(s) > HfO2(s) + 3TeO2(g)

The vapour pressure could be expressed as a function of

temperature by the relation:

ln(p/Pa) (+0.07) > -32856.4/T(K) + 33.39

and the AfG° <HfTe3O8> value derived from the measurements could

be expressed as:

AfG° <HfTe3O8> (±15.6) kJ mol"1 > -2178.3 + 0.786T(K)

The enthalpy of formation of HfTe3O8 at the mean temperature

of the experiments (1086 K) was converted to AfH°298_i5 K ky

using the estimated heat capacities for HfTe3O8 with the help of

Neumann and Kopp rule. The value of AfH° 2 9 8 i l 5 ^ obtained from

the vapour pressure measurements is -2166.5±22.0 kJ mol"1 which

is in fairly good agreement with the value obtained from

isoperibol calorimetry, viz., -2129.1±10.1 kJ mol"1.

(* Ph.D Student, Bombay University)

5.2.4 Enthalpies of formation of ZrMo208, HfMo208, ZrTe308

and HfTe3O8

(S.R. Bharadwaj, M.S. Samant"1", R. Mishra,

S.R. Dharwadkar, S.S. Savant* and R. Kalyanaraman*)

Enthalpies of solution of ZrMo208, HfMo208, Mo, ZrF4 and HfF4

in 10 mol dm"3 HF(aq) + 4.41 mol dm"3 H2O2 (aq) were measured

using isoperibol calorimetry. From these measurements and other

related data, the standard molar enthalpies of formation of

ZrMo208 and HfMo208 were determined to be -2588.3±4.3 kJ mol"1

and -2605.8±5.9 kJ mol"1 respectively. These compare well with
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the values -2577.7±18.2 kJ mol"1 and -2592.0±22.0 kJ mol"1

derived from vapour pressure measurements.

The dissolution of M0O3(s) posed a serious problem in the

determination of the enthalpies of formation of ZrMO20g(s) and

HfMo208(s). This difficulty was overcome by using Mo metal

instead of M0O3 in the reactions. The solvent used was a mixture

of hydrofluoric acid and hydrogen peroxide. There was an

unusually large difference in the enthalpies of solution of

ZrMo208 and HfMo208 in this solvent. Therefore, the following

experiments were conducted to establish the species in solution.

Zirconium and hafnium peroxy fluro complexes were prepared and

attempts were made to characterize them with the help of TG, XRD,

IR and Raman spectra. The compounds being amorphous, could not

be distinguished by XRD. In IR and Raman spectra, the metal-

fluorine stretching modes in the 500-700 cm"* region and the

bidentate peroxide group stretching at 800 and 500-600 cm"1

regions were weak and overlapping. Interpretation of these

results did not give very convincing proof for differences in

the two complexes. The TG patterns for the two complexes did

indicate differences in their compositions. Titration against

standard KMnO4 solution showed that the zirconium complex has

peroxy linkage whereas the hafnium complex does not decolourize

the permanganate solution. On the basis of these experiments, it

was shown that zirconium forms the species [ZrC>2F53"] while

hafnium forms HfF4 in 4.4 moldm_3 H2O2 + 10 mol HF dm "3

solution. The reaction schemes were written according to these

species and the enthalpies of formation of ZrMO208 and HfMo208

were compared. The calorimetric system was calibrated using NBS

KC1 (SRM 1655) .

Enthalpies of formation of ZrTe3O8(s) and HfTe3O8(s) were

determined by solution calorimetry. Enthalpies of dissolution of

ZrTe3O8, HfTe3O8, ZrF4, HfF4 and TeO2 in 10 mol dm"3

hydrofluroric acid were measured using isoperibol calorimeter.

From these measurements and other related data, the standard
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molar enthalpies of formation of ZrTe3Og and HfTe3O8 were

determined to be -2119.2±9.6 kJ mol"1 and -2129.1±10.1 kJ mol"1

respectively. These compare well with the values, -2153.0±18.3 kJ

mol"1 and -2168.9±22.0 kJ mol"1 determined in this laboratory-

using the transpiration technique.

(+ Ph.D student, Bombay University; * Analytical Chemistry

Division)

5.2.5 Vapour pressure and enthalpy of fusion of Cdl2

(R. Mishra, S.R. Bharadwaj, A.S. Kerkar

and S.R. Dharwadkar)

The vapour pressure of Cdl2 was measured in the temperature

range 558 to 695 K employing the automatic recording

transpiration apparatus. The vapour pressure - temperature

relation for Cdl2 could be expressed below and above its melting

point respectively by the equations:

ln(p/Pa) (CdI2(s)) > -16783.9/T + 29.42 (548 to 643 K) (1)

ln(p/Pa) (CdI2(D) > -13210.0/T + 23.68 (645 to 695 K) (2)

The enthalpy of fusion of Cdl2 obtained from the difference

in the slopes of the two plots is 29.71 kJ mol"1. The melting

point of Cdl2 obtained from the intersection of the two lines

corresponding to equations (1) and (2) is 625 K compare to 651 K

obtained by direct measurement employing DSC.

5.2.6 Standard free energy of formation of

(R. Mishra, S.R. Bharadwaj, A.S. Kerkar and

S.R. Dharwadkar)

Cs2CdI4 was prepared by dissolving stoichiometric amounts of

Csl and Cdl2 in distilled water and evaporating the resulting

solution to dryness. The compound thus formed was vacuum dried at

80 C and characterized by XRD technique. The vapour pressure of
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Cs2CdI4 was measured below its melting point in the temperature

range 640-695 K employing transpiration method using the

automatic recording microthermobalance. Combining this result

with the vapour pressure of pure Cdl2 measured by the same

technique, the standard free energy of formation of Cs2Cdl4 was

derived.

AfG° <Cs2CdI4> (±6.78) > -1033.93 + 0.279T kJ mol"1

(640<T/K695)

The standard enthalpy of formation AfH° (298.15 K) for

Cs2Cdl4(s) evaluated from these measurements is -925.0±11.78 kJ

mol"1, in good agreement with the values -920.3±1.4 and

917.7±1.5 kJ mol"1 reported in the literature from two

independent calorimetric studies.

5.2.7 Standard molar enthalpies of formation of calcium

tellurates

(S.R. Bharadwaj, R. Mishra, S.R. Dharwadkar,

S.S. Savant* and R. Kalyanaraman*)

In the context of determination of standard enthalpy of

formation (AfH°298 15 K̂  °^ alkaline earth tellurates, the

enthalpies of solution of CaTeO3, CaTe2O5, TeO2 and CaCO3 in 11

mol dm"3 HCl were measured using isoperibol calorimeter. From

these values and other related data, the standard molar

enthalpies of formation of CaTeO3 and CaTe2C>5 have been

calculated to be -981.3±4.3 kJ/mol and -1333.1±6.9 kJ/mol

respectively. These values are consistent with the free energies

of formation of these compounds determined in this laboratory by

the transpiration technique.

(* Analytical Chemistry Division)
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5.2.8 Gibbs free energy of formation of CaTeO3 by the

transpiration technique

(R. Mishra, S.R. Bharadwaj, A.S. Kerkar and

S.R. Dharwadkar)

For the first time Gibb's energy of formation of CaTeC>3 has

been determined from its measured vapour pressure, using the

transpiration technique. CaTeC^ vaporized incongruently according

to the reaction:

CaTeO3 > CaO + TeO2 (g) (1)

The vapour pressure of TeO2(g) over the mixture of CaTeO3(s) and

CaO(s) can be represented by,

ln(p(Te02)/Pa) (±0.06) > -29912.6/T + 24.90 (2)

(1158<T/K1247)

Gibbs free enrergy of formation could be derived from this vapour

pressure equation and other related data such as Gibbs energy of

formation of CaO(s) and TeO2(l).

A f G CaTeO3(s) (±12.83 kJ/mol) > -975.08 + 0.242T (3)

Measurements on the enthalpy of formation of CaTeO3 carried

out employing isoperibol solution calorimetry yielded a value of

(-981.3±4.3) kJ/mol for AfH° 298.15- Tlie average second law heat

of formation obtained from equation (3) at the mean temperature

of the measurement is -975.08±12.83 kj/mol. The standard enthalpy

of formation AfH 2gg -̂5 derived from this value and the

estimated heat capacity of the compound by the Neumann and Kopp

rule is -959.08±17.83 kJ/mol, in fairly good agreement the

calorimetric value.
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5.2.9 Vapourization behaviour of CaTe2C>5 by the transpiration

technique

(R.Mishra, S.R. Bharadwaj, A.S. Kerkar and

S.R. Dharwadkar)

Vapour pressure of CaTe2O5 was determined in the temperature

range 1007 to 1113 K. The log P vs l/T plot yielded two linear

segments which could be expressed by the equations:

ln(p(Te02)/Pa) (±0.09) > -32649.8/T + 32.44 (1)

(1007 T/K 1057)

ln(p(Te02)/Pa) (±0.06) > -30667.56/T + 30.56 (2)

(1082 T/K 1113)

respectively. The two equations represent the vapour pressure

data above and below the phase transition which occurs at about

1068 K. The corresponding Gibbs free energy equations which are

derived from the above vapour pressure equations and other

related data such as Gibbs free energy of formation of CaTeC^s)

and TeC^d) are respectively:

AfG° CaTe2O5(s) (±13.12 kJ/mol) > -1330.45 + 0.439T (3)

and
AfG° CaTe2O5(s) (±13.11 kJ/mol) > -1313.98 + 0.423T (4)

The Gibbs energy of formation for CaTe2O5(s), derived from

its vapour pressure is the first measurement on the

thermochemical properties of this compound. Measurements on the

enthalpy of formation of this compound employing isoperibol

solution calorimetry gave a value of -1333.1±6.9 KJ/mol for AfH

2 98.15- T^ e average second law heat of formation obtained fr"om

equation (4) at the mean temperature of the measurement is -

1313.98±13.11 KJ/mol. The standard molar enthalpy of formation
0 298.15 derived from this value and the estimated heat
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capacity of the compound by the Neumann and Kopp rule is -

1318.58±18.11 KJ/mol, in fair agreement with the calorimetric

value.

5.2.10 Phase equilibrium diagram in the Mn-Te-0 system

(R. Mishra, A.S. Kerkar and S.R. Dharwadkar)

The phase equilibrium diagram in a pseudo binary system

comprising of MnTe2C»5 and TeO2 was investigated employing

differential thermal analysis(DTA). The DTA plots were recorded

in inert flowing argon atmosphere for six compositions between

MnTe2C>5 and TeO2. The compound MnTe2C>5 in the psuedo-binary

system MnO-TeO2 was prepared by heating the mixture of MnCC>3 and

TeO2 in stoichiometric proportion at 923 K. The compound was

characterized by X-ray diffraction. Its melting point derived

from DTA plots is 973 K.

5.2.11 Studies on the phase diagram of Ag-Te-0 system

(G. Chattopadhyay)

The phase diagram of Ag-TeO2 system for 0-55 mole % TeO2 was

determined by DTA on samples contained in vacuumn sealed silica

ampoules. The thermocouple was calibrated at the melting points

of Ag, Zn and Te, also contained in sealed silica ampoules. The

phase diagram of Ag-TeO2 showed an eutectic at 42 mole% TeO2/ 800

K and two monotectics at 52 mole % TeO2, 811 K and 8 mole % TeO2,

1206 K.

5.2.12 Thermodynamic data for pure palladium

(G. Chattopadhyay)

The thermodynamic data for pure palladium are enumerated by

comparing various data bases. The values of thermodynamic

functions recommended by Scientific Group Thermodata Europe

(SGTE) for palladium crystal (fee) and liquid are found to
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diverge from other data bases. The coefficients in the expression

: G-HSER = A + BT +CTln(T) + DT2 + ET3 + FT"1 are chosen for

evaluating the thermodynamic functions. Use of the coefficients

A, B, C, D, E and F evaluated by SGTE for palladium (fcc,l) and

in the present work for palladium (g) in conjunction with a new

value of 380.5 KJ for the molar enthalpy of sublimation is

recommended on the basis of the assessment of the experimental

measurements of equilibrium vapour pressure of pure palladium.

5.2.13 Study of phase relations in NdF3-Nd2<>3 systems

(A.K. Tyagi, G. Chattopadhyay and J.M. Juneja* )

To study detailed phase relations in the NdF3-Nd2O3 system,

a number of samples with the general composition NdO1_xF1+2X (x =

0.600 to -0.125) were prepared by high temperature ceramic route.

The nominal composition of a number of samples was confirmed by

chemical analysis using standard fluorosilicic acid method.

Powder XRD pattern showed that as one goes from NdF3 to Nd2O3

there is a transition from tetragonal to rhombohedral

modification of the oxyfluoride. The sample obtained by heating a

mixture of 60% NdF3 and 40% Nd2O3 was found to be biphasic with

both tetragonal and rhombohedral phases coexisting. All the XRD

patterns were indexed to see the variation of lattice parameters

as a function of composition. One sample each from tetragonal and

rhombohedral lots was studied by high temperature XRD. It was

found that the rhombohedral phase undergoes a phase transition to

cubic modification at 873 K whereas the tetragonal phase did not

show any phase transition. This phase transition was attributed

to an order-disorder phenomenon involving only the anion sub-

lattice. These results were confirmed by DTA as well. On similar

lines, the LaF3-La2O3 system was also investigated.The size of

the rare earth ion was shown to dictate the homogeneity range in

the REF3-RE2O3 systems. The La system showed a wide range of

tetragonal modification and a narrow range of the rhombohedral

phase.

( * Metallurgy Division)
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6 BIOFOULING, BIOCORROSION AND CHEMISTRY OF
COOLING WATERS

6.1 Bilofoul ing and biocorrosion

6.1.1 Studies related to biofilm formation and chlorination

(K.K. Satpathy, R.Rajmohan and K.V.K. Nair)

Laboratory experiments on the effect of plant nutrients on

biofilm development in fresh water showed an increase in biofilm

thickness with increase in nutrient concentration. Rate of

initial biofilm build-up was relatively high during the initial

period (1st 24 hr.) as compared to the later periods (48 to 72

hr.) .

Studies on biofilms of different ages showed that chlorine

consumption was relatively high during the initial 24 to 72 hr.

period as compared to the later 96 to 120 hr. period.

Consumption was found to depend both on chlorine dose and biomass

present in the biofilm. Consumption per unit weight of biomass

was found to be the highest for 24 hr. old biofilm (1.3 /zg/mg) .

These data are of particular relevance in planning the

chlorination schedule of recirculating cooling water systems.

6.1.2 Response of bacterial flora to chlorine and

chlorinated bromide

(K.K. Satpathy, T.S. Rao, V.P. Venugopalan,

R. Rajmohan and K.V.K. Nair)

Effect of biocides such as chlorine and chlorinated bromide

mixture on total viable counts (TVC) as well as on the counts of

iron oxidising bacteria (IOB) were studied. Results indicated

that chlorinated bromide mixture is significantly more effective

in controlling TVC and IOB as compared to chlorine alone.
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Effect of various chlorination regimes on bacteria

associated with slime formation and biocorrosion were studied

using a model cooling tower. It was found that response of

different bacterial groups (TVC and IOB) vary depending on the

chlorination regime (continuous or intermittent).

Experiments on chlorination of fresh water and seawater at

different temperatures were carried out to study the pattern of

chlorine decay in a condenser circuit. With increase in

temperature, chlorine residuals were found to decline rapidly.

At 40°C chlorine decay in 3 0 minutes was found to be five times

faster than at 25°C for fresh water and six times faster in

seawater.

6.1.3 Studies on ammonia production by green mussel

<M. Gunasingh*, K.K. Satpathy and K.V.K. Nair)

In order to quantify the role of green mussels in the

production of ammonia inside the MAPS tunnel, green mussels of

different sizes (2-10 cm) were maintained in the laboratory with

and without aeration and the rate of ammonia generation measured

at regular intervals. A significant difference in ammonia

production rate between experiments with and without aeration

was observed. Ammonia production increased with aeration time

particularly for bigger size (10 cm) groups. Ammonia production

per unit weight of animal was the highest for smaller size group

animals (6.9 /xg N/L per hr.) and showed an increase with decrease

in salinity upto 20 ppt, below which the rate showed a decrease.

Production rate decreased with increase in temperature within a

range of 25 - 35°C. Thus biofouling organisms such as green

mussels present inside MAPS tunnel not only create flow blockages

but are also instrumental in reducing the efficiency of

chlorination due to the release of ammonia into water.

(* Ph.D Student, Madras University)
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6.1.4 Studies on jelly fish ingress at MAPS

(V.P. Venugopalan, V. Thiyagarajan* and K.V.K. Nair)

Large-scale ingress of jelly fish into the seawater cooling

circuits has caused a few unscheduled outages of MAPS in recent

times, causing considerable revenue losses. In this context, data

collected over one year on the arrival of jelly fish on the

rotating screens (placed in the forebay pump house) was analysed

to understand the pattern in their temporal distribution at

Kalpakkam. These data showed that variations in jelly fish

arrival were closely linked with certain oceanographic phenomena

observed at Kalpakkam. Dramatic increases in jelly fish arrival

at MAPS were associated with reversal of coastal currents, which

occur during monsoon transition periods. It is hypothesised that

the onset of NE monsoon, with concomitant reversal of currents

(from northerly to southerly) causes piling of offshore waters on

the coast, bringing jelly fish alongwith. The available data

support this as MAPS # 1 suffered a trip on 15.10.94 due to

large-scale ingress (90 tons/week) of Crambio-nella sthulmani,

which coincided with current reversal. The data also support the

possibility of fairly advance prediction as well as preventive

measures, to reduce the severity in future years.

(* Ph.D. Student, Madras University)

6.1.5 Studies on barnacle larvae

(V.P. Venugopalan, V. Thiyagarajan* and K.V.K. Nair)

Barnacle larvae are extensively used in the development of

antifouling techniques based on chemical and physical methods.

Moreover, for studying the processes and factors involved in

barnacle larval settlement, a continuous supply of larvae is

required. To meet this requirement, a larval culture protocol was

developed and standardised in the laboratory, using an important

fouling barnacle at MAPS, viz., Balanus reticulatus. A novel food

diatom Chaetoceros wighami was used for larval feeding. Larval

survival and cyprid (settlement stage larvae) yield were better
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than those reported in the literature for similar species. With

this method, it is possible to routinely culture barnacle larvae

in the laboratory for inhouse use or even commercial testing of

antifouling formulations.

(* Ph.D. Student, Madras University)

(a) Effect of food on barnacle larval development and

settlement

Natural food of barnacle larvae in the field depends on their

geographical distribution and structure of their feeding

apparatus. Traditionally, diatoms such as Skeletonema coastatum

have been used as food to rear barnacle larvae for experimental

purposes. The effect of three algal species {Skeletonema

costatum, Chaetoceros wighami and Iaochrysis galbana) when given

as food, on the metamorphosis and survival of four species of

barnacles was studied in the laboratory. The results showed

statistically significant differences in the survival of the

larvae when these algae were used. Cyprid yield of b. reticulatua

was maximum (89±6 %) when C. wighami was given as food, whereas

Chthamalus malayensia showed maximum cyprid yield when I. galbana

was used. Cyprid size was also found to depend on the type of

food used. Studies also showed that settlement of larvae was

significantly influenced by the feeding history of the larvae.

(b) Factors influencing barnacle larval settlement

A large number of experiments were carried out to study the

effects of various factors in influencing larval settlement in

the barnacle B. reticulatus. In one experiment, effect of the

diatom Nitzschia obtusa on settlement was studied, by coating

polystyrene petri dishes with a diatom film and offering them to

competent larvae. It was observed that diatom films inhibited

larval settlement to the extent of 80%, compared to the control.

It was also observed that larval density had no significant

influence on larval settlement. The larvae were found to settle
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more on hydrophobic (polystyrene) surfaces than on hydrophilic

(glass) surfaces. These observations are in contrast to reports

obtained by earlier researchers for other related barnacles.

Studies on the settlement of laboratory-grown larvae vis-a-vis

those collected from natural plankton showed that differences

between the two were not significant.

(c) Different larval stages of fouling barnacles

Successful rearing of the various larval stages of the

fouling barnacles Balanus reticulatus and Megabalanus

tintinnabulum enabled us to provide complete morphological

description of the larval stages of these species. The

description includes larval size, shape, structure of antennules,

antennae and mandibles which are crucial in the identification of

larval barnacles and very useful in cirripede taxonomy.

Morphological features of the larvae have been compared with

those of the larvae of closely related species to highlight

differences and similarities which would be helpful in separating

the larvae in plankton samples.

6.1.6 Cell surface hydrophobicities of bacteria

(V.P. Venugopalan, P. S. Murthy* and K.V.K. Nair)

Earlier studies have shown that surface wettability of

materials plays a key role in the settlement of fouling larvae.

Since freshly immersed surfaces are rapidly colonised by an

assortment of bacteria and since bacterial cell surface characte-

ristics are important in their adhesion behaviour, experiments

were carried out to study the cell surface hydrophobicity of such

biofilm bacteria. Eleven strains of bacteria were isolated from

the marine environment (from experimental coupons exposed at MAPS

intake, forebay and outfall and from mussel shells and oyster

shells). Preliminary characterisation of the bacteria was done by

a series of biochemical tests. The relative hydrophobicity of the

bacteria was estimated spectrophotometrically by the BATH
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(bacterial adhesion to hydrocarbons) test, using n-octane. The

bacteria exhibited wide variations in their relative

hydrophobicity. A strain isolated from mussel shells showed the

highest hydrophobicity, whereas the one isolated from the intake

biofilm showed the least. The potential of the bacterial strains

to induce settlement and metamorphosis of the fouling oyster

Craaaoatrea madraaenaia was also evaluated. All the strains

proved to be potential inducers of settlement and metamorphosis

in competent pediveliger larvae of the oyster, with strain to

strain differences being significant statistically. The data

suggest that biofilm bacteria play a key role in bringing about

settlement of oysters on surfaces.

(* Ph.D. Student, Madras University)

6.1.7 Biofilm formation in a fresh water impoundment under

experimental photic and aphotic conditions

(T.S. Rao, P.G. Rani*, V.P. Venugopalan and K.V.K. Nair)

Biofilms constitute 90 % of the total microbial population on

earth. These harbour a variety of microorganisms and have a major

role in the deterioration of materials. To understand the

dynamics of their constituents during early phases of biofilm

formation, biofilms developed on perspex panels in naturally lit

(photic) as well as darkened (aphotic) environments in a fresh

water system were characterised. Biofilm thickness, biofilm

volume, biomass, particle size distribution (PSD), particulate

organic carbon (POC), chlorophyll content, total proteins,

carbohydrates, lipids, and nutrients (nitrates, phosphates and

silicates) were studied at 24 hr. intervals in the developing

biofilm. In addition, diatoms, heterotrophic bacteria and sulfate

reducing bacteria were enumerated. The results showed clear

influence of light on biofilm development in the two

enviornments. Biofilm thickness and biofilm volume showed an

increase from 52 to 128 nm and from 1.03 to 2.57 cm3/100cm2,

respectively, in the illuminated biofilm (during 24 - 120 hr. of

exposure). In the "aphotic1 biofilm, the thickness ranged from 17
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to 30 fim and biofilm volume ranged from 0.35 - 0.60 c

during the same period. PSD in the biofilm was also different in

the two types of biofilms; the particle sizes ranged from 2.6 to

140 urn in the aphotic biofilm and from 1.6 to 180 /xm in the

photic biofilm. The mean particle size increased in both the

films with increasing exposure duration. Biomass, POC,

chlorophyll and the biochemical constituents were higher on the

panels exposed to light. Heterotrophic counts did not show

significant differences between the two sets of panels. Diatom

counts, as could be expected, were higher on the photic panels as

compared to the aphotic panels. Protozoan grazing of biofilm

bacteria was observed after 72 h in both sets. Aphotic panels

showed an abundance of ciliated protozoan population. Nutrients

were found to be concentrated in the biofilm as compared to the

ambient water. Concentration factors for all the nutrients were

consistently higher in the aphotic biofilm as compared to those

grown under illumination. The aphotic biofilm could be likened to

the biofilm on a heat exchanger surface (condenser slime) and

the photic biofilm to that on cooling tower slat.

(* Metallurgy Division, IGCAR)

6.1.8 Biofilm characterisation in the Kalpakkam coastal waters

under different enviornmental conditions

(T.S. Rao, P.S. Murthy*, V.P. Venugopalan, R. Rajmohan,

K.K. Satpathy and K.V.K. Nair)

Progression of biofilm formation was studied under three

situations in the vicinity of Madras Atomic Power Station (MAPS)

to understand the effect of enviornmental variables on biofilm

morphology and ecology. These were Kalpakkam coastal waters as

such(l); turbulent and chlorinated sea water and turbulent(2),

chlorinated and heated seawater at MAPS outfall(3). The biofilm

formed on perspex panels exposed for 120 hr. was analysed at 24

hr. intervals for various physical, chemical, biological and

biochemical parameters viz. biofilm thickness, biofilm volume,
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biomass, combustible organics, particulate organic carbon,

chlorophyll, total proteins, carbohydrates and lipids. Nutrients

such as nitrite, nitrate, phosphate and silicate were assayed

both in the ambient water and biofilm. In addition, diatom

counts, heterotrophic bacteria and fungal counts were also taken.

The ambient water in all cases was also analysed for various

water quality parameters during the course of the study.

Biofilm thickness and volume as observed after 120 hr. were

found to be high in the outfall environment as compared to the

other two (108 /xm and 3.2 cnP respectively) . Nutrients were found

to be enriched in the biofilm as compared to the ambient water.

The concentrations of phosphate and nitrate were relatively high

as compared to nitrite and silicate. The concentration factors

were relatively high for biomass (2.59x10^ times more than

ambient water) in the outfall biofilm. Nitrate concentrations in

the biofilm decreased as a function of time in the coastal water

as well as turbulant and chlorinated sea water. However,nitrate

increase was observed in the 3rc* sitution above. The bacterial

population in the biofilm of coastal waters showed an increase

of two orders of magnitude as compared to ambient waters.

The outfall biofilm was initially dominated by bacteria

(105 cfu.cm"2upto 48 hr.) and later by diatoms. However, by the

end of 120 hr. the bacterial numbers increased by an order of

magnitude. Diatom count was relatively more in the coastal waters

as compared to the other two environments. Contrary to the

expectations, the biofilm community that developed in the outfall

waters was more diverse and rich in microflora as compared to the

other two environments.

(* Ph.D. Student, Madras University)
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6.1.9 Influence of flow on ordering characteristics of a

bacterial biofilm

(T.S. Rao, R. Kesavamoorthy*, C. Babu Rao** and

K.V.K. Nair)

Derjuan-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) potential is widely

used for explaining the ordering characteristics of viruses and

colloids. Bacteria with a net negative charge on their surface

and having relative sizes of a few microns behave like colloids.

They also align in the direction of shear caused by the flow of

water and form biofilms. Microcolony formation by exopolymer

(slime) producing freshwater Pseudomonas bacteria were studied

using a biofilm reactor. Distribution of bacterial orientation

angle and distribution of interbacterial separation distance

were obtained using an image processor. The alignment

characteristics of bacteria in the microcolony grown in static

water extended over a few cells only (termed as local

orientational order) . When the flow rate was increased

gradually, the local order developed into a general order.

However, at the edges of the microcolony, only local order

existed. On further increasing the flow rate, general order got

disrupted and showed persistent local alignment of cells. The

general order is understood to be induced by the shear caused

by the flow. At all the flow rates studied, the microcolony

exhibited unique distribution of interbacterial separation

distances. This interbacterial separation distance was too

large to be explained by the DLVO potential. The non

applicability of this potential to bacteria might be due to

the specific forces arising from the exopolymeric structures

secreted by the Pseudomonas bacterium.

(* Materials Science Division, IGCAR, ** Division of PIE & NDT,

IGCAR)
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6.2 Macrofouling and thermal ecology

6.2.1 Macrofouling studies at HAPS

(V.P. Venugopalan, N. Sasikumar and K.V.K. Nair)

A field laboratory was commissioned in the MAPS operating

island area. The laboratory has a running seawater facility

(seawater being drawn from inlet end of the MAPS # 2 PSW HX's)

with fibre glass aquarium tanks for culturing and maintaining

marine organisms for experimental purposes.

Data on fouling induced pressure drop in the MAPS forebay

during the period 1990-93 were anlaysed. This showed a seasonal

pattern with a distinct maximum during April-June every year,

corresponding with peak settlement periods.

Samples of biofouling biomass were collected from process

seawater heat exchangers and subsequently from different

locations of the condenser cooling circuit of MAPS, during

maintenance shut-downs. 50-80% of PSW HX tubes were blocked by

barnacles, mainly Balanus reticulatua. Cross-checking of the

growth data on the barnacles with data on the chlorination

schedule at MAPS showed that barnacles had settled during a break

in chlorination that lasted for about 11 days. Analysis of the

samples from condenser cooling circuit also showed barnacles

(Balanus reticulatua) to be the dominant species. The total

biomass of fouling removed from the system was 11.8 tons; of

this, barnacles amounted to 7.9 tons. Size-frequency analysis of

the barnacles showed that their growth rate was reduced in areas

immediately downstream of pumps and heat exchangers, probably due

to mechanical and thermal effects.

Experiments were carried out to study the effect of initial

wettability of surfaces on the settlement of barnacles . in

Kalpakkam coastal waters. The wettability of surfaces was
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estimated from the spread of 25 fj.1 drops of a series of aqueous

solutions of spectroscopic grade methanol on material surfaces.

The surfaces studied included perspex, glass, SS 316, asbestos

and carbons steel. After estimation of wettability the surfaces

were immersed in seawater. The results indicated that barnacle

settlement on the surfaces was significantly correlated (r=0.98;

p<0.01) with wettability. Among the surfaces tested, carbon steel

was found to elicit maximum settlement response from the

barnacles.

6.2.2 Partial characterisation of the foot proteins of Perna

viridia

(T.S. Rao, P. S. Murthy*, V.P. Venugopalan and

K.V.K. Nair)

An attempt was made to partially purify and characterise the

byssal proteins of the fouling mussel Perna viridis. Native poly

acrylamide gel electro phoresis (PAGE) indicated the presence of

as many as 14 protein fractions in the tissues containing the

phenolic glands. Sodium dodecyl sulphate electrophoresis (SDS

PAGE) revealed two high molecular weight proteins whose relative

mobility and molecular weight were comparable with those from the

temperate mussel Mytilus edulis. The study points to similarities

in the proteins involved in the adhesion of mussels to surfaces.

(* Ph.D. Student, Madras University)

6.2.3 Studies on thermal ecology in the vicinity of MAPS

outfall

(K.V.K. Nair, N. Saravanane*, V.P. Venugopalan and

K.K. Satpathy)

A boat cruise was conducted in October 1994 to trace the

movement of thermal plume arising from the discharge of heated

effluents from MAPS. During the cruise, samples were collected

from 20 stations in the vicinity of the outfall and analysed for
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temperature, salinity, DO, nutrients (nitrate, nitrite,

phosphate, silicate and ammonia), chlorophyll and phytoplankton.

Sediment samples were also collected for meio-faunal analysis.

The results showed that the thermal plume moved in a southerly

direction under the influence of the coastal currents. As it

moved towards the MAPS intake, there was some amount of

recirculation of cooling water. The analysis of other

hydrographic parameters indicated that they were influenced to

varying degrees by the thermal outfall. Nutrients such as

phosphate and silicate showed a distribution pattern indicative

of enrichment in the plume zone. Distribution of organic carbon

in the bottom sediments, analysed by the CHN analyser, showed

organic enrichment in the direction of the plume movement. The

meiofauna below the plume zone was found to be less dense, as

compared to thermally unaffected areas.

(* Ph.D. Student, Madras University)

6.3 Chemistry of cooling waters

6.3.1 Water quality studies of natural waters

(K.K. Satpathy, R. Rajmohan, K.V.K. Nair and

P.K. Mathur)

(a) Coastal waters

Seasonal and annual variations in hydrographic parameters

were regularly studied during the period 1993-94. Results showed

a marked seasonal trend in salinity, water temperature, dissolved

oxygen, nutrients, chlorophyll and suspended matter. The pattern

of seasonal variations characterised by a salinity maximum in May

and salinity minimum in November/December, surface temperature

maximum in May and minimum in January and dissolved oxygen

maximum in November were similar to observations in previous

years.

The pattern of nutrient distribution during a transition

period when the current was reversing from southerly to northerly
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direction was also studied. Significantly low levels of

nutrients were observed during this period as compared to pre-

and post- transition periods.

The impact of the fouling community on MAPS cooling water

quality was also studied. Results revealed that a considerable

amount of nitrates (1005 g N/h), phohsphates (750 g P/h),

silicates (3300 g Si/h), dissolved oxygen (75 Kg/h) and

chlrophyll (192 g/h) are removed from the water by the endemic

fouling community. However, ammonia (500 g/h) and suspended

matter (360 Kg/h) levels in the cooling water showed an increase

apparently due to the activity of the fouling community. The

oxygen depletion from intake to outfall progressively increased

with increase in flow rates.

During the occurrence of a phytoplankton bloom in the

coastal waters, water quality studies were carried out with a

view to assess the nature of chemical and biological changes

associated with such blooms. Results showed a significant

reduction in DO, nitrate and silicate levels and an increase in

phosphate level. Unusually high chlorophyll a (22 /xg/1) and

suspended matter (100 mg/1) content were also observed during the

bloom. Thus, one of the obvious consequences of a phytoplankton

bloom could be the onset of anaerobic condition, increase in

chlorine demand and increased siltation in the cooling circuit.

(b) Fresh water

Regular measurements on the water quality of Palar subsoil

water and MAPS open reservoir water were carried out. Results

revealed that abundant availability of nutrients in the Palar

water has accelerated microbial activity of the open reservoir.

Similarly, relatively high photosynthetic activity has resulted

in an increase in pH and dissolved oxygen content of the

reservoir water. In general, it is observed that open storage,

exposure to sun and consequent growth of plants and plankton as
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well as attached plants leads to the deterioration of water

quality from the point of view of its use as a coolant.

A programme has also been initiated to assess the water

quality of a natural reservoir near Kokilmedu gate with a view to

assess its suitability for use as cooling water. During one of

the investigations, a large number of fishes (about 100 to 120 ,

each 10 to 15 kg) were found dead in this natural reservoir. A

detailed water quality study revealed that depletion of surface

oxygen levels (to a level of 1.5 mg/1) coupled with an increase

in surface temperature by about 3.6° C could be responsible for

the death of fishes. The results also pointed to the eutrophic

nature of this water body, a case of natural eutriphication as

against the artificial eutriphication of lakes and reservoirs. It

is believed that the relatively high nutrient levels in this lake

are due to droppings from migrating birds which frequent this

water body. Annual and seasonal water quality data of this

reservoir showed that with suitable water treatment, it could be

used as cooling water.

6.3.2 Corrosion studies of carbon steel coupons in fresh

waters

(K.K. Satpathy, R. Rajmohan and K.V.K. Nair)

Corrosion rate measurements of CS coupons exposed to Palar

water and open reservoir were carried out under static condition.

Results of a one year study showed that corrosion rates observed

in the open reservoir water were higher (7 to 8 mpy) than those

observed in Palar water (4 to 5 mpy) . Studies on the effect of

bacteria on corrosion rate showed marginally higher corrosion

rates in raw water (5 mpy) as compared to sterile water (3.5

mpy) . Experiments under dynamic condition using a model cooling

tower showed that an exposure to about 15 days is sufficient to

obtain a reasonably reliable estimate of corrosion rate for CS

coupons in Kalpakkam fresh water.
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6.3.3 Cooling water quality studies of RAPS

(K.K. Satpathy, R. Rajamohan, T.S. Rao, K.V.K. Nair and

P.K. Mathur)

Water quality characteristics of RAPS lake water as well as

nature of biofilms formed on perspex panels exposed to intake and

outfall waters of RAPS cooling system were studied in the context

of RAPS # 2 condenser tube failures. Increase in pH, DO,

chlorine demand, nitrite and ammonia were observed from intake to

outfall water. However, nitrate and total dissolved solids showed

an opposite trend from intake to outfall. Analyses of biofilm

data showed an enrichment of nutrients in the biofilm as compared

to bulk water. Ammonia, suspected to be the cause of condenser

tube failures was found to be present in considerable amount ( 5

ppm) in the biofilm as compared to bulk water. It was also

observed that ammonia is produced in-situ in the biofilm.

Present as well as similar earlier studies showed that presence

of ammonia within the biofilm and in the bulk water could be one

of the possible reasons for tube failures.

6.3.4 Electrochemical corrosion rate measurements of condenser

tube materials in sea water

(K.K. Satpathy , M.P. Srinivasan, S. Rangarajan,

S.V. Narasimhan and P.K. Mathur)

In order to study the effect of chlorine on the corrosion

behaviour of different condenser tube materials, experiments

were carried out at 30° and 50° C in sea water by PR and Tafel

plot analysis. In general, the corrosion rates were found to be

2 to 5 times higher at 50° C, than those observed at 30° C. The

trend observed at 30° C corresponded to the galvanic series in

sea water at room temperature namely Ti = SS316 < Cupronickel <

Al brass < Admiralty brass < Cu < CS. However, at 50°C, the

sequence was SS316 < Admirality brass < Ti=Cupronickel < Al

brass < Cu < CS. Among the Cu based alloys, Cu-Ni showed the

highest corrosion resistance at 30° C while Cu showed the
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least. Corrosion rates were found to increase in presence of 5

ppm CI2. This increase is attributed to the fact that normal

protective film of hydrotalcite is not stable in the presence

of chlorine.

6.3.5 Mild steel corrosion in fresh water

(M.S. Eswaran and P.K. Mathur)

Polished mild steel coupons(ASTM-A-53) grade-B of size 20

mm x 20 mm x 1.6 mm were exposed to fresh water in a perspex

container. Their corrosion rates were estimated by weight loss

method as per ASTM procedure Gl - 81. Similr measurements were

also carried out on coupons suspended in the open reservoir.

Water quality analysis of the samples from Kalar river water,open

reservoir water and FBTR cooling water showed that all these

waters fall under the category of soft water. The corrosion rates

of mild steel in the above waters in general were relatively

high and ranged from 21.6 to 23.6 mpy. Corrosion apparently

starts immediately on exposure. Static laboratory experiments on

mild steel coupons exposed to FBTR raw water indicated that

corrosion rate reached a maximum value of 43.2 mpy after 7 days

exposure, then decreased gradually and remained almost constant

till the end of the experiment after 270 days. However, in the

field, the corrosion rate reached a maximum value of 74.5 mpy

after 10 days and subseuently started decreasing. To start with,

the corrosion process was rapid in the laboratory as well as in

the field. The decline was also rapid in the laboratory, whereas

in the field it was slow. The corrosion rates in the field were

consistently higher than in the laboratory due to higher

biological activity in the open reservoir. IR spectroscopic and

XRD analysis of the products on the coupons exposed to FBTR raw

water in the laboratory could be divided into two layers. The top

layer consisted of a mixture of Fe2O3 and FeOOH, bottom layer

contained mainly Fe2C>3. XRD analysis showed the presence of

SiC>2 also. The products on the coupon exposed in the field

exhibited poor crystalinity of the phases. Particle size
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distribution of the products in suspension in the water from

the laboratory and the field experiments showed predominantly

larger particles in the latter. Smaller particle size is

expected from the slower corrosion process. The SEM photographs

showed that the corrosion products have four different

structures, viz. needles, stony crystals, amorphous base and

globular deposits and consisted mainly of Fe, Ca, Si and Al. At

calcium hardness levels below 50 ppm CaCC>3, unacceptably high

corrosion rates can occur.

6.3.6 Physico-chemical evaluation of corrosion inhibitors for

carbon steel used in the process cooling water(PCW)

systems

(M.S. Eswaran and P.K. Mathur)

Static laboratory experiments were conducted with carbon

steel to optimise the pH and time at which corrosion rates

were minimum in demineralised water (DMW) at 55°C (maximum

temperature of PCW) . Polished carbon steel coupons were exposed

to alkaline demineralised water environment. Experiments were

carried out at different concentrations of Hydroxy Ethylidene

Diphosphonic acid (HEDP) and Hydrazine (N2H4) to optimise the

concentrations of both beyond which corrosion rates were minimum

and constant and the results were compared with the erstwhile

treatment(with 400 ppm of Na2Cr207). Corrosion rate of carbon

steel was found to be minimum (24 mpy) in DMW at pH-9.0 after

3 0 days exposure at 55°C, with dissolved oxygen concentration in

the range 10-12 ppm. For different process water

environments, corrosion rates were in the order : DMW >

(DMW+HEDP) > (DMW+N2H4) > (DMW+Na2Cr207). It could be established

that 10 and 20-50 ppm respectively were the optimum required

concentrations of N2H4 and HEDP at which corrosion rates were

minimum and constant (1.3 mpy and 7 mpy). In the case of HEDP,

however, beyond 50 ppm, there was an increase in the corrosion

rate. Particle size distribution of the suspended corrosion

products in the test solution indicated that particle sizes
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were larger only in DMW and DMW+200 ppm HEDP. IR and ESCA

analysis of the products on the coupon exposed to DMW showed that

the products were mainly Fe2O3 on the surface and FeOOH in the

interface. The products on the coupon exposed to DMW + 20 ppm

N2H4) showed FeOOH and Fe3O4. In the case of DMW + 400 ppm

Na2Cr2O7, the surface layer consisted of mixture of FeOOH +

Cr2O3 and the interface mainly FeOOH. The product on the

coupon exposed to DMW+10 ppm HEDP consisted mainly FeOOH. In the

case of DMW + 50 ppm HEDP, surface and depth profile analysis

indicated the presence of FeOOH on the surface and trace

quantities of FePO4 in the interface. The results indicated that

very little phosphonate has dissociated. The film thickness was

estimated to be < 200° A. ESCA analysis of the products on

the coupon exposed to DMW + 200 ppm HEDP showed Binding Energy

(B.E.) shifts and high peak area values for Fe2P(714.3ev),

01S(533.9ev) and P2P(136ev), thereby indicating that 0 was

strongly bonded to Fe and P and the product was FePO4. It gave a

clear indication that beyond 50 mg/Kg, HEDP dissociates and forms

soluble metal phosphate and accelerates the corrosion rate of

carbon steel.

6.3.7 Studies on the use of corrosion inhibitors for

protection of Cupro Nickel(70:30) and Monel-400 used as

heat exchangers in the process cooling water(PCW)

systems

(M.S. Eswaran and P.K. Mathur)

Polished coupons of cupro nickel(70:30} and monel-400 were

exposed to DM water containing different corrosion inhibitors.

The corrosion rate of cupro nickel in DMW was 0.1 mpy. XRD

pattern of the products on the cupro nickel coupons exposed

to DMW and DMW + 400 ppm Na2Cr2O7 revealed the presence of Cu-Ni

and NiO. XPS analysis of the film on cupro nickel exposed to DMW,

DMW +10 ppm N2H4, DMW + 50ppm N2H4, DMW +20 ppm HEDP, DMW + 100

ppm HEDP, DMW + 10 ppm N2H4 + lOOppm HEDP and DMW + 4 00 ppm

revealed the presence of only Cu and Ni in metallic form
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in all media except DMW + 400 ppm Na2Cr2C>7, both in the surface

and in the interface. In the case of coupons exposed to DMW + 400

ppm Na2Cr2O7, the products were the same as identified by XRD.

The cupro nickel coupon exposed to DMW + 100 ppm HEDP showed

reddish and black spots, the latter due to phosphate. Beyond 50

ppm, HEDP dissociates and forms soluble metal phosphates, thereby

increasing the corrosion rate. The products on monel-400 coupon

exposed to all the above media showed that both copper and

nickel were in the oxidised state.

6.3.8 Evaluation of corrosion inhibitors for carbon steel used

in the PCW system of nuclear power plants using

electrochemical techniques

(M.S. Eswaran, S. Rangarajan, S.V. Narasimhan and

P.K. Mathur)

Electrochemical experiments were carried out on carbon steel

exposed to DMW containing different inhibitors at 25°C, at pH

9.0 (adjusted by IN NaOH) to find out the order and range of

passive region. Prior to measurements, the samples were stripped

cathodically at -500 mv(Vs SCE) for 2 minutes to remove the air

formed oxide film. The coupon exposed to DMW showed a steady and

high OCP value (-530 mv Vs SCE) after one hour. Coupons exposed

to DMW + 10 ppm N2H4 and DMW + 50 ppm N2H4 showed steady similar

and low OCP values after 10 minutes [-260 mv(VsSCE)] thereby

indicating that 10 ppm N2H4 is the optimum concentration required

for efficient corrosion control of carbon steel, validating the

results obtained earlier by weightloss method. Coupon exposed to

DMW +400 ppm Na2Cr2O7 gave a steady and very low OCP value [-

230mv(VsSCE) ] after 10-15 minutes. The order of passivity was in

the order: DMW + 400 ppm Na2Cr207 > DMW + 10 ppm N2H4 = DMW + 50

ppm N2H4 > DMW + 10 0 ppm HEDP > DMW.
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6.3.9 Characterization of condenser tube scale

(A.K.Sriraman)

Deposits formed on the surfaces of cooling water system

(Admirality brass condenser tubes and carbon steel water boxes)

of NAPS-2, over a three year period were characterized by

chemical, TGA and XRD methods. The chemical analysis of the

sample revealed the presence of CaCC>3 (88%) as a major phase,

and magnesium carbonate (3 .4%) and Fe2C>3(0.6%) as minor phases.

The acid insolubles constituted 6%. The XRD pattern of the

powdered scale sample exhibited all the peaks reported for

calcite. MgCO3 peaks could not be observed as it was present

below the detection limit of XRD. The XRD pattern of the residue

after heating at 1173 K matched with that of CaO. It is

worthwhile to note that there are no significant corrosion

products in the scale.

6.3.10 Cooling water treatment in Detritiation Plant in Heavy

Water Division

(S.B. Karweer and R.K. Iyer)

Frequent stoppage of circulation due to shut down of the

plant resulted in considerable algae growth. Hence studies were

carried out to develop a formulation without using polyphosphate

for controlling corrosion of carbon steel, copper and aluminium.

A blend of HEDP, polyacrylate, zinc and benzotriazole was used

and the optimum combination was determined. In presence of 25 ppm

KW - 1002 (proprietary formulation containing HEDP and

polyacrylate) 10 ppm KW - 201 (active ingredient:benzotriazole)

and 2 ppm Zn (as zinc sulphate) , the corrosion rate of carbon

steel in Bombay Municipal Corporation water at pH 7.5 for 31

days exposure was 10.4 x 10"^ /xm/hr. When this formulation was

used for corrosion and scale control the results were

satisfactory.
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6.3.11 Control of corrosion and scaling in the closed

recirculating cooling water system of Pelletron at TIFR

(S.B. Karweer and R.K. Iyer)

In the above system, corrosion and scaling was observed

inside the copper coils used for cooling the transistor banks

maintained at a potential of +70 V; this resulted in reduced heat

transfer efficiency and perforation of the copper tube at bends.

The main constituent in the deposit was identified by XRD.

Studies were carried out to determine the cause of corrosion

and scaling. DM water was circulated at 1.5 1/hr. through a

copper tube (3mm id) maintained at + 17 V. After 100 hr. a thin

black deposit was present inside the tube which was found to be

mainly Cu2O along with CuO and CU4O3. With BMC water and DM water

containing benzotriazole (10 ppm) the deposit was CU2O. No CUCO3

was present. Hence the possibility of formation of carbonate at

higher positive potentials and longer durations is remote.

Analysis of the cooling water in the above system showed that

the composition was nearly the same as that of BMC water. To

prevent the formation of CUCO3 use of DM water of conductivity

0.5^s/cm was recommended.
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7 ENGINEERING, INSTRUMENTATION AND SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT

7.1 Engineering

7.1.1 MAPS decontamination related work

(T.V.K. Mohan, Y.V. Harinath, V.K. Gupta, V.T. Apar,

P. Madasamy, S.V. Narasimhan and S. Krishnamoorthy*)

In order to monitor the corrosion rate of CS in the

bleed circuit during dcd of MAPS units, a teflon coupon holder

was designed. It could accomodate coupons without electrically

contact with other or with the body of the pipe housing the

holder. The electrical isolation was found to be essential as in

its absence the corrosion rates were artificially enhanced in

either strongly acidic and high ionic strength media. The holder

was assembled along with the coupons and was installed in the 50

NB Sch 40 Pipe in the bypass line of inlet header to the

additional purification circuit for decontamination during MAPS

dcd campaign.

a) The sucess of dilute chemical decontamination is

dependent on the efficient and effective chemical injection

procedure. This procedure was developed and tested in the

laboratory. Since free acid form of EDTA is not readily soluble

in water, slurry addition had to be carried out.

To ensure trouble free injection of EDTA during chemical

make up, a dosing pump was tested with 10-20% (w/w) slurry

against a back pressure of 60 Kg/cm2. It was found to operate

smoothly even after 3 hours of continuous running. The inlet and

outlet concentrations of EDTA were checked by chemical analysis

and were found to be in agreement with each other. The pump

plunger was examined and was found to be free from any abrasion.
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b) The ion exchange column used for purification during

decontamination was tested to ensure that no Fe was leached out

by circulating the EAC formulation at 50° C. The epoxy coating

inside provided the necessary protection and the total organic

content of the formulation did not change as a result of exposure

to the epoxy coating thereby showing the coating to be compatible

with the formulation environment.

(* MAPS)

7.1.2 SIM Loop related work*

(T.V.K. Mohan)

The somulation loop for decontamination related

laboratory studies (SIM loop) was under design and construction

during this period.

Calculations of the vessel thickness, flange thickness and

flathead thickness were carried out for all the vessels in the

loop and the design values were found to be safe for the desired

operating pressures. Final copy of the design basis report was

issued and the tender documents and individual design reports

for the equipments were prepared. Specification for pumps,

valves, filters, fittings and other equipments were prepared and

the budgetary quotations for pipe fittings and equipments were

obtained. Pumps and valves were procured. Equipment and layout

drawings prepared earlier by RED were checked and modified to

suit the room where the rigs will be accomodated. Heater design

has been modified to flanged end connection. The mechanical

construction of Rigs 1,2 and 4 are completed. Fabrication of Rig

3 is in progress.

(* In association with RED, BARC)
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7.1.3 HT Loop related work*

(T.V.K. Mohan, Y.V. Harinath, V.K. Gupta, V.T. Apar,

P. Madasamy)

(a) Cooling water circuits

Cooling water pumps and emergency cooling water tank were

erected and the piping (i) from the pumps to the high bay inside,

(ii) on the discharge side and (iii) from the emergency tank were

laid. The strainers on the suction side of the cooling water

pumps and the rotameters before PI and P3 in the cooling water

circuit were installed. Necessary supports for the piping in the

cooling pond were designed and fabricated and erected. Cooling

water piping on the discharge side was hydrotested at a pressure

of 5 Kg/cm2 and the test was carried out for about 30 minutes.

The leakage observed was found to be within acceptable limits

and the drop in pressure was very low. The system has been

cleared for operation. Cooling water pumps were taken for

maintenance and the system was commissioned successfully and the

entire cooling water system was operated daily in cold

condition.

Pressure drop calculations for cooling water circuit showed

that the drop on the suction side of the cooling water pumps with

the existing lines is greater than the allowable limit of 10.3 m.

This may lead to cavitation and in turn damage to the pump. The

existing suction pipe line is being modified with a pipe of

bigger diameter. Discharge piping from the pump room to the high

bay and the piping in the cooling pond was designed.

(b) Instrumentation

All the transmitters of the HT Loop instruments were mounted

over an in-house fabricated rack. Tubing work from the

equipments to the transmitters was completed. Control console and

feeder panels were erected and all the indicators were mounted
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feeder panels were erected and all the indicators were mounted

and the electrical cabling and control console wiring was

completed. Two control valves were given air supply and static

signals corresponding to 0, 25, 50, 75, 100% opening/closing

were given to I/P converters. The same were cross checked on the

local indicating scale and the latter found to be working

satisfactory. The indicators were calibrated by giving 4-20 mA

from the simulator.

(c) DM water plant

Treatment tank for DM water plant effluent was erected and

the piping from the DM water plant room to the treatment tank was

laid. Regeneration of the DM water plant was carried out. The

specific conductivity at the outlet of the mixed bed was 0.12

uS/cm. DM water of this quality was being used continuously for

filling up the HT loop for commissioning activities. Degasser

pump was overhauled to rectify the mechanically jammed shaft. The

blower motor was repaired.

(d) Primary side erection, testing and commissioning

(i) Main loop heater with terminal box and circulation pumps in

the primary and secondary circuits were erected. All the piping

work in the primary, secondary and purification circuits were

completed. Necessary design modifications as per the safety

committee requirements were carried out during laying of piping.

Strainer was opened and the asbestos gasket was replaced by a

spiral wound metallic gasket and all other flange joints were

tightened after inserting metallic gaskets.

(ii) During the radiography of earlier welded joints, a tee

joint in the suction header of the test sections was found to be

defective. The tee has been cut and replaced with a new one.

Radiography for the same has been completed and accepted by QC.
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(iii) During primary side hydrotesting, a crack was found on

orifice flange (FE-6) (on the down stream side of the steam

generator) and on the isolation valve in the purification

system. The orifice flange was removed and replaced with a pipe

of suitable length and the valve was replaced. Two blind

flanges were fabricated for hydro testing of the spool piece on

the discharge side of the primary circulating pump. Surge tank

bottom flange gasket was replaced. At 130 Kg/cm2, moisture was

observed on the heater pins. Integrity of heater pin welds and

brazing joints were checked and defective pins were plugged.

Many heater pins were found to be leaking when it was tested

again. A spool piece with flanged joints was fabricated in lieu

of loop heater since heater repair was expected to take

considerable time. The primary side was hydro tested at a

pressure of 169 Kg/cm2. While attaining the hydrotest pressure,

there were leakages from flange joints. Valve glands were

rectified.

Primary side of the loop was commissioned and it was

operated in cold condition. The oil from the oiler started

leaking and the reason for the same could not be ascertained.

Air ingress was observed into the loop during operation. The

flows at the different points were checked with the help of a

Ultrasonic Flow Meter. The rated flow (540 lpm) for the main

circulation pump could not be achieved. During commissioning, the

indicators which were found to be not working properly were

taken to the company and rectified. Surge tank control and main

heaters were switched on and a maximum temperature of 80°C could

be achieved in the absence of the insulation. All the level

transmitters and pressure transmitters were calibrated and

checked with the gauge readings. Temperature transmitters could

not be calibrated because of the absence of heater. Flow also

could not be ascertained since no primary standards were

available. All the flow instruments will be calibrated with

ultrasonic flow meter. 3" 900 # ASA SORF flange was welded to

the discharge of the heater and then on the suction, a sheet was
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welded with a 10 mm tube. Heater tank was filled with DM water

and when the pressure was raised to 5 Kg/cm2, jets of water

started coming out from many heater pins. Repeated attempts at

rectification were unsuccessful.

(e) Secondary side testing and commissioning

Secondary side was hydro tested with DM water at a pressure

60 Kg/cm2. In attaining the hydrotest pressure, there were

leakages from flange joints, valve glands, and weld joints. All

the leakages were rectified/repaired. Secondary system was

commissioned. Secondary side circulation pump was tested and

operated. The flow and discharge pressure of the pump could not

be measured because of non-availability of the measuring

instruments.

(£) Compressed air system

Layout for the compressed air line was made. Compressor was

mounted and the lines from the compressor to different rooms of

the laboratory and near to the control valves were routed and

the tubing lines from control valves to compressor lines were

made and mounted.

(g) Alternate heater design

Subsequent to failure of the main loop heater it was

decided that a new heater should be designed and fabricated. This

consists of three heaters of capacity 108 KW each in place of a

single heater of 300 KW and will have a flanged end instead of a

fixed tube sheet. This design will enable easy repair of failed

heater bundle. It was found that the space available is
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sufficient for this set up and modifications in the electrical

circuit are not required.

(* NPC personnel were also associated with various phases of some

of these jobs)

7 .2 Ina trumen tat ion

7.2.1 Knudsen effusion mass spectrometric system

(A.S. Kerkar)

A right angle port with 63 mm contact flange for mounting

sputter ion pump on the chamber was fabricated for the quadrupole

mass filter assembly. The sputter ion pump was mounted to a port

connecting the ionization chamber. On testing the mass

spectrometer for gold and silver peaks with this arrangement

certain difficulties were encountered and sufficient peak

intensities could be observed only at very high temperatures.

This problem was perhaps due to the use of only one diffusion

pump to evacuate both the chambers. The differential pumping was

therefore attempted to improve the performance.

Arrangements were made for differential pumping of the

chambers by mounting two oil diffusion pumps backed by rotary

vacuum pumps. This has resulted in improving the high vacuum from

10~6 to lO"^ torr in mass filter chamber. The position of the

sputter ion pump was changed and was mounted further away from

the mass filter chamber in order to avoid the influence of RF on

the sputter ion voltage and vice versa.

7.2.2 Calibration of DSC instrument for obtaining temperatures

of transition and heats of fusion

(R. Mishra, A.S. Kerkar, P.N. Namboodiri, and A.B.

Phadnis)

The DSC instrument was calibrated both for temperature as

well as accuracy of determining the heat of fusion by using

standard metals such as In, Sn, Bi and Pb. Enthalpies of fusion
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of In, Cd, Sn, Zn and Sb were determined in presence of flowing

He, Ar, N2 and carbon dioxide using differential scanning

calorimeter. The derived enthalpy values showed systematic

dependence on the thermal conductivity of the gas swept through

the system. The enthalpy of fusion of indium in helium was about

50 % lower than that in argon or CO2.

7.2.3 A new method for temperature and mass calibration of

thermobalances

(A.S. Kerkar and M.S. Samant*)

A novel technique was developed for simultaneous calibration

of temperature and mass in the bottom loading thermobalances. The

method consists of dropping the metal suspended from the arm of

the thermobalance on melting. The thermobalance was calibrated at

the melting points of indium, cadmium, zinc, antimony and silver.

The melting points of pure metals In, Cd, Zn, Sb and Ag used

for calibration of thermogravimetric system employing the "drop

method" described earlier, were determined using the DSC and DTA

to obtain the co-relation between the two techniques. Good

consistency was observed in the values obtained by the two

methods.These were within the precision of the measurements.

(* Ph.D Student, University of Bombay)

7.2.4 Fabrication of new instruments and reaction vessels

(A.S.Kerkar)

A new DTA system for operation at high temperatures (1323-

1573 K) and in controlled atmospheres was designed and

fabricated.

A tensimetric unit for measurement of dissociation pressures

of materials yielding permanant gases on decomposition was

designed and is being assembled.
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A combined apparatus for differential thermal analysis and

galvanic cell experiments, complete with DTA and galvanic cell

probe, furnace and furnace mounting stand was fabricated and has

been found to work satisfactorily.

7.3 Software Development

7.3.1 Improvement of the COMPACTX database

(V.S.Jakkal)

Earlier a database consisting of ten most intense XRD lines,

their intensities, formulae, quality mark and JCPDS PDF number

was extracted from the JCPDS CDROM database. The earlier database

had only 23 characters in the formula of the compound. The

database was restructured to accommodate 67 characters of the

formula. The set number 43 obtained was also added to the new

COMPACTX database. This database now contains 63 976 phases of

both organic and inorganic compounds.

The search program XRD was also updated to work with the new

COMPACTX database. A new subprogram ANALYSE was also added to

search program to judge the suitabiliy of the searched output

using a discrepancy factor.
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8 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

8 .1 Training School

Staff members of the Division continued to actively

participate in teaching various courses for the trainees of the

36th, 37 t h and 38 t h batches of the BARC Training School. Some

members participated in selection of the candidates. A brief

summary of these activities is given below.

1. Lectures and Tutorials

Course

Chemistry in Nuclear

Technology

Reactor Chemistry

Reactor Chemistry

Reactor Chemistry

Reactor Chemistry

Material Science

Material Science

Radiation and

Photochemistry

Teachers

V. Ramshesh

V. Ramshesh

G. Venkateswaran

B. Yuvaraju

S. Velmurugan

A.K. Tyagi

A.K. Tyagi

D.B. Naik

Lectures/

Tutorials

6 lectures

4 lectures

15 lectures

15 tutorials

30 lectures

22 tutorials

12 lectures

17 lectures
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2. Practicals

Experiment Demonstrator

Fricke dosimetry G.R. Dey

XRD in the study of solid state reactions A.K. Tyagi

Radiation chemistry G.R. Dey

Characterisation and determination A.K. Tyagi

of lattice parameters by XRD

3. Selection Committee/ Written Test Committee

S.R. Bharadwaj acted as Selection Committee Member in the

BARC Training School Selection Committee. S.R. Bharadwaj, A.K.

Tyagi, G.R. Dey and D.B. Naik were Members of the Written Test

Committee.

8 .2 Other training programmes

Course/ Programme Lecturer

1. Aspects of Water Analysis K.K. Satpathy

for two junior research fellows

from Mangalore University

2. Cooling Water Investigation for two T.S. Rao

staff members from NFC K. Rajmohan

(two weeks) K.K. Satpathy

K.V. K. Nair

P.K. Mathur
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8.3 Training undergone by staff members

1. Accident Prevention of Occupational M.D. Mathews

Health and Safety

2. Communication workshop S.N. Tripathi

8.4 Deputations

1. G. Venkateswaran was on EOL for postdoctoral research at

University of New Brunswick, Canada from 12-08-1994 to

31-07-96.

2. D.B. Naik was on EOL for postdoctoral research at HMI, Berlin,

Germany from 26-10-1993 to 30-06-1995. For this he was

financially supported by the prestigious Humboldt Fellowship.

3. B.N. Wani was on EOL to Ames Laboratory, USDOE, Ames,

Iowa, USA, from 28-06-1995 to 30-09-1995 for carrying out a

short term research programme.

4. A.K. Tyagi was on EOL for postdoctoral research to Max Plank

Institute, fur Festkorperforschung, Germany from 01-03-1995

to 31-07-1996.

5. K.V.K. Nair was on deputation to participate in an IAEA

meeting at France for formulation of a project, "Marine

Contamination and Transport Phenomena1 during 22-11-1995 to

24-11-1995.

6. S.V. Narasimhan was on deputation to participate in symposium

on activity transport at Ottawa, Canada during 22-10-1994 to

03-11-1994
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7. P.N. Moorthy was on deputation to participate in 1994

International symposium on 'Decontamination and

decommissioning at Knoxville, USA during 25-04-1994 to

28-04-1994

8.5 Seminars

Sneaker Title

M.S. Samant

D.B. Naik

D.B. Naik

Vapour Pressure Measurements in

Determination of Thermodynamic

29-04-93

Technique of Pulse Radiolysis and 25-06-93

studies on Transient Species:Part I

Technique of Pulse Radiolysis and 30-08-93

Studies of Transient Species-.Part II

S.J. Patwe Room Temperature Solid State

Reactions

30-09-93

A.S. Gokhale Chemistry of LOMI process for

decontamination of BWR surface

28-10-93

G. Venkateswaran Highlights of IAEA Technical 17-11-93

Committee Meeting on Influence of

Water Chemistry of Fuel Cladding &

Recent Trends in Water Chemistry

G. Venkateswaran* Highlights of IAEA Technical 02-12-93

Committee Meeting on Influenc of

Water Chemistry of FuelCladding &

Recent Trends in Water Chemistry

G. Venkateswaran^ Chemical Decontamination and 24-12-93

Current Trends in Water Chemistry
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B.N. Wani* International Symposium on Physics 12-01-94

of Materials (ISPM-7),China

S. Adhyapak Fluorination Studies of Binary

and Ternary Oxides

* *S. Vanavaramban Development of Oxygen Sensors

25-01-94

24-02-94

V.S. Jakkal The Use of the SEARCH/ MARCH

Program Using COMPACTX Database

Developed at BARC

02-03-94

G. Venkateswaran An Overview of the deliberations 09-03-94

of the 1994 Annual Conference of

INS on Advanced Technologies Related

to Nuclear Power

G. Venkateswaran Chemical Decontamination of Water 16-03-94

Cooled Power Reactors - Field

Experience at TAPS

S.V. Narasimhan* Chemical decontamination of PHT 15-06-94

System of MAPS # I

S.N. Mhatre

A.K. Tyagi

Studies On Aluminium Complexes

With Organic Ligands

07-07-94

Preparation And Characterisation of 25-07-94

Some Fluorine Containing Compounds

S.B. Karweer Studies Of Complex Species Of Al 09-08-94

With Amino polycarboxylic acid
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C.K. Vinaykumar Preparation Of Corrosion Products 11-08-94

And Their Characterisation

S.V. Narasimhan® Decontamination studies Pertaining 27-09-94

to PHT System of MAPS # 1

A.K. Sriraman

Jacob Jorrison$

Studies On Coolant Sea Water at 24-11-94

TAPS

Ion Exchange Membranes in 09-12-94

Electrochemical Processes

G.R. Dey Pulse Radiolysis Studies of Redox 23-03-95

Behaviour of Some Organic Compounds

and Transient Species Derived from

them

A.B. Phadnis Role of Thermal Techniques in the 30-03-95

Study of Solid State Reactions

V.R. Thosar

Anitha Sharma$$

High Temperature Passivation 24-04-95

Behaviour of Alloys Relevant to

Water Cooled Reactors

Kinetics and Mechanism of Response 02-06-95

of Zirconia Oxygen sensors

R. Mishra Vaporization Studies for

Aquisition of Thermodynamic Data

S.V. Narasimhan## Water Chemistry and Corrosion

Management for Reactor Operations

V.P. Venugopalan* Biological Fouling and its

implications for Cooling Water

Treatment

29-06-95

19-07-95

26-07-95
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D.B. Naik Studies on Photoionisation and

Electron Transfer Reactions in

Polyelectrolyte and Colloidal

Silica Solutions

27-07-95

P. Dwibedi Radiolysis of Aqeous Ammonia

Solutions

31-08-95

B.N. Wani Fluorine Containing

Superconducting Materials

03-11-95

S. Rangarajan High Temperature pH and Electro-

chemical Measurements for Water

Chemistry Control in Nuclear

Reactors

15-11-95

D.H. Lister®®

D.H. Lister®®

Metal Ion injection Passivation 21-11-95

Current Status in Power Reactor

Water Chemistry

22-11-95

K.N.G. Kaimal Post Irradiation Thermal Behaviour 30-11-95

of Xenon and Iodine from ThC>2

and UO2

(* Group Board presentation; # Delivered at TAPS; @ TSC

presentation;

** guest speaker from IGCAR; $ guest speaker from Univ. of

Dortmund, FRG;

$$ guest speaker from Panjab University; ## Vision 2020 seminar

presentation)

@@ guest speaker from University of New Brunswick, Canada,

Rest -- Divisional seminars)
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9 CONSULTANCY AND REPORTS

The expertise available in the Division in the areas of water

chemistry related to the primary and secondary side of nuclear

power reactors and the cooling water aspects of these and other

industrial plants is often sought by other DAE units. One of the

principal agencies through which this is channelised is the

Committee on Steam and Water Chemistry (COSWAC)- constituted by

Secretary, DAE of which the Chairman (P.N. Moorthy) and Member -

Secretary (P.K. Mathur) are from the Applied Chemistry Division.

Besides, the Division is also represented in the Progress Review

committee for 500 MW(e) NPR (V. Ramshesh), BARC-NPC

Collaboration Committee (P.N. Moorthy), Implementation Committee

for Decontamination (P.N. Moorthy and S.V. Narasimhan), Senior

Level Task Force for Decontamination (P.N. Moorthy), FBTR Task

Forces on Service water and Steam-Water systems (P.K. Mathur and

S.V. Narasimhan), and BIS committees related to water and

environment (P.K. Mathur).

9.1 DAE Advisory Committee on Steam and Water
Chemistry (COSWAC)

One of the important activities has been co-ordination of the

corrosion coupon evaluation of the hot conditioning of the PHT

system of KAPP-II. Besides, seventeen regular and a few special

meetings were convened, where problems concerning chemistry of

water/steam systems of Nuclear Power Stations/Research

Reactors/Heavy Water Plants/other DAE Projects were discussed.

Minutes of the meetings were communicated and necessary follow-up

actions were initiated. Some of the major recommendations/reviews

made are :
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(i) Revised chemistry control technical specifications and

station policies on chemical control for PHWRs and issuing a

COSWAC document. Also evolving and recommending chemistry-

control specifications for PHWRs during shutdown.

(ii) Problem of the presence of fission gases in the

moderator/moderator cover gas systems of PHWRs and through a

COSWAC Sub-Committee developing a standard procedure for inter-

comparison of measurements of the fission products in the

moderator systems of PHWRs.

(iii) Standard procedure for deoxygenation using N2H4 during

bulk addition of D20 in the PHT systems of PHWRs prior to first

criticality.

(iv) Failure of SS 304 waste transfer line between TAPS and

TRAP.

(v) Off-normal steam generator water chemistry at RAPS # 2,

particularly total hardness excursions in boiler water.

(vi) Report of the COSWAC Sub-Committee regarding an in-depth

study of the final NPC report on full PHT system decontamination

of MAPS # 1 &. 2 .

(vii) Proposal for the use of N2 in place of He in the RAPS # 2

moderator cover gas system; addition of N2 to the PHT system for

maintenance of system chemistry and substitution of part of D2O

in the RAPS-2 PHT system by light water or heavy water of low

deuterium content during the long outage in connection with the

coolant channel replacement and refuelling programme.

(viii) Plan for long term preservation of nuclear systems and

procedures for prevention of conventional side systems and

equipments at RAPS # 2 during long shut down.
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(ix) Proposal for the 2nc* full system decontamination of PHT

system of RAPS # 2.

(x) Proposal on magnesium ion injection passivation of the PHT

system during hot conditioning after decontamination campaign.

(xi) Problems associated with suggestions regarding separation

and regeneration of CPU resins at MAPS.

(xii) Feasibility of the use of cyclohexylamine in place of

morpholine in the secondary system of MAPS # 1 and 2.

(xiii) Safety Related Unusual Occurrence Report (SRUOR) from MAPS

regarding boiler water conductivity excursions in MAPS # 2 due to

condenser tube leaks.

(xiv) Off-normal chemistry of SG water in NAPS # 1 and 2.

(xv) Problems concerning radiation fields on the various

associated equipments of moderator system due to presence of ^Co

activity in the moderator systems of NAPS # 1 and 2.

(xvi) Procedure for decontamination of the ALPAS of the moderator

system of NAPS # 1.

(xvii) Proposal for decontamination of moderator heat exchanger

of NAPS # 1.

(xviii) Proposal for modification of ion chamber housing

assembly for NAPS # 1.

(xix) Reports from NAPS on steam quality measurements for NAPS

# 1 and 2 steam generators.

(xx) Water chemistry related problems in the moderator, PHT,

steam generator and condenser cooling water systems at KAPS.
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(xxi) Chemical control in active process water and suppression

pool cooling water systems at KAPS.

(xxii) Proposal for the design review of the pre-treatment

plant for the condenser cooling/process water systems at KAPS.

(xxiii) Comparative evaluation of chemical formulations for

chemical cleaning of KAPS # 1 condenser tubes.

(xxiv) Procedure for hot alkaline flushing of condensate, feed

water and main steam lines at Kaiga Atomic Power Plant Unit # 1.

(xxv) Proposal for use of CO2 gas containing 1% O2 for cooling

the annular space between calandria tubes and coolant tubes at

Kaiga Atomic Power Plant.

(xxvi) Water chemistry control in FBTR steam-water system

during various power raising campaigns and the proposal for

modification of a few chemistry control technical specifications

on feed water system, based on two years operation of FBTR.

(xxvii) Performance of the service water and cooling water

systems of FBTR with proprietary chemical formulations.

(xxviii) Water chemistry control and material compatibility

aspects for the primary and secondary systems of the Kamini

reactor near FBTR at Kalpakkam.

(xxix) Water chemistry related problems in cooling water,

process water, steam condensate and continuous blow down of steam

generation plant at HWP(K).
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(xxx) Merits/demerits of conventional cooling water treatment

with our own formualtions vis-a-vis indigenously available

proprietary formulation treatment programmes in the context of

cooling water treatment at HWP(K).

(xxxi) Performance report from HWP(T) on (a) UV sterilisation

of cooling water and (b) boiler water quality in waste heat

boilers.

(xxxii) Water chemistry aspects of the cooling water systems at

NFC.

(P.K. Mathur and P.N. Moorthy)

9.2 500 MW(e) PHWRB

Participated in quarterly meetings to review the status

reports of activities on PHT system being undertaken by the

Division for NPC. The status on the following tasks were

discussed: (i) study of activity transport and deposition

mechanism in PHT system to assess the extent of radiation field

build-up around various equipments, (ii) water chemistry in PHT

systems for improving the general corrosion resistance of system

materials and (iii) chemical decontamination. The design basis

report on secondary side chemistry control received from NPC was

scrutinised and comments were communicated.

(V. Ramshesh, P.K. Mathur and P.N. Moorthy)

9.3 Station Performance

The performance of TAPS, RAPS, MAPS, NAPS and KAPS for the

three year period viz. January 1993 to December 1995 were

examined from the point of view of chemistry of different

systems. In the case of TAPS, reactor water chemistry, secondary

steam generator water chemistry and primary feed water chemistry

were examined. In the case of PHWRs, moderator chemistry,

(including cover gas), PHT chemistry, end shield/vault chemistry,
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boiler water chemistry, boiler steam chemistry and feed water

chemistry were examined. Those situations when the Technical

Specifications were violated were pointed out.

It was noticed that in the case of NAPS, RAPS and KAPS the

boiler water chemistry with respect to silica and hardness was

invariably unsatisfactory. While the same has been improved in

NAPS for other two stations there is no improvement.

The data were compiled for discussion at the quarterly

meetings of COSWAC.

(V. Ramshesh)

9.4 Board of Research in Nuclear Sciences (BRNS)

(i) Served as a Member of the Advisory Committee on Radiation

and Environmental Studies, BRNS and evaluated 11 research project

proposals. A research project proposal was also reviewed for

the Engineering Science Committee, BRNS.

(P.K. Mathur)

(ii) Liased with Mangalore University and Kaiga Atomic Power

Project in connection with implementation of a BRNS research

project, "Chemical analyses of water characteristics relevant

to Kaiga Nuclear Power Plant".

(P.K. Mathur, K.K. Satpathy and P.N. Moorthy)

9.5 International Association for Properties of
Water and Steam (IAPWS)

Served as a member of the Working Group, "Power Cycle

Chemistry" of the International Association for Properties of

Water and Steam (IAPWS). Four IAPWS Certified Research Needs

(ICRN) drafts were studied and comments were communicated to

IAPWS. Recommendations/suggestions were also communicated for
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inclusion in the agenda of the discussion of the Working Group

during two annual meetings of IAPWS.

(P.K. Mathur)

9.6 Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS)

Served as Chairman of the Water Quality Sectional Committee,

Convener for the Water for Industrial and General Use Sub-

Committee and a Member of the Water Environmental Protection

Sectional Committee of BIS. A draft document prepared and

submitted earlier to BIS on Methods of Sampling and Test for

Steam Purity was finalised. Other documents revised are

(a) code of practice for treatment of water for industrial

cooling systems; (b) guidelines for methods of sampling and

analysis for water formed deposits; (c) guide for condensate

polishing (power plant); (d) code of practice for chemical

cleaning of boilers; (e) guide for desalination of water for

drinking purposes; (f) quality tolerances for water for use in

textile and paper industry; (g) methods of sampling and tests for

water and waste water - heavy metal and (h) environmental

management systems specifications. Six ISO draft documents viz.

(a) Guide for analytical quality control for water analyses; (b)

determination of anionic surfactants by measurement of the

methylene blue index; (c) Determination of the dissolved cations

viz. Li+, Na+, NH4
+, K+, Mn2+, Ca2+, Mg2 + , Sr2+ and Ba2+ in water

using liquid chromatography of ions; (d) Detection and

innumeration of sematic coliphages in water; (e) Determination of

aluminium by AAS and (f) Determination of dissolved anions viz.

chromate, iodide, sulphate, thiocyanate and thiosulfate by liquid

chromatography of ions were studied and comments on the same were

communicated to BIS.

(P.K. Mathur)
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9.7 Official Language Implementation Committee

Officiated as Member-Secretary, Official Language

Implementation Committee, BARC and helped in implementing the two

langauage formula. Regular quarterly meetings were held and

minutes prepared for the same. The annual budgets were prepared

and various Hindi programmes such as Elocution competition,

seminars, workshops etc. were organised.

(V. Ramshesh in collaboration with Asstt.Director, OL)
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10 SERVICE ANALYSIS

10.1> In order to prescribe input water quality specifications

for a new DM plant for FBTR, analysis of total and reactive

silica was carried out in service water sample. Out of total

silica content of 18-22 ppm in the DM plant input water, 15-20%

was found to be non-reactive and the remaining reactive.

A few water samples of SG water from FBTR were also analysed

for silica to supplement the values from the Chemical Laboratory.

They were in the range 100 - 300 ppb while the technical

specification limit is 5 ppb.

(A.G. Kumbhar)

10.2> Four samples from BHEL, Tiruchi were anlysed for trace

chloride using ion-chromatograph.

(A.G. Kumbhar)

10.3> A sample from chilling water system of CWCP(IGCAR) was

analysed for annual parameteric check.

(A.G. Kumbhar)

10.4> Trace analysis of MAPS boiler water and steam condensate

samples (10 Nos) was carried out for sulphate and chloride using

ion chromatograph and for sodium using AAS (emission mode). The

values were in the range: sulphate 0.1-3.0 ppm, chloride 0.3-2.7

ppm and sodium 0.04-0.15 ppm.

(A.G. Kumbhar)

10.5> Analysis of sodium in the boiler water and steam

condensate water of MAPS unit #1 and 2 was carried out using AAS

in emission mode. The concentration range of sodium in these

samples was 0.04 - 4.0 ppm. The results indicated some carry-over

of moisture with the steam.

(A.G. Kumbhar)
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10.6> Commissioning of electrothermal graphite furnace and

autosampler attachment to AAS (GF-2000) was completed. The

calibration for copper was checked in the concentration range

5-20 ppb.

(A.G. Kumbhar)

10.7> Chemical analysis of SS turning from a KARP SS pipe piece

was carried out. The composition was established as Ni 10.2%, Cr

14 .45% and Mn 1.4%.

(A.G. Kumbhar)

10.8> During the commissioning of a new DMW plant for FBTR,

analytical support was provided at the time of pre-guarantee run.

Specific conductivity, silica and Na concentration measurements

were carried out for plant outlet samples. The plant was found to

be operating within technical specifications for these

parameters.

(A.G. Kumbhar)

10.9> Three refrigeration plant water samples from KARP were

analysed for various water chemistry parameters viz, Specific

conductivity, pH, TDS, total alkalinity, P alkalinity, total

hardness, calcium, magnesium, silica and Langelier Index.

(A.G. Kumbhar and M.S. Eswaran)

1O.1O> Weekly samples of FBTR service water were analysed for

total viable count (TVC) bacteria and SRB. The TVC varied from

104-l05 cfu/ml. Iron bacterial counts ranged from 10-^-10^ cfu/ml.

No sulfate reducing bacteria were detected.

(T. Subba Rao)

10.11> Particle size measurements on the 1,2,3 oxide (Y-Ba-U-O)

derived from four different sol-gel routes viz. acetate, acetate-

citrate, nitrate-citrate and acrylamide (prepared by MDL, IGCAR)

were carried out. The particle sizes ranged between 0.85-1.0 /xm.

(M.P. Srinivasan)
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10.12> A sample received from MAPS PHT pump oil seal was

analysed for particle size distribution. It was found to contain

particles of size 1.15 /zm. The analysis was required to find the

source of particulates in the oil.

(M.P. Srinivasan)

10.13> The Fe content and the particle size distribution of

turbid water samples from FBTR steam generator circuit were

measured. Irrespective of the Fe concentration (36-320 ppb), the

particle size distribution showed a maximum in the range 80-90

nm. This turbidity due to particulates is not likely to impede

the boiler feed pump operation as the clearence available between

impeller and casing is much more than the particle size.

(M. P. Srinivasan)

10.14> Four water samples from BARC Hospital were analysed for

total hardness, residual chlorine, dissolved oxygen, conductivity

and pH. One water sample from CAT, Indore was analysed for pH,

conductivity, turbidity, total hardness and chloride.

(A.K. Sriraman)

10.15> Samples received from the cooling tower pits of

Materials Development Division and Engineering Development

Division, IGCAR were analysed for pH, TDS, Total Hardness, P and

M alkalinity and chloride contents.

(R. Rajmohan and K.K. Satpathy)

10.16> Eight water samples received from the Detrition Plant,

HWD were analysed for total hardness and total phosphate.

(S.B. Karweer and R.K. Iyer)

10.17> Seven water samples received from cooling tower of

Technical Services Division were analysed for pH, conductivity,

total hardness, turbidity and chloride.

(S.B. Karweer and R.K. Iyer)
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10.18> High temperature XRD patterns of Cu doped compounds of

compositions Zr0#95Cu<05O2, Zr0<90Cu0,10O2, Zr0_80Cu0_20°2
 a n d

Zr0 70Cu0 30<->2 (received from NCL, Pune) were recorded in the 2

range of 20-70 at various temperatures at 100 K interval in the

temperature range of 298-1073 K in air.

(M.D. Mathews)

1O.19> The solubility of lithium pentaborate and boron

trioxide samples received periodically from KAPS was determined.

(G.R. Dey)

10.20> Routine Sample Analyses

A total of 1536 samples were analysed by various techniques

viz. TGA, DTA, DSC, XRD, HTXRD. These services were rendered to

various units of BARC/ DAE and also outside institutions.
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Table 10.1

Sample analyses

Technique No. of Samples Analysed by

DTA 137 A.B. Phadnis

and P.N. Namboodiri

TG 265 A.B. P.hadnis

and P.N. Namboodiri

XRD 1074 B.R. Ambekar, S.J. Patwe

A.K. Tyagi, M.D. Mathews

HTXRD M.D. Mathews

ESCA 58 S. Velmurugan,

Santanu Bera

AAS 90 A.G. Kumbhar
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3. P. Dwibedy, K. Kishore , G.R. Dey and P.N. Moorthy
"Radiolysis of ammonia water systems'
ibid. p 177

4. M.S. Eswaran and P.K. Mathur
"Physico-chemical evaluation of corrosion inhibitors for
materials used in process cooling water systems'
The 9th Asian Pacific Corrosion Control Conf. (9t^1 APCCC) ,
Kaashung, Taiwan (Nov. 1995)

5. M.S. Eswaran and P.K. Mathur
"Surface analytical techniques: Evaluation of corrosion
inhibitors for carbon steel used in process cooling water
systems'
Proc. Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 206

6. M.S. Eswaran and P.K. Mathur
"Analytical assessment of corrosion inhibitors for
cupronickel (70:30) and Monel-400 used in the process
cooling water systems'
Nat. Conf. Corrosion and its Control, IIT, Bombay (Nov. 1995)
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7. Rani P. George, P. Muraleedharan, J.B. Gnanamoorthy,
T.S. Rao and K.V.K. Nair
"Studies on the corrosion and tuberculation of carbon steel
in fresh water1

Proc. Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 240

8. A.S. Gokhale, G. Venkateswaran, B. Yuvaraju, C.K. Vinaykumar
and P.N. Moorthy
"Performance of CEA and LOMI decontamination processes for
TAPS BWR application1

Proc. Seminar on Experience with Dilute Chemical
Deccontamination in Indian Nuclear Reactors, Kalpakkam
(Dec. 1995) p 152

9. A.S. Gokhale, G. Venkateswaran and P.N. Moorthy
"LOMI radioactive waste treatment by ion exchange1

Proc. Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 264

10. A.S. Gokhale, C.K. Vinaykumar, G. Venkateswaran
and P.N. Moorthy
"Speciation of radio iodines in aqueous BWR coolant during
reactor shut down1

ibid, p 266

11. R.K. Iyer, S.B. Karweer, S.N. Vaidya, C. Karunakaran,
B.M. Pande and N.M. Gupta
"Pressure .induced transittion to amorphous phase in
hydroxylapatite - Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2'
Second Nat. Symp. High Pressure Science and Technology, Guru
Ghasidas University, Bilaspur (Dec. 1995)

12. Santosh Joseph, G. Visalakshi, G. Venkateswaran
and P.N. Moorthy
"Dissolution studies on haematite in CEA media1

Proc. Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 261
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13. Kamal Kishore, G.R. Dey, D.B. Naik and P.N. Moorthy
""A comparative evaluation of various dilute chemical
decontaminant formulations with respect to dissolution of
magnetite'
Proc. Seminar on Experience with Dilute Chemical
Deccontamination in Indian Nuclear Reactors, Kalpakkam
(Dec. 1995) p 143

14. S.B. Karweer, R.K. Iyer, P.N. Moorthy, P.K. De and
K.S. Krishna Rao
"Corrosion control in a closed recirculating cooling water
system'
Proc. Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 189

15. H.S. Khatak, S. Rajendran Pillai, A.K. Tyagi, S. Velmurugan
and J.B. Gnanamoorthy
"Surface analysis by EDX, XPS and SIMS of stainless steel
(AISI 316) exposed to flowing sodium1

Discussion Meeting on Surface Science and Engineering
(SURE-96), Kalpakkam (Jan. 1996)

16. A.G. Kumbhar, T.V. Padmakumari, S.V. Narasimhan and
P.K. Mathur
"Operating power plants experience with condensate
polishing units in morpholine/ammonia-OH cycle1

Proc. Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 283

17. M.D. Mathews and A.K. Tyagi
"Dilatometric studies of REOF (RE= Y,La,Nd,Sm,Eu and Gd)
compounds•
Proc. 10 t h Nat. Symp. the Thermal Analysis, D.M.S.R.D.E.,
Kanpur (Dec. 1995) p 70

18. P.K. Mathur and P.N. Moorthy
"Evolution and optimisation of chemical control technical
specifications and Station policies on chemistry control for
Indian PHWRs'
IAEA Technical Committee Meeting on Exchange of Operational
safety Experiences of PHWRs, Kyoju, Korea (1995)
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19. R.Mishra, S.R. Bharadwaj, A.S. Kerkar and S.R. Dharwadkar
"The standard Gibbs free energy of formation of Cs2CdI4'
Proc. 10 t h Nat. Symp. on Thermal Analysis, D.M.S.R.D.E.,
Kanpur, (Dec. 1995) p 85

20. R.Mishra, S.R. Bharadwaj, A.S. Kerkar and S.R. Dharwadkar
"Gibbs free energy of formation of calcium tellurite
(CaTeC^) by the transpiration technique1

ibid, p 88

21. R.Mishra, S.R. Bharadwaj, A.S. Kerkar and S.R. Dharwadkar
"Vaporization behaviour and thermodynamic stability of
CaTe2O5

1

ibid, p 91

22. R.Mishra, S.R. Bharadwaj, S.R. Dharwadkar, S.S. Savant
and R. Kalyanaraman
"The standard molar enthalpies of formation of CaTeO3 and
CaTe2O5•
ibid, p 94

23. T.V.K. Mohan, S.V. Narasimhan, Y.V. Harinath, V.K. Gupta,
V.T. Apar and P. Madasamy
"A test rig for simulated DCD studies and on-line monitoring
facilities'
Proc. Seminar on Experience with Dilute Chemical
Deccontamination in Indian Nuclear Reactors, Kalpakkam
(Dec. 1995) p 177

24. D.B. Naik and W. Schnabel
"Photoionization in polyelectrolyte media1

Polyelectrolytes '95. Intl. Conf. on Polyelectrolytes, Univ.
of Potsdam, Potsdam, Germany (Sept. 1995)

25. D.B. Naik and W. Schnabel
"Effect of poly(ethyleneimine) on laser induced
photoionisation yields of potassium hexacyanoferrate(II)'
Annual Meeting of Royal Society of Chemistry, Edinburough
U.K. (Ap. 1995)
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26. D.B. Naik and W. Schnabel
"Decrease in the ionisation potential of tris 2,2* bipyridyl
Ru(II) complexes due to ion binding to polyelectrolytes and
colloidal solutions'
94th Meeting of German Society for Physical Chemistry,
Bolman (May 1995)

27. T.V. Padmakumari, S. Velmurugan, P.K. Mathur and P.N. Moorthy
"Studies on magnesium ion passivation for primary heat
transport systems of pressurized heavy water reactors'
The 9th Asian Pacific Corrosion Control Conf. (9th APCCC),
Kaashung, Taiwan (Nov. 1995)

28. T.V. Padmakumari, S. Velmurugan, S.V. Narasimhan and
P.K. Mathur
"The role of inhibitors in dilute chemical decontamination1

Proc. Seminar on Experience with Dilute Chemical
Deccontamination in Indian Nuclear Reactors, Kalpakkam
{Dec. 1995) p 168

29. T.V. Padmakumari, S. Velmurugan, P.K. Mathur and P.N. Moorthy
"Experimental investigations on metal ion injection
passivation for PHT systems of PHWRs'
Proc. Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 191

30. D.S. Patil, K.P. Sreekumar, N. Venkataramani, R.K. Iyer
Ram Prasad, R.S. Koppikar and K.R. Munim
"Plasma sprayed hydroxyapatite coatings'
Annual General Meeting of the Materials Research Society of
India, IIT, Kharagpur, (Feb. 1995)

31. S. Rangarajan and S.V. Narasimhan
"Polarographic studies of iron (II) and iron (III) in a
decontaminat ion formulat ion'
Symp. on New Vistas in Electrochemistry (SYNVEL-95),
Kalpakkam

32. S. Rangarajan, S.V. Narasimhan and P.K. Mathur
"Speciation studies of copper-amine complexes of
diethyl amino ethanol by polarographic techniques'
Proc. Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 201
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33. S. Rangarajan, S.V. Narasimhan and P.N. Moorthy
"Modelling of iron speciation in decontamination
formulations'
ibid, p 203

34. S. Rangarajan, M.P. Srinivasan and S.V. Narasimhan
"High temperature pH measurements1

ibid, p 274

35. S. Rangarajan and S.V. Narasimhan
"Metal speciation in a dilute chemical decontamination
formulation - theoretical calculations'
Proc. Seminar on Experience with Dilute Chemical
Deccontamination in Indian Nuclear Reactors, Kalpakkam
(Dec.1995) p 118

36. T.S. Rao, R. Rajamohan, K.K. Satpathy and K.V.K. Nair
"Some recent investigations on condenser slime and
biocorrosion at Rajasthan Atomic Power Station1

Symp. on New Vistas in Electrochemistry (SYNVEL-95),
Kalpakkam

37. V.N.R. Rao and K.V.K. Nair
"Research investigation on biofouling and its relevance to
electric power industry1

Proc. Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 304

38. A.L. Rufus, G.R. Dey, D.B. Naik, K. Kishore, S.V. Narasimhan,
P.N. Moorthy and R. Ganesan
"Radiation degradation of ascorbic acid, EDTA, and
citric acid in aqueous solutions'
ibid, p 222

39. A.L. Rufus, S. Velmurugan, V.S. Sathyaseelan, S.V. Narasimhan
and P.K. Mathur
"Ion exchange removal of metal ions from dilute chemical
decontamination formulation'
2 n d Intl. Seminar on Primary and Secondary Side Water
Chemistry of Nuclear Power Plants, Balatonfured Hungary,
(Sept. 1995) (communicated)
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40. A.L. Rufus, S. Velmurugan, V.S. Sathyaseelan, S.V. Narasimhan
and P.K. Mathur
"Ion exchange removal of metal ions during dilute chemical
decontamination'
Proc. Seminar on Experience with Dilute Chemical
Decontamination in Indian Nuclear Reactors, Kalpakkam
(Dec.1995) p 160

41. P. Sahoo, K.E. Jebakumar, S.V. Narsimhan and S.E. Kannan
"Optimisation of Electrolyte nature and composition for the
preparation of electrodeposited sources'
Trans. Indian Institute of Metals, (1995)

42. N. Saravanane, K.K. Satpathy, V.P. Venugopalan, K.V.K. Nair
and G. Durairaj
"Effect of heated effluent on the distribution of physico-
chemical parameters and phytoplankton in the vicinity of
Madras Atomic Power Station1

4tft Nat. Symp. on Environemnt, Madras (Feb. 95) p 93

43. V.S. Sathyaseelan, A.L. Rufus, S. Velmurugan,
S.V. Narasimhan, P.K. Mathur and P.N. Moorthy
"Development of analytical methods for the estimation of
various components in the EAC formulation1

Proc. Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 196

44. V.S. Sathyasheelan, S. Velmurugan, S.V. Narasimhan,
P.K. Mathur, K.S. Krishna Rao and G.N. Prasad
"Development of a chemical cleaning formulation for a
chiller unit of MAPS'
ibid, p 279

45. V.S. Sathyaseelan, A.L. Rufus, S. Velmurugan,
S.V. Narasimhan, P.K. Mathur and P.N. Moorthy
"Studies on the interferences in the estimation of
various components of the decontamination formulations'
Proc. Seminar on Experience with Dilute Chemical
Deccontamination in Indian Nuclear Reactors, Kalpakkam
(Dec. 1995) p 132
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46. K.K. Satpathy, T.S. Rao, R. Rajmohan, K.V.K. Nair
and P.K. Mathur
"Water quality studies of Ranapratap Sagar lake and its
relevance to condenser cooling in RAPS and HWP, Kota'
Proc. Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 209

47. K.K. Satpathy, R. Rajmohan, T.S. Rao, K.V.K. Nair
and P.K. Mathur
"Studies on chlorinated bromide salt for microfouling
control'
ibid, p 213

48. K.K. Satpathy, R. Rajmohan, and K.V.K. Nair
"Water quality monitoring in MAPS open reservoir and its
relevance to condenser cooling in FBTR1

ibid, p 215

49. K.K. Satpathy, K.V.K. Nair and P.K. Mathur
"Chlorine demand studies: A need for optimization of
chlorine doses for biofouling control1

ibid, p 218

50. K. Sekar, Santanu Bera, S.V. Narasimhan, B. Sundaravel,
P.V. Satyam and B.N. Dev
"X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic study of gold silicide
on Si (III) subtrate1

Proc. DAE Solid State Physics Symp.
Calcutta (Dec. 1995) p 400

51. K.S. Seshadri, R. Kesavamoorthy, M.P. Srinivasan,
K. Varadarajan, C. Anadbabu, K.B. Lai and V. Krishnaswamy
"Estimation of charge on alumina membranes by zeta potential
measurement'
Seminar on New Vistas in Electrochemistry, SAEST, Kalpakkam,
62, (1995)
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52. K.S. Seshadri, C. Anadbabu, M.P. Srinivasan,
R. Kesavamoorthy, K. Varadarajan, K.B. Lai, P.K. Panicker
and V. Krishnaswamy
"Application of ceramica membranes in the radioactive waste
treatment'
Int. Conf. on Particle science and technology in 21 s t

century, Pune, (1995)

53. G.C. Shah, S.K.Ghosal, V. Kain, A.K. Sriraman and
R.C. Khandelwal
"Water Chemistry of PHT system during hot conditioning
of KAPP-21

Proc. Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 93

54. G.C. Shah, S.K. Ghosal, V. Kain, A.K. Sriraman and
R.C. Khandelwal
"Magnetite coating formation on CS surfaces of PHT system
of KAPP # 1 & 2 during hot conditioning1

ibid, p 96

55. M.P. Srinivasan, S. Rangarajan and S.V. Narasimhan
"Evaluation of electrochemical corrosion rates of nuclear
reactor system materials in dilute chemical decontaminant'
ibid, p 277

56. A.K. Sriraman, A.S. Gokhale, B.N. Wani and B. Yuvaraju
"Physico-chemical characterization of coolant seawater
at TAPS1

ibid, p 225

57. A.K. Sriraman, B.N. Wani, A.S. Gokhale and B. Yuvaraju
"Monitoring chlorination practices during operation at TAPS'
ibid, p 228

58. A.K. Sriraman
"Control of biofouling in cooling water and raw water:
A practical view point1

ibid, p 231

59. S. Srisaila, J.M. Joshi and S.J. Patwe
"Pillaring of Bentonite clay1

Nat. Workshop on Catalysis, Bhavnagar (Dec. 1995)
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60. T. Subbarao, V.P. Venugopalan and K.V.K. Nair
"Microbiologically influenced corrosion in the service
water system of a test reactor1

Proc. of Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 289

61. N. Subramanian, Mohammad Yousuf, K. Govindarajan,
Vijay Kumar, Santanu Bera and S.V. Narasimhan
"XPS studies on the x-ray storage phosphors: Eu doped
BaFBr and KCl•
Proc. DAE Solid State Physics Symp. Calcutta (Dec. 1995)
p 231

62. N. Subramaniam, Mohammad Yousuf, K Govinda Rajan, Vijay kumar
Santanu Bera and S.V. Narasimhan
-XPS studies on the Eu doped BaFBr and KCl storage phosphors1

Conf. on Defects in condensed media, Kalpakkam, (1995)

63. K. Suresh, M.S. Ahamed, G. Durairaj and K.V.K. Nair
'Sand crab populations as indicator of thermal impact at
coastal power plant sites'
4*-̂  Nat. Symp. Environemnt, Madras (Feb. 1995) p 88

64. V. Thiyagarajan, V.P. Venugopalan, T. Subramonium and
K.V.K. Nair
""Some observations on the influence of initial wettability
of surfaces on the settlement of barnacles'
Proc. of Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 247

65. V. Thiyagarajan, V.P. Venugopalan, K.V.K. Nair and
T. Subramonium
"Biofouling in the condenser cooling conduits of Madras
Atomic Power Station1

ibid, p 250

66. S.N. Tripathi
"Paryavaran ki Jaivik Parikalpana1

Symp. on Oorja and Paryavaran, Pune University
(Ap. 1995)
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67. S. Velmurugan, S.V. Narasimhan, P.C. Das and P.K. Mathur
"Development of chemical cleaning formulation for service
water system of FBTR1

Proc. of Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 288

68. S. Velmurugan, T.V. Padmakumari, S.V. Narasimhan, P.K. Mathur
and P.N. Moorthy
- Characterisation of corrosion product oxides formed under
simulated PHWR PHT system conditions'
Second Intl. Seminar on Primary and Secondary Side
Water Chemistry of Nuclear Power Plants, Balatonfured,
Hungary, (Sept.1995) (communicated)

69. V.P. Venugopalan, T.S. Rao and K.V.K. Nair
"Biocide evaluation using a laboratory scale recirculating
system'
Proc. of Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 244

70. C.K. Vinaykumar, G.R. Dey, K. Kishore and P.N. Moorthy
"Redox reactions of V(III) picolinate:A pulse radiolysis
study•
ibid, p 180

71. G. Visalakshi, C.K. Vinaykumar, M.D. Mathews, B. Yuvaraju,
G. Venkateswaran, S.K. Kulshreshtha and P.N. Moorthy
"Compositional characterization of chromium bearing iron
oxides'
ibid, p 254

72. B.N. Wani, S.J. Patwe, R.M. Kadam, M.D. Sastry and U.R.K. Rao
""Synthesis of new copper oxidefluoride superconductor

Sr3Cu205.5F25 '
Solid State Physics Symp. Calcutta (Dec. 1995)
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73. B. Yuvaraju, C.K. Vinaykumar, G. Venkateswaran and
P.N. Moorthy
"Compatibility of certain structural materials of water
cooled nuclear power reactors with some decontaminant
formulations'
Proc. of Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 186

Invited Talks

1993

1. S.R. Dharwadkar
(i) "Basic principles of thermal analysis'
(ii) "Instrumentation in thermal analysis'
Refresher Course conducted by Associated Cement Company,
Thane, (Jun. 1993)

2. S.R. Dharwadkar
"Applications of thermal techniques in thermodynamic
investigations of solids1

Intl. Confederation of Thermal Analysis and Calorimetry
Newsletter (1993)

3. P.K. Mathur
(i) "Water substance-its unusual and remarkable properties
at high temperatures and pressures for use in reactor
systems'

(ii) "Water chemistry and material compatibility aspects in
the moderator and primary coolant systems of nuclear
reactors'

(iii) "Chemistry of corrosion products generation, their
release, transport and deposition in the primary coolant
systems of nuclear reactors'

(iv) "Chemistry and material compatibility in steam genera-
ting systems of nuclear and thermal power stations'
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(v) "Corrosion, scaling and biofouling problems in cooling
water systems of nuclear and thermal power stations-their
prevention and control'
Mangalore University, Mangalagangotri (Jan. 1993)

K.V.K. Nair
"Research in applied biology and ecology and its relevance in
the management of nuclear fuel cycle•
Workshop on Enviornment and Development, Issue and Options,
Madras University (1993)

K.V.K. Nair
"Biofouling and biocorrosion in power plant cooling
circuits'
Centre for Biotechnology, Pondicherry University, (Nov. 1993)

S.V. Narasimhan
"Reactor chemistry1

5 t n Appreciation Programme on Materials for Nuclear
Industry, IGCAR, Kalpakkam, (Dec. 1993)

S.N. Tripathi
"Utility and potential of Hindi in transmission of
scientific literature1

Akhil Bharatiya Rajbhasha Sammelan organised by DAE, Bombay
(Dec. 1993)

1994

1. V.S. Jakkal
"The basics of X-ray diffraction1

Lectures delivered to M.Sc. students of University of Bombay,
(Jan. 1994)

2. K.V.K. Nair
"The sea around us1

Nature Club Day, Kendriya Vidyalay - 1, Kalpakkam (Oct.1994)

3. K.V.K. Nair
"Marine Pollution and its control1

Seminar on "Coastal Ecological Consciousness", Indian Women's
Scientists Association, Kalpakkam (Oct. 1994)
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4. K.V.K. Nair
"Thermal pollution1

Enviroclub and Madras University Joint Workshop on "Pollution
-Causes and Control", Madras (Nov. 1994)

5. B.N. Wani
"On low temperature fluorination of Oxides'
13fc^ Conf. of Indian Council of Chemists , Jammu, (1994)

1995

1. Jaypaul Azariah and K.V.K. Nair
"Prospects and constraints in biofouling control at Madras
Atomic Power Plant: A historical perspective1

Proc. Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 78

2. P.K. Mathur
"Activity transport and radiation field build-up1

ibid, p 12

3. P.K. Mathur
"Primary system water chemistry control and contamination
mechanisms'
Proc. Seminar on Experience with Dilute Chemical
Decontamination in Indian Nuclear Reactors, Kalpakkam
(Dec. 1995) p 9

4. P.N. Moorthy
"Chemical decontamination: An overview1

ibid, p 1

5. K.V.K. Nair
(a) "Radioactivity in the marine environment: An overview1

(b) "Condenser cooling using seawater: Problems and
prospects'
Training Programme in Coastal Marine Sciences, Indian
Institute of Technology, New Delhi (Nov. 1995)

6. K.V.K. Nair
(a) "Biofouling and its control in coastal power plants"
(b) "Thermal ecology in the vicinity of coastal power
stations'
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(c) "Marine radioactivity1

UGC Refresher Course on "Coastal Ecosystems and Management"
Madras University (Dec. 1995)

7. K.V.K. Nair
"Environmental and operational implications of the use of
sea water as a coolant in nuclear power plants1

Nat. Symp. on Electrochemistry in Marine Environment
Madras (Feb. 1995)

8. S.V. Narasimhan
"Quality assurance tests and planning for reactor
application of dilute chemical decontamination1

Proc. Seminar on Experience with Dilute Chemical
Decontamination in Indian Nuclear Reactors, Kalpakkam
(Dec. 1995) p 22

9. S.V. Narasimhan
"Water treatment in cooling water systems'
Proc. Corrosion Management Course, IIM, Kalpakkam Chapter,
Mamallapuram (Oct. 1995) p 1

10. S.V. Narasimhan
"Chemical decontamination of the primary heat transport
system of water cooled nuclear reactors'
Proc. Symp. on Current Trends in Water Chemistry of
Nuclear and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units,
BARC, Bombay (Feb. 1995) p 47

11. K.K. Satpathy
"Chlorination as a fouling control practice - operational
and echological implications'
UGC Refresher Course on "Coastal Ecosystems and Management"
Madras University (Dec. 1995)

12. A.K. Tyagi
"Superconductivity: Past, present and future'
Inst. Sci., Bombay (Jan. 95)

13. S. Velmurugan
"R and D investigations for the optimisation of DCD in
Indian PHWRs'
Proc. Seminar on Experience with Dilute Chemical
Decontamination in Indian Nuclear Reactors, Kalpakkam
(Dec. 1995) p 74
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14. V.P. Venugopalan
(a) "Biology of mussels and barnacles in the context of
power plant biofouling and its control1

(b) "Community ecology of benthic organisms in the seawater
intake tunnel of a coastal power station1

UGC Refresher Course on "Coastal Ecosystems and Management"
Madras University (Dec. 1995)

15. B.N. Wani
"On Low Temperature fluorination of Oxides1

Physics Dept., Ames Laboratory USDOE, Ames, Iowa USA
(Sept. 1995)

Articles in Books

1993

1. K.V.K. Nair, K.K. Satpathy and V.P. Venugopalan
"Biofouling control: Current methods and new approaches'
Marine Biofouling and Its Control in Indian Waters
ed. R. Nagabhushanam, Oxford & IBH Publishers Pvt. Ltd.,
New Delhi (In press)

2. S. Rajagopal, J. Azariah and K.V.K. Nair
"Heat treatment as a fouling control method for Indian
coastal power plants'
Biofouling Control, ed. M.F.Thompson et.al, Oxford and IBH
Publishers Pvt Ltd, New Delhi (1993), pp 391-396

3. K.K. Satpathy, K.V.K. Nair and P.K. Mathur
"Chlorine demand and chemical control of biofouling in power
plant cooling systems'
Biofouling Control, ed. M.F.Thompson et.al, Oxford and IBH
Publishing Company Pvt Ltd, New Delhi (1993), pp 397-407

4. V.P. Venugopalan, S. Rajagopal, N. Sasikumar and K.V.K. Nair
"Marine biology of a sea water tunnel on the east coast of
India1

Oceanography of the Indian Ocean, ed. by : B.N. Desai,
Oxford and TBH Publishing Co. Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi (1993),
pp 253-259
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V.P. Venugopalan, T.S. Rao, C.A. Sargunam and K.V.K. Nair
"Some observations on the biological and biochemical aspects
of biofilm development in Kalpakkam coastal waters'
Biofouling Control, ed. M.F.Thompson et. al, Oxford and IBH
Publishing Company Pvt Ltd, New Delhi, (1993), pp 11-20

1994

V.P. Venugopalan, K.V.K. Nair and P.K. Mathur
"Biofouling and associated corrosion problems in coastal
nuclear power plants in India1

Ocean Technology: Perspectives ed. S. Kumar, V.V. Agadi,
V.K. Das and B.N. Desai, Publications and Information
Directorate, CSIR, New Delhi (1994), p 884

1995

1. R.P. George, P. Muraleedharan, J.B. Gnanamoorthy, T.S. Rao
and K.V.K. Nair
"Effect of seasonal changes in water quality on biofouling
and corrosion in fresh water systems'
Microbial Corrosion, ed. A.K. Tiller and C.A.C. Sequeira,
Book No. 591, The Istitute of Materials, London (1995)
pp 261 - 275

2. Kamal Kishore, S.N. Guha and P.N. Moorthy
"Pulse radiolysis study of trinieprazine with respect to its
radiation sensitization action1

Radiobiological Concepts in Radiotherapy, ed.
B.B. Singh and D. Bhattacharjee, Narosa Publishing House,
New Delhi (1995), pp. 175-181

3. K.K. Satpathy, T.S. Rao, V.P. Venugopalan, K.V.K. Nair
and P.K. Mathur
"Studies on the response of iron oxidising and slime forming
bacteria to chlorination in a laboratory model cooling
tower1

Microbial Corrosion, ed. A.K. Tiller and C.A.C. Sequeira,
Book No. 591, The Istitute of Materials, London (1995)
pp 375 - 383
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Reports

1993

1. S.R. Bharadwaj, K. Kishore and V. Ramshesh
"Applied Chemistry Division progress report for the
period 1990-1992'
BARC/1993/P/005

2. S.V. Narasimhan, S. Velmurugan, V.S. Sathyaseelan,
A.L. Rufus, P.K. Mathur and P.N. Moorthy
"Chemical decontamination of a carbon steel pipe from
MAPS-1 PHT system1

Internal Technical Report

3. V. Ramshesh and B. Yuvaraju
"Computerisation of Divisional indents raised through
Directorate of Purchase and Stores'
BARC/1993/I/011

4. V.S. Sathyaseelan, S. Velmurugan, S.V. Narasimhan
and P.K. Mathur
"Development of a chemical cleaning formulation for a
chiller unit of MAPS'
Internal Technical Report

1994

1. S.V. Narasimhan, S. Velmurugan, K.S. Krishna Rao,
G.N. Prasad, S. Krishnamoorthy, P.K. Mathur, R.S. Raju,
K. Hariharan and S.B. Kuppuraju
"Final report on the dilute chemical decontamination of
Primary Heat Transport System of MAPS-1'
MAPS/33000/94/S (1994)

S.V. Narasimhan, S.Rangarajan, H.N. Kansara, P.N. Moorthy
P.M. Wagh and B.K. Bhasin
"Feasibility studies for decontamination of surfaces of
SS components from the reactor water clean-up system
of TAPS-1 and 2 by electrochemical method'
Internal Technical Report APCD/1994/02
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G.C. Shah, S.K. Ghoshal, V. Karim, A.K. Sriraman and
R.C. Khandelwal
"Hot conditioning evaluation of primary heat transport
system of KAPP-2'
NPC, KAPP-2 (1994)

4. B.K. Sharma, R. Subramanian and P.K. Mathur
""Separation of boron isotopes by ion exchange chromatography:
Studies with Duolite 162, A type resin1

IGC-161 (1994)

5. B.K. Sharma, R. Subramanian and P.K. Mathur
"Separation of boron isotopes by ion exchange chromatography:
Studies on regeneration of strong base anion exchange resin1

IGC-162 (1994)

1995

1. S.V. Narasimhan, S. Velmurugan, K.S. Krishna Rao,
G.N. Prasad, S. Krishnamoorthy, P.K. Mathur, R.S. Raju,
K. Hariharan and S.B. Kuppuraju
"Final report on the dilute chemical decontamination of
the PHT system of MABS-2 June (1995)•

2. M.P. Srinivasan and S.V. Narasimhan
"Solubility of oxides in high temperature water1

BARC Report 95/002, (1995)

Theses

1993

l. S.V. Adhyapak
"Fluorination of Binary and Ternary Oxides'
Ph.D. Thesis (University of Bombay)
Guide: U.R.K. Rao
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2. G.A. Karim*
"Synthesis, characterisation and property measurement of
perovskite oxides and their substitution products'
Ph.D. Thesis (University of Bombay)
Guide: U.R.K. Rao
( * Metallurgy Division, BARC)

3. S.J. Patwe
"Room temperature solid state reactions between vanadates
and bifluorides1

Ph.D. Thesis (University of Bombay)
Guide: U.R.K. Rao

1994

1. G.R. Dey
"Pulse radiolysis studies of redox behaviour of some
organic compounds and transient species derived from them1

Ph.D. Thesis (University of Bombay)
Guide: P.N. Moorthy

2. A.G. Kumbhar
"Copper speciation in aqueous medium of all volatile
treatment (AVT) reagents using electrochemical techniques'
Ph.D. Thesis (University of Madras)
Guide: P.K. Mathur

3. M.S. Samant
"Thermodynamics of some major fission products'
Ph.D. Thesis (University of Bombay)
Guide: S.R. Dharwadkar

1995

S.N. Mhatre
"Studies on metal complexes with organic ligands'
Ph.D. Thesis (University of Bombay)
Guide: P.N. Moorthy
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2. S. Rangarajan
"Electrochemical reduction behaviour and speciation studies
of copper with some volatile amines1

Ph.D. Thesis (University of Madras) [submitted]
Guide: P.K. Mathur

3. B.K. Sharma*
"Studies related to the separation of isotopes of boron
by ion exchange chromatography'
Ph.D. Thesis (University of Madras)
Guide: P.K. Mathur
(* Chemical Technology Section, IGCAR, Kalpakkam)

4. V.R. Thosar
"Studies on high temperature passivation behaviour of certain
alloys as relevant to water cooled nuclear reactors'
M.Sc. Thesis (University of Bombay)
Guide: P.N. Moorthy

5. S. Velmurugan
"Interactions of complexants and complexes with ion exchange
resins in dilute chemical decontamination process'
Ph.D. Thesis (University of Madras) (submitted)
Guide: P.K. Mathur

Symposium Proceeding (edited)

1. Proc. 9th Nat. Symp. on Thermal Analysis, Goa Nov. 1993
edited by P.V. Ravindran, S.R. Bharadwaj, M. Sundaresan &
S.R. Dharwadkar

2. Proc. 10 t h Nat. Symp. on Thermal Analysis, DMSRDE,
Kanpur Dec. 1995. edited by S.R. Dharwadkar, S.R. Bharadwaj,
S.K. Mukharjee and D.D. Sood.

3. Proc. of Symp. Current Trends in Water chemistry of Nuclear
and Thermal Power Plants and Other Related Units (CURTWAC-95)
BARC, Feb. 1995

4. Expereince with Dilute Chemical Decontamination in Indian
Nuclear Reactors
IGCAR, Kalpakkam, Dec. 1995
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